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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Vrancea region, at the sharp bend of the southeast Carpathians, represents 
one of the most seismoactive zone in Europe. It is the place of an unusually 
intense seismicity with the presence of a cluster of intermediate-depth (60-
180km) seismicity in a narrow, nearly vertical and NE-SW striking volume, 
contrasting with the low magnitude shallow seismicity spread across the 
Romanian territory. The strongest events with Mw>7 that occurred in the last 
century (1908, 1940, 1977 and 1986) caused high loss and trembled cities up to 
several hundred kilometers away from the epicenter. According to the Romanian 
historical catalogue (Radu 1979, 1991) such large events occur about three times 
per century. This relatively high potential of seismic hazard, makes the region 
one of the most studied areas in Europe.  The strong intra-continental seismicity 
occurring at intermediate depth raised questions about the origin and the nature 
of such earthquakes and required a better understanding of the dynamics of this 
area. First geodynamical models were proposed after the 1940 earthquake with 
Mw=7,7 at a depth of approximately 160km. The central interrogation for seismic 
risk mitigation is the determination whether this singular seismogenic volume is 
geodynamically coupled to the crust. Such coupling would result in the 
occurrence of strong earthquakes in the crust and even in the aseismic zone 
above the volume between 40km and 70km, potentially causing heavy material 
and human costs. Nowadays, this potential coupling as well as the tectonic 
evolution of the Vrancea region still remains a bone of contention inside the 
scientific community.  
 
To improve the knowledge of the geodynamics and to enlighten the relations 
between shallow and deep Earth’s structure beneath Vrancea, several 
complementary studies were carried out in the last decades. They were realized 
in a large range of research fields, from geology to geodesy (e.g. using GPS data) 
and geophysics, including seismology. Progress in the applied methods and the 
combination of their results is a key point to propose a valid and robust 
geodynamical model, and to improve seismic risk mitigation for the Vrancea zone 
and the neighbour cities such as the capital Bucharest sheltering about two 
millions inhabitants.  So far two main geodynamical models have been proposed 
to explain the dynamic of Vrancea: one in favour of a subduction-related process 
(Mc Kenzie, 1972; Fuchs et al., 1979; Oncescu, 1984; Linzer et al., 1998; Wortel 
and Spakman, 2000; Sperner et al., 2001; Heidbach et al., 2007), and, more 
recent, another supporting a delamination dynamic (Chalot and Prat, 2000; 
Knapp et al., 2005; Lorinczy and Houseman, 2009; Enciu and Knapp, 2009).  
 
Seismic tomography aids unveiling the Earth subsurface properties from the 
information contained in waveform registrations of ground motion due to a 
seismic source, recorded by receivers at the surface. This is achieved by 
minimising a misfit function of the differences between candidate Earth’s model 
waveforms and the real Earth’s waveforms. This inverse method is applicable to 
different scales from global Earth’s model to regional and local study.  
Thus, several seismic tomography studies have been applied to the Vrancea area 
using teleseismic or local data from temporary experiments. Though they have 
revealed a cold nearly vertical lithospheric volume under Vrancea, collocated 
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with the seismic nest, they did not provide a unanimous final interpretation on 
the nature and origin of such geometry. 
Nowadays, high-resolution seismic tomography could help to reveal a detailed 
subcrustal structure below Vrancea as well as the properties of the “down-going” 
seismogenic volume. Recent developments in this field as well as in parallel 
computing allow the collection of more information out of seismic data and the 
production of such fine models. The full waveform inversion (FWI) method 
together with the finite frequency theory, allow the nearly complete recovery of 
seismic waveform information content for tomographic inversion. 
 
The aim of this study is to implement a full waveform inversion of the Vrancea 
region using local data collected during a temporary six months experiment 
undertaken in 1999 (CALIXTO99: Carpathian Arc Lithosphere X-Tomography). 
The study is based on the finite frequency theory with the simulation of synthetic 
seismograms using the SPECFEM3D Cartesian software, developed by 
Komatitsch et al. (2002a, b). The inversion follows a gradient-based algorithm for 
the iterative model update. In particular, I use the adjoint method implemented 
in SPECFEM3D to compute the model gradient for a given misfit. These recent 
methods offer a more accurate physical approximation of seismic waves dynamic, 
but also imply heavier computational costs. Main part of the inversion processing 
dealing with waveform simulation, gradient computation, smoothing of the 
gradient and model updating are done in parallel on a cluster at the Consorzio 
Interuniversitario CINECA.  
 
In case of Vrancea, the seismic sources distribution with strong events at 
intermediate depth and smaller ones at shallow depth, limit the selection of the 
dataset to the strongest events at intermediate depth with acceptable signal-to-
noise ratio. Consequently, the source-receiver geometry of the selected dataset is 
different from common tomographic cases. All seismic sources are clustered in 
the same location, resulting in sparse ray path coverage, quite similar rays and 
few crossing ray paths between different source-stations pairs. Implementing a 
local tomographic study only, these problems cannot be avoided. One would need 
to include teleseismic events, however that is not the scope of the current study. I 
thus show to which extent and at which costs this limited dataset can be 
exploited in the implementation of a full waveform inversion of the Vrancea zone, 
and if it allows to retrieve information on the velocity distribution at a better 
level than with a classical ray tomography. 
 
This thesis is organised into four mainly independent parts. The first part gives 
an overview of the knowledge on the Vrancea region and the different 
geophysical studies, which have been carried out, as well as the geodynamical 
models proposed for this region. In the second part, I present an outline of the 
full waveform inversion and seismic tomography theory. This aims to expose the 
principles of inversion methods and the characteristics of the full waveform 
inversion, from the complete numerical solution of the waves equation to the 
finite frequency theory and the adjoint method. The third part gives an 
introduction to the variable projection method (VPM) that could be seen as an 
interesting tool to deal with simultaneous source and structure inversion, a key 
point in seismic tomographic studies. This part presents the work conducted 
during a three months internship at the Schlumberger Gould Research centre in 
Cambridge, UK. The fourth part presents the application of the FWI to the 
Vrancea case, using a discrete-quality local dataset. 
Introduction 
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In this part, I discuss in details, the preparation step of the tomographic study 
that consists in data collection, processing and selection, as well as the different 
phases of the inversion method, from seismic waveform modeling to model 
update. This part gives a good illustration on how this full waveform inversion 
method is conditioned by the initial set-up. 
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I.I. TECTONIC AND SEISMIC SETTINGS 
 
The Vrancea region, in Romania, is a complex tectonic zone, part of the highly 
arched South-East Carpathians orogeny (Figure 1). 
 
 
Figure 1 - The Vrancea region in a European geo-topographic context. 
 
I.I.1. EVOLUTION OF THE CARPATHIANS 
 
 
Numerous authors have described the geology of the Carpathians: among others, 
Burchfield (1980), Foldary (1988), Linzer et al. (1998), Schmidt et al. (2008), 
Ismael Zadeh et al. (2012). The Carpathian belt, at the southeast part of the 
Alpine chain, finds its tectonic origins in the formation of the Alps and the 
closure of the oceanic lithosphere of the Tethys driven by the motion of the 
African and European plates in the late Jurassic.  
The convergence between the African and Eurasian plates gives rise to a 
particularly complicated stress configuration on the Romanian territory because 
of the interaction between several subplates or intra-tectonic units enclosed 
between them. These accommodate the relative displacements driven by the 
main convergence motion as in a puzzle game.  The literature does not bring a 
clear view on their delimitation and deformation stage (neither on their names) 
as their evolution is still a matter of debate. Otherwise, crossing different 
sources, I will attempt to give a synthesis of the Carpathians tectonic evolution 
based on the motion of these intra-tectonic units (Figure 2). 
The Vrancea region                                                                                           PART I 
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Jurassic times 
In the Carpathian area, four main intra-tectonic units might have formed at 
Jurassic time, as proposed by Burchfield (1980): the Apulian (later named 
ALCAPA for Alps-Carpathians-Pannonian), Rhodopian (Dacia blocks in 
Hungarian literature), Moesian and North-Dobrogean fragments. 
 
Cretaceous times 
In late Jurassic/early Cretaceous, an extension motion between Tisca and 
Moesian platforms led to the aperture of two oceans in the Carpathian area: the 
Cealhau-Severin (between Dacia and European/Moesian foreland) and East 
Vadar (between Tisca and Dacia blocks) oceans. This motion inverted later in a 
convergence motion of the plates, leading to the first continental collision 
between the Rhodopian and Moesian units during Albian time and the gradual 
closure of the east Vadar ocean.  
In late Cretaceous, the Apulian fragment rotated counter-clockwise moving 
northward, and the Rhodopian fragment rotated clockwise as it moved around 
the Moesian fragment. At this time, continental as well as oceanic collision 
occurred, with the collision of the Apulian with the Rhodopian platform. By the 
late Cretaceous, there was no more convergence in the South Carpathians.  
 
Paleogene times 
There is a lack of information to recover the entire Paleogene deformation in the 
Carpathians. The main motion consisted in the closure of the Severin ocean by 
subduction and the final closure of the Tethys in late Oligocene. 
 
Neogene times 
The last thrusting events occurred in the Miocene. Tisca-Dacia and AlCAPA  
plates moved into the Carpathian embayment forming the Miocene foreland fold-
and-thrust-belt. In the late-early Miocene the Carpathian embayment subduction 
started. It stopped in the northern part in Middle Miocene, with continental 
collision between Tisca-Dacia and Moesian units and rotated from NW to SE 
before starting a gradual roll back. This retreat of the subducted oceanic 
lithosphere is associated with crustal thinning and upwelling of the 
asthenosphere underneath the Pannonian basin.  The late Miocene defines the 
final emplacement of AlCAPA, Tisca-Dacia mega units and Alpine-Carpathian 
orogenic. The subsidence in the foreland, started in middle Miocene, is still active 
with a rate about 1mm/year. 
 
From Pliocene to Nowadays 
Plate convergence in the northern and eastern Carpathians seems to be currently 
inactive, while in the SE Carpathians active processes are still taking place, 
revealed by a particular seismicity in Vrancea. The Vrancea region is a 
particularly complex tectonic region of continental convergence characterized by 
at least three tectonic units in contact: the East European plate, Intra-Alpine 
and Moesian subplates. The evolution of the Vrancea lithosphere, which marks 
the youngest part of the subduction/collision along the Carpathians, is still under 
debates. Several models have been proposed into explain the geodynamic 
evolution of this subducted lithosphere and its present-day expression as a near 
vertical high velocity body beneath Vrancea.  
 
 
Figure 2 (next page) - Sum up of the Carpathian tectonic evolution.  Figures modified from GSA, 
Merten et al. (2010), Schmidt et al. (2008) and Csontos et al. (2004). 
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I.I.2. SEISMICITY 
 
 
Observation of global seismicity has provided a strong support for the tectonic 
plate theory founded on sea-floor spreading and lithosphere recycling at plate 
boundaries. Although seismic source physical process has been quite understood 
for shallow earthquakes that represent 75% of this global seismicity, the physical 
mechanism of the remaining 25% earthquakes deeper than 50km is still 
puzzling. From these, intermediate-depth earthquakes – in the range from 50 to 
300km depth- occur most often in association with convergent plate boundaries 
within subducting lithosphere in the Wadati-Benioff zone. However, in few places 
around the world, an intra-continental unusual intermediate-depth seismic 
activity has been observed. These regions of concentrated high stationary activity 
relative to the surroundings are defined as nests (Zarifi et al., 2003; Prieto et al., 
2012; Koulakov et al., 2010). In particular, nests related to subduction zone 
process count three main known examples: The Bucaramanga nest in Columbia, 
the Hindu Kush in Afghanistan and the Vrancea nest in Romania (Figure 3). 
 
 
 
Figure 3 - Location and characteristics of the Vrancea, Bucaramanga and Hindu Kush nests. Based 
on the ISC 2000 to 2010 earthquakes catalogue. Prieto et al (2012). 
The Vrancea region, located in the eastern part of the Carpathians arc bend in 
Romania, represents one of the most seismically active zones in Europe. The 
seismicity of the Romanian territory combines a shallow activity of moderate 
events following the regions of the orogenic belt (Bala et al., 2003) with an 
intermediate seismicity of strong events concentrated above the Vrancea area. 
This confined intermediate depth seismicity contrasts with the lack of activity 
elsewhere along the Carpathians.  
 
After the 1977 earthquake of magnitude Mw 7,5, a telemetered seismic network 
of 17 short-period stations was installed in Romania. It has been modernized in 
1990 through the installation of a complete seismological system for acquisition 
and data processing (earthquake localization and fast magnitude determination) 
(Ionescu and Neagoe, 2008).  
The Romanian seismic network has started to be continuously developed from 
2002, with the installation of new real-time seismic stations. It is currently 
composed of 82 broadband and short-period digital seismic stations.  
Seismic data are analysed by the NIEP (National Institute for Earth Physics) 
and local earthquakes characteristics (location and fault plane mechanism) are 
archived on the ROMPLUS catalogue.  
et al., 1987). Zariﬁ and Havskov (2003) showed that the Bucaramanga
nest has at least ﬁve times more events per unit volume compared to
other nests. It is believed (Ramirez, 2004) that th Bucaramanga
nest has experienced at least a M6.3 earthquake according to the ISC,
although it was Mb 6.0 according to Cortes and Angelier (2005), in
the last century, leading to signiﬁcant damage in Bogota and nearby
cities.
As suggested in Fig. 1, the Bucaramanga nest represents the
highest concentration of intermediate-depth seismicity in the world.
Even though the Hindu Kush area presents a larger number of events,
the Bucaramanga nest has the largest number of earthquakes per unit
volume of the three as can be seen from the histogram inset. As we
will show later, using local earthquake data, that the concentration
and isolation from nearby activity becomes even more apparent.
4. Tectonic setting of earthquake nests
The tectonic setting of each of the nest is complex and in all cases
there is debate on important aspects of the tectonic setting, speciﬁcally
whether subduction or delamination is involved, or if plate collision
at depth is responsible for the high activity rates. Below we brieﬂy
describe the general tectonic setting and discuss some of the proposed
models for each of the three regions. This is not intended to be compre-
hensive and the reader is encouraged to consult the literature in each
case for further information.
4.1. Vrancea nest
The Vrancea region is located in the SE-Carpathian mountain
system and is part of the greater Alpine fold-and-thrust system
(Koulakov et al., 2010). The tectonic history of the Carpathians is
associated with the retreating subduction of the Tethys Ocean towards
the SW–W (Csontos, 1995; Sperner et al., 2002; Stampﬂi and Borel,
2002). Subduction ceased in the northern part about 12–14 Ma ago
with the arrival of the buoyant continental East European lithosphere
into the subduction zone and later continued towards the SE (Jiricek,
1979). The progression of subduction from NW to SE is corroborated
by foredeep depocenter ages (Meulenkamp et al., 1997) and systematic
decrease in age of volcanic activity (Linzer, 1996; Pècskay et al., 1995;
Szakacs and Seghedi, 1995). Plate convergence in the northern and
eastern Carpathians seems to be currently inactive, while in the SE
Carpathians, where the Vrancea nest is located, active processes are
still taking place. The Vrancea region thus marks the youngest part of
the subduction/collision along the Carpathians.
Fig. 2 shows the location of seismicity in the Vrancea region based
on the ISC catalog (2000–2010). The map view shows the highly
concentrated seismicity of th Vrancea nest over an area approxi-
mately 30×70 km. The NW-SE cross-section shows almost vertical,
ﬁnger-shaped intermediate-depth seismi ity that is spatially separated
from the shallow activity.
Sperner et al. (2001) proposed one of the most well-accepted inter-
pretations of the tectonics in the SE Carpathian region (e.g., Martin et al.,
2006; Wenzel et al., 2002). Based on seismic tomography, earthquake
locations, and stress patterns Sperner et al. suggested that there is a
clear separation between the shallow crust and the subducted slab,
either by slab break-off or delamination. This decoupling is complete
in the northern and eastern Carpathians where subduction ceased
while in the Vrancea region (Fig. 2) it is in the process of detachment
and some coupling is still present. Fig. 3 illustrates the slab break-off
model of Sperner et al. (2001) where slab segments are detached in
the northern Carpathians while in the southern part, slab segments
may still be mechanically coupled to the shallower lithosphere. This
model explains the absence of intermediate-depth seismicity in the
northern and eastern Carpathians, due to diminished slab-pull once
detachment was completed.
Previous tomographic studies (Fan et al., 1998; Fuchs et al., 1979;
Koch, 1985; Lorenz et al., 1997; Oncescu, 1982, 1984; Popa et al., 2001;
Wortel and Spakman, 1992) had been performed based on regional
and local seismicity. More rece t tomographic results (Koulakov t al.,
2010;Martin et al., 2006) based on teleseismic and local data respectively
have conﬁrmed the presence of a nearly vertical high-velocity region
extending from about 60 to more than 200 km depth (Martin et al.,
2006 suggest that the high-velocity region extends to 350 km depth).
The geodynamic model of Martin et al. (2006) based on
teleseismic tomography suggests a high-velocity volume that they
interpret as a subducted, but not fully detached, slab. The slab hosts
the Vrancea nest where it is coupled with the continental block and
is aseismic where it is not.
Koulakov et al. (2010) do not interpret the presence of this
high-velocity body as a slab break-off, but rather as delamination of
continental material. Their interpretation is as follows: Due to conti-
nental collision, lithospheric thickening leads to higher P-T conditions
and the formation of eclogite from the maﬁc crust and upper mantle.
Once a critical mass of eclogite is concentrated, the denser layer
begins to drop and may produce the high stress conditions that drive
seismic deformation in the Vrancea nest. Koulakov et al. (2010) suggest
that slab break-off may not be able to explain the presence of seismicity
in the central part (highest velocity anomaly) of the interpreted slab.
Fig. 1. Location map of the Vrancea, Hindu Kush and Bucaramanga nests. Insets list relevant features for each based on the ISC catalog from 2000 to 2010. Extension and d pth range
of each nest are taken from Sperner et al., 2001 (Vrancea), Nowroozi, 1971 (Hindu Kush) and Schneider et al., 1987 (Bucaramanga). Number of earthquakes with M>4 is listed
based on ISC data from 2000 to 2010. Histogram shows seismicity depth concentration for each nest.
45G.A. Prieto et al. / Tectonophysics 570–571 (2012) 42–56
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The seismicity distribution above Vrancea (Figure 4) suggests a nearly vertical 
small seismic volume. Looking more in details, there is a seismic gap around 
70km depth, and the intermediate depth seismicity is concentrated from 80km in 
a volume of about 90*20*20km (Raykova et al., 2006; Hurukawa et al., 2008), 
with the main part of these events occurring around 130km depth. The 
particularity of the dimension and geometry of the Vrancea seismic volume 
makes difficult any interpretation of the dynamic of this zone. 
 
Fault mechanisms of the Vrancea seismicity present a large range of solutions as 
shown in Figure 5 and in the study of Sandu et al. (2008), delineating a complex 
stress process. At crustal range, strike-slip mechanisms seem to have 
predominance above the whole range of other solutions (Ardeleanu et al., 2005, 
Bala et al., 2003). Instead, the fault plane geometry in the Vrancea subcrustal 
volume seems to reflect a predominant compressive stress regime. 
In their study in 2003, Bala et al. have defined three distinct seismic zones inside 
the Vrancea intermediate depth seismic volume: one from 40 to 100km, the 
second from 100 to 140km and the third below 140km depth. The first domain is 
characterised by a reverse faulting on steeply dipping faults in a NE-SW 
direction. In the second domain, the nodal planes are slightly rotated towards a 
N-S direction and follow a strike slip movement. The deepest part has a less clear 
distribution of fault mechanisms, with predominance for dip-slip faulting. 
 
 
          
Figure 4 - Seismicity distribution in Romania. On the left, is given the 3D distribution based on the 
ROMPLUS catalogue with an evidence of the near vertical seismic prone volume. On the right, the 
figure from Raykova et al. (2006) shows the seismic-energy depth distribution of Vrancea. On can 
note the two main types of seismicity: a shallow and an intermediate depth one, with a seismicity 
decrease around 70km depth. 
 
R.B. Raykova, G.F. Panza / Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors 157 (2006) 164–180 169
For each cell, because of the well-known non-
uniqueness of the inverse problem, a set of models fits the
observational data, all with similar levels of reliability.
The tested model is accepted as a solution if the dif-
ferences of the measured and theoretical group velocity
values are less than the single error at specified periods
and the r.m.s. value for th whole dispersion curve. The
inversion procedure tests about 20,000 models per cell
and, on average, 14 structures are accepted as the cellular
solutions.
An optimized smoothing method, developed at the
Department of Earth Sciences of the University of Trieste
(Farina, 2006), is used to define the representative cellu-
lar model by a formalized criterion, based on operational
research theory (Bryson and Ho, 1975; De Groot-Hedlin
and Constable, 1990). We use the local smoothness opti-
mization (LSO) that fixes the cellular model as the one
that has minimal divergence in velocity between neigh-
bouring cells. The LSO algorithm depends strongly on
the choice of the starting cell. The research starts from the
cell that satisfies the analogous objective criterion—one
with minimal divergence between the accepted velocity
models, i.e. inside such cell the solutions are the densest
in the parameter space.
Starting from this cell, the algorithm takes, as the
representative model, the solution that has the small-
est difference in velocity with respect to the models in
the neighbouring cells. Once the representative model is
chosen it is kept fixed for further calculations. The search
continues in the direction of the neighbouring cell that
has the densest set of models. The calculations continue
through the whole considered region in a sequence that
points to the densest not-explored cell and provides an
objective, formally defined, selection of representative
models.
The models selected by LSO are appraised according
to known geophysical constraints, since the non-linear
inversion and the smoothing algorithm give us only a
mathematical solution. The explored parameter space,
in some cases, exceeds physical boundaries, that could
be fixed a priori, as for example the maximum aver-
age crustal velocity of 4.1 km/s or the maximum average
upper mantle velocity of 4.8 km/s, and the range of the
variability for these velocities is restricted accordingly.
Furthermore the optimization algorithm LSO may select
a model not fully consistent with well-accepted mod-
els. An example of this situation is given by cell 16e
(the Vrancea cell, Fig. 1) where LSO chooses a solution
that is characterized by a thin crust not consistent with
other independent observations. Nevertheless, among
the hedgehog solutions for this cell, there is one ith
the mantle part equal to the one selected by LSO while
its crustal structure agrees with the existing and well-
accepted crustal models. Thus we can choose and keep
this solution fixed and run the optimization again. As a
result we obtain, in all other cells, the same results as
in the first iteration, which is a good indication of the
robustness of our model.
Since the Vrancea region has very particular struc-
ture, an additional appraisal of the chosen solution for
this cell is shown in Fig. 2. The figure represents the
seism c energy distribution with depth in different time
and magnitude intervals. The ISC (2004) on-line bulletin
is used as the source of the earthquake parameters. The
relation between the different kinds of magnitudes and
Ms as well as the relation between earthquake energy
and Ms is taken from Peishan and Haitong (1989). Sev-
eral compilations of events have been considered: (a)
all events with Ms≥ 1.3 from ISC on-line bulletin for
the period 1904–2004 (Fig. 2, thin black line); (b) the
earthquakes with fixed, non-instrumentally defined focal
depths removed from compilation (a) (Fig. 2, thick black
line) and (c) the weak events (Ms≤ 3.0), which can be
considered not complete since they do not follow the
Fig. 2. Seismic energy-depth distribution for the Vrancea cell (16e).
The representative solution is plotted on the right side of the graph. The
empty circles represent the seismicity as given by ISC from 1904 to
2004 with magnitude Ms ≥ 1.3, the filled red circles represent the seis-
micity from 1964 to 2004 with magnitude Ms > 3.0. For more details
see text.
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Figure 5 - Fault plane solutions from the Global CMT Harvard catalogue. Events are going from 
1977 to 2009. Events with depth between 70 and 100km are indicated by the sand colour, deeper 
events are in black and event above 150km depth are in grey. No clear evidence for the stress field 
is seen, indicating a complex process. 
 
Regarding not only the geodynamic side, understanding the nature of tectonic 
processes occurring in populated areas is also important for seismic risk 
mitigation. From a historical point of view, strong earthquakes with a magnitude 
greater than 7 occur in this area at a frequency about 3 per century. In the past, 
the events of 1908, 1940, 1977 and 1986 have caused large damages over the 
region and particularly in Bucharest, which is now populated by about 2millions 
inhabitants. This makes the Vrancea region, a favourite area for various 
complementary geological and geophysical studies. Despite of the abundance of 
studies in the region, the nature of this intermediate-depth seismicity cluster is 
still a bone of contention. 
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I.II. GEODYNAMICAL MODELS AND 
TOMOGRAPHIC STUDIES 
 
I.II.1. GEODYNAMICAL MODELS 
 
 
Seismic tomography studies have revealed a nearly vertical high velocity body 
beneath Vrancea, extending until 350km and whose NE part is the place of an 
intermediate depth seismogenic volume (Enciu et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2006; 
Wortel and Spakman, 2000). This high velocity body is interpreted as a cold and 
dense lithospheric material into the upper mantle.  
 
The tectonic evolution of Vrancea is still under debates (Knapp et al., 2012; 
Sperner et al. 2001; Martin et al., 2006, Dando et al., 2011). The principal 
dissension lies on the type of this descending material and the degree of coupling 
between this material and the crust (Figure 6).  
The first proposition stands for a remnant oceanic slab from a past subduction 
pulled beneath Vrancea by subduction retreat. In this first group, three 
hypotheses are competing: the attached slab (Mc Kenzie, 1972), the slab breakoff 
(Linzer et al., 1998; Girbacea and Frisch, 1998 and Wenze et al., 1998) and the 
weak coupled slab that defines a slab detachment in its final stage (Wortel and 
Spakman, 2000; Sperner et al., 2001; Muller et al., 2010).  
The second proposition sets that this body is made of continental material 
resulting from a delamination process (Chalot-Prat and Girbacea, 2000; Knapp et 
al., 2005; Tondi et al., 2009; Fillerup et al., 2010, Ducea, 2011; Ren et al., 2012). 
Mantle delamination would have consisted of a thickening of the Carpathians 
lithosphere during continental collision, followed by its sinking in the mantle due 
to instability and the upwelling of the asthenosphere.  
A coupling of both processes stands also as an explanation of the evolution of the 
lithospheric material (Carbunar and Radulian, 2011), as the alternative model of 
an unstable triple junction point between the East-European, Moesian and Intra-
Alpine micro-plates moving at different velocity rates (Besutiu et al., 2001). 
 
 
Figure 6 - Simplified sketch picture of the different geodynamic models proposed for the Vrancea 
high velocity deepening volume (redrawn after Knapp et al., 2005). 
Transylvanian Crust Moesian Crust Mantle lithosphere unde!ned 
boundary
detached slab attached slab
coupled slab delamination
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First geodynamical model related the Vrancea intermediate depth seismicity to 
the sinking of the relic of an oceanic slab, remnant of the closure of an oceanic 
crust floored basin (Mc Kenzie, 1972). Later, the presence of a seismic gap (to be 
interpreted as a low seismicity with respect to surrounders) between 40 and 
70km depth, conducted Fuchs et al. (1979) to the hypothesis of a detached slab 
geodynamic model. The following tomographic studies revealed the shape of the 
seismic anomalies beneath the area. The latters, interpreted with regard to the 
seismicity gap, have supported the model of slab detachment (Oncescu, 1984; 
Linzer et al., 1998; Girbacea and Frisch, 1998). In this dynamic, a subduction 
would have started westward of the Vrance seismogenic zone in pre-Miocene 
times, and would have undergone a process of detachment and retreat toward 
southeast to position at the actual intermediate depth seismicity zone of Vrancea. 
Between the attached slab hypothesis and the detached one, the idea of a 
progressive decoupling of the slab along the Carpathians came out (e.g Sperner 
et al., 2001). Arguments that support this intermediate model defend that a slab 
break-off dynamic would be unable to explain the high strain rate inside the slab 
and that the spatial relationship between the Vrancea seismicity and the active 
surface deformation in the foreland basin suggests, instead, the existence of a 
mechanical coupling between the crust and the upper mantle (Enciu et al., 2009).  
For the last 20 years, these various subduction models have prevailed in most of 
the geophysical studies interpretation of the Carpathian-Pannonian system 
tectonic evolution (Fillerup et al. 2010). 
However this subduction hypothesis seems to present some weaknesses. Indeed, 
such a process would imply some suture evidences from continental plates 
collision, whereas such a boundary has not been established yet (Knapp et al., 
2005). To add some doubts on the subduction premise is the pronounced late 
Miocene/Pliocene subsidence in the Focsani basin of the foreland and the active 
surface deformation and crustal seismicity of the region. Moreover, if the 
subduction interpretation is supported by the presence of a Neogene volcanism 
within the hinterland, the relationship between this volcanism and the 
subduction process remains questionable (Koulakov et al., 2010; Fillerup et al., 
2010). 
The continental lithospheric delamination model instead, is distinguishable by 
its distance from oceanic subduction dynamic and appeared as another 
alternative to lithosphere recycling. This process is characterised by a thickening 
of the lithosphere due to the upweilling of the asthenosphere. In the Vrancea 
region, it would have result from the closure of an intra-continental basin during 
the Miocene. Such a dynamic induces gravity instability due to higher density in 
the lithosphere than in the asthenosphere and might be able to generate 
intermediate depth seismicity such as in the Vrancea case (Chalot-Prat and 
Girbacea, 2000; Knapp et al., 2005; Tondi et al., 2009; Koulakov et al. 2010). 
 
The debate upon all these oceanic/continental lithosphere hypotheses comes from 
the uncertainty upon the evolution of the oceanic lithosphere created by the 
Cealhau-Severin ocean that opened during The Late-Early Cretaceous. Up to 
now, there is no clear evidence whether this oceanic lithosphere was entirely 
subducted  by the late Cretaceous or whether a part of the oceanic material (post-
Cretaceous) is contained in the Carpathian embayment (Ismael Zadeh et al., 
2012). 
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Appart from qualitative interpretations of the Vrancea geodynamics which aim 
at describing the processes that explain the observed geophysical properties, 
quantitative interpretations, instead, seek to make the bridge between 
geophysical concept modelling and specific observed features. 
To explain the distribution of the Vrancea seismogenic zone, Ismael Zadeh et al. 
(2000) carried out a study of viscous flow phase transistion and dehydratation on 
the stress field of the slab. From the shape similarity between their predicted 
depth distribution of the stress in the slab with the average seismic energy 
released by the earthquakes in a whole year, the process of rock dehydratation 
appeared to them as a realistic candidate for earthquake triggering in the 
Vrancea slab. Successively in 2005, Ismael Zadeh et al. computed in details the 
stress repartition along the slab using a 2D thermo-mechanical model of the post 
Miocene slab subject to gravity.  The maximum predicted stress occured between 
80 and 200km, whereas a minimum was found in the depth range of 40 to 80km. 
These areas correspond respectively to the intermediate-depth seismicity of 
Vrancea and to its seismic gap. Moreover, their model predicted crustal uplifts in 
agreement with the East Carpathian orogen, as well as a subsidence area 
coinciding with the Moeasian and East European platforms. These results 
demonstrated that the Vrancea descending lithosphere could be a consequence of 
downwelling flows generated by slab subduction. These flows would have first 
teared down a part of the continental crust and would have successively had 
particular effects on the surface topography, influencing the Carpathian’s orogen 
and its basins evolution.  
In 2009, Manea and Manea deduced from their thermal model of the region that 
a “soft” attached slab was able to explain the particular Vrancea seismic 
distribution and rejected the hypothesis of detached slab as this model would not 
induce enough stress in this area for earthquake generation. 
 
The origin and nature of the Vrancea lithospheric structure is still puzzling. 
There is a need to study and combine high-resolution data from the different 
fields of Earth’s science such as geophysics, geochemistry, geodesy and 
seismology to better understand the geodynamical process behind the Vrancea 
region.  
 
I.II.2. TOMOGRAPHIC STUDIES 
 
 
In 1984, Oncescu inverted teleseismic events recorded by the Romanian 
earthquake network. His tomographic images revealed a low-velocity structure 
between 40 and 80km depth and a high velocity structure between 80 and 160km 
depth coinciding with the Vrancea intermediate depth seismicity.  
This localized fast anomaly has successively been observed in several seismic 
tomographic studies, which have confirmed the location of the Vrancea seismic 
nest inside the high velocity body (Figure 7).  
Most of the times, these studies have used teleseismic events registered on the 
Romanian permanent network or during temporary experiment (Wortel and 
Spakman, 2000; Martin et al., 2006; Ren et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2012), or at 
bigger scale on European seismic networks (e.g. Piromallo et al., 2003).  Whereas 
first studies were using only the P waves arrival in the inversion, later studies 
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have added S waves arrivals and have started to work with local and regional 
events (Fan et al., 1998; Tondi et al., 2009; Koulakov et al., 2010). 
 
These seismic tomography studies often depict the high seismic velocity anomaly 
in significantly different ranges. Nevertheless, despite uncertainty lying under 
such inversions, the location of the velocity anomaly beneath the Vrancea region 
is robust (Figure 7). The differences from one model to another are explained 
directly by the characteristics of the inversion, the approximations done in the 
forward problem and the data processing implemented (Romanowicz, 2003).  
 
 
 
Figure 7 - Examples of seismic tomography studies. From left to right and up to down: Wortel and 
Spakman (2000), Tondi et al. (2009), Zhu et al. (2012) and Martin et al. (2006). 
 
Most recent regional tomographic studies have been carried out by Ren et al. 
(2012, 2013) based on two important temporary projects done in the Carpathian-
Pannonian basin: the Carpathian basin project from 2005 to 2007 involving 54 
stations, and the South Carpathian project from 2009 to 2011 involving 56 
stations. 
In 2012, they retrieved some details of the upper mantle structure beneath the 
Carpathian-Pannonian basin from P wave teleseismic traveltime residuals, using 
a 3D finite frequency kernel tomography (Figure 8). Their study was based on 1180 
teleseismic earthquakes of Mw>5.5 that have been collected, between 2006 end 
2011, either by the temporary stations of the two Carpahian’s projects, either by 
the Romanian permanent seismic network, for a total of nearly 200 seismic 
stations. This dense coverage of the Carpathian-Pannonian basin allowed them 
to find interesting features about its upper mantle structure. In the Vrancea area 
they observed, in agreement with previous tomographic studies, a fast P velocity 
anomaly trending to the southern edge of the Carpathians. They defined its 
extension as a 300*200km area going from 100 to 400km depth.  Although this 
anomaly extends to SW of Vrancea, their tomographic images did not give any 
evidence for a remnant of subducted slab beneath the adjacent Eastern 
Carpathian. Instead the NW-NE Carpathian region, north of Vrancea, is 
dominated by slow anomalies. 
depth, we do not have sufficient resolution to image the
supposed change in orientation of the slab, from SW
dipping to W–NW dipping, as proposed by Martin et al.
[2006]. Therefore, it is not possible, due to the limitations of
our local data set, to distinguish between the model of
Sperner et al. [2004] and the model of Martin et al. [2006].
The major points of our analysis are summarized in a 3-D
visualization of the Vp/Vs model (Figure 15).
4. Conclusions
[28] We are able to provide consistent 3-D velocity and
density models beneath the southeastern Carpathians down
to a depth of 200 km, through simultaneous inversion of
seismic and gravity data, using the inversion scheme of SII
[Tondi and de Franco, 2006]. The final Vp, Vs, and density
models minimize equally well P and S wave residuals times
from local earthquakes recorded between May and November
1999, P and S wave first arrivals identified on the record
sections of two refraction experiments, and Bouguer anoma-
lies computed from a collection of local measurements. The
reconstruction tests indicate a satisfactory recovery of
heterogeneities, with misfits not exceeding 2–3% in the
region between 26! and 27! longitude and 45! and 46!
latitude, where the seismicity is concentrated.
[29] The analysis of our 3-D Vp, Vs and density anoma-
lies, combined with the examination of the 3-D Vp/Vs
structure and the distribution of the shear modulus m,
suggest evidence for the former boundary between the
Moesian/East European crust, and the Transylvanian crust
and hence may justify the consumption of an ocean-floored
basin during the formation of the Eastern Carpathians.
[30] The 3-D Vp/Vs structure, reveals that the depth to
the Moho increases southeastward and reaches its maximum
beneath the Trans-Getica Fault (TGF). Here, high Vp/Vs
values, which prevail within the seismic gap, change into
low Vp/Vs anomalies. These findings validate the hypothesis
that the aseismic zone corresponds with a zone of
delamination where deep and hot asthenospheric material
intruded into the volume previously occupied by the
European lithospheric mantle material. Results indicate that
the present coupling between the subducted mantle litho-
sphere and the unsubducted Moesian lithosphere is limited
to the SW part of the model.
[31] The rising of the asthenospheric material is also
supported by the concentration of localized and historical
seismicity along the northwestern part of the imaged slab
(a low Vp/Vs anomaly, oriented SE–NW clearly visible
from 45 to 180 km depth); the asthenospheric upwelling
may allow the accumulation of shear stresses necessary for
the generation of earthquakes. The oceanic nature of the
subduction is highlighted by a steplike discontinuity of
the elastic parameters. However, due to our local data set
the transition from continental to oceanic lithosphere is not
clearly observable.
Figure 14. Vertical slice through the 3-D Vp/Vs model
along VRANCEA2001 refraction profile (Figure 2). We
interpret the low Vp/Vs values, visible between 45 and
180 km depth as the downgoing slab, where the possible
transition from continental to oceanic is evidenced by
values <1.65. We read the high Vp/Vs values, which prevail
within the seismic gap (40–80 km depth) as a zone of
partial melting which may result from delamination of the
European mantle lithosphere and the upwelling of hot
asthenospheric material. The existing coupling along this
line is indicated by the black dashed lines.
Figure 15. A 3-D visualization of theW–E vertical section
in the resulting 3-D Vp/Vs model of the southeastern
Carpathians. The isosurface of Vp/Vs = 1.71 is drawn in
ruby red and it is superimposed on the section. Both catalog
(red squares) and analyzed (black filled circles) earthquakes
are plotted. The summarizing explanations of the anomalies
follow comments in Figure 14.
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Figure 3 |Vertical cross-sections of δlnβv for model EU30. a, Cross-section of the Adria–Dinarides and Vrancea slabs. b, Cross-section of the Hellenic slab
and a hol beneath Bulgaria. c, Cross-section of the Alpine subduction. d, Cross-section of lithospheric delamination beneath Scandinavia. e, Cross-s ction
of the Eifel hotspot and its associated slow-wave-speed reservoir. f, Cross-section of the Calabrian slab detachment. g, Cross-section of the central
Apennines and North Africa slab detachment. The dashed black lines in a–g denote the 220 km, 410 km and 660 km discontinuities. Perturbations range
from−X% to X%; X= 3 in all cross-sections except e, where X= 2. h, Map locations of cross-sections a–g (A-a to G-g).
as documented in map views (Fig. 2e), vertical cross-sections
(Fig. 3b) and 3D view (Fig. 4). At 75 km depth, there is a fast spot
located east of the Hellenic arc, between the Cyprus and Anatolian
plates, which is correlated with the Cyprus arc (Fig. 2a). Similar to
the two previously discussed arc systems, the Hellenic arc involves
a prominent slow wave speed (∼−4%) for the Aegean Sea down to
nearly 100 km, a result of roll-back-induced back-arc extension8.
The Cenozoic Rift System, which is closely related to the central
and western European volcanic fields6, extends from the Valencia
Trough in Spain to theMassif Central in France, and then splits into
two segments: one goes through the upper and lower RhineGrabens
in Germany and extends northwestward to the Netherlands, the
other goes eastward to the Bohemian Massif in the Czech Republic,
terminating in the Central SlovakianVolcanic Field (CSVF; Fig. 2a).
At 75 km depth, we also observe the Middle Hungarian Line,
separating the CSVF and Tisza–Dacia (Fig. 2a). In the northern
part of the Rhine Graben, we discover a slow anomaly (∼−2.5%)
lying flat at a depth of approximately 300 km with a nearly vertical
conduit ascending to the surface. We interpret these features as a
slow-wave-speed reservoir connected through an upwelling plume,
thereby forming the Eifel hotspot (Fig. 3e).
The North Anatolian Fault separates the fast-wave-speed Black
Sea Basin and EEP to the north and the slow-wave-speed Anatolian
plate to the south. The prominent slow anomaly of the Anatolian
plate extends down to 220 km and overlays a large volume of fast
anomalies (∼+3%; Fig. 2d), which we interpret as remnants of an-
cient oceanic lithosphere related to the collision between the Anato-
lian and African/Arabian plates. Beneath central Turkey, at a depth
496 NATURE GEOSCIENCE | VOL 5 | JULY 2012 | www.nature.com/naturegeoscience
dent information against which the recon-
structions are tested. The principal outcome
of these studies was an important one: the
basic aspects of the tectonic reconstructions
with east-southeastward migrating conver-
gent plate boundaries in the western Mediter-
ranean (Fig. 1) and subduction underneath
the Hellenic arc agreed, in terms of predicted
versus imaged slab length, with the upper
mantle structure. Therefore, they can be used
as a basis for further investigations. If we
combine the tectonic reconstructions with re-
sults from studies on the effect of trench
migration (48–51), the peculiar flat-lying slab
at the base of the upper mantle is also ac-
counted for and, in fact, supports roll-back.
From structure via hypothesis to process.
As indicated above, gaps in the structure of
subducted slabs suggest that slab detachment
has occurred in several areas. Slab detach-
ment, as such, is not a new feature in litho-
spheric dynamics; early seismicity-based stud-
ies speculated on the existence of detached
slabs (52). However, we added a new element
to the concept, the lateral migration of slab
detachment (31). We hypothesized that a small
tear in the slab initiates lateral rupture propaga-
tion (Fig. 3). The physical basis for this process
stems from the notion that the distribution of
the slab pull is affected by a tear in the slab. In
the segment of the plate boundary where the
slab is detached, the slab pull is not transferred
to the lithosphere at the surface. Instead, the
weight of the slab is at least partially supported
by the still continuous part of the slab (Fig. 3),
thereby concentrating the slab pull force.
Stress concentration, with down-dip ten-
sion, near the tip of the tear causes further
propagation. From the seismic tomography
results, we determined three regions where
the migrating slab detachment process may
have occurred (or may still be occurring):
Fig. 2. Tomographic images of P-wave velocity anomalies (39) for the
Mediterranean/Carpathian region. Colors indicat seismic wave speed
anomalies as percentage deviations from average mantle velocities given
by the one-dimens onal reference model ak135 (113). (A) and (B) show
map view images at 200 and 600 km depth, respectively. Projection and
map dimensions are he same as in Fig. 1. Shad wed pink lines show the
tectonic outlines similar to Fig. 1. Contouring scale ranges betw en –X%
and !X%, where X " 2.5 in (A), (C), and (D), and X " 1.5 in (B) and (E)
through ( J ). (C and D) Blow-up for the Apennines-Calabria region at 53
and 380 km depth. (E through J ) Vertical slices computed along
great-circle segments (red line in map); above each slice, the map
provides geographical orientation. The white arrow of the compass
needle points north. The horizontal axis is in degrees along the
grea -circle segment defining the slice (straight red line in map). The
vertical axis shows depth with tics at 100-km intervals. White dots
indicate earthquakes. The dashed lines in the tomographic section
indicate the 410 and 660 km discontinuities. (E) and (F) are sections
through the Calabrian arc and southern Apenines. (G) and (H) are
sections through the Carpathian-Pannonian region and (I) and ( J)
through the Aegean region.
S C I E N C E ’ S C O M P A S S
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The fast anomaly follows a nearly vertical shape from 80 to 400km depth and is 
bounded by two slow regions deeping to NW and SE. This particular distribution 
of the anomalies does not support the hypothesis of an attached slab underneath 
Vrancea. If the NW slow anomaly can be explained by an astenospheric 
upwelling due to a delamination process, this is not the case for the SE slow 
anomaly. The authors thus support instead the gravitational instability model of 
Lorinczi and Houseman (2009) that can explain such a distribution. Another 
interesting outcome from their study comes from the mantle transition zone 
imaging that presents a fast P wave anomaly beneath the entire Carpathian 
area, without any connection with the upper mantle high velocity anomaly. This 
is interpreted as an evidence that the Vrancea structure post-dates the formation 
of this deeper high velocity anomaly as well as the extension of the Pannonian 
basin. 
 
 
 
Figure 8 - NW–SE profile across the Vrancea Zone through the P-wave tomographic model of Ren et 
al. (2012). Green dots show the projected locations of intermediate-depth earthquakes in the 
Vrancea region. 
 
 
In my tomographic inversion of the Vrancea lithospheric structure, the reference 
model is taken from the Tondi et al. (2009) tomographic study.  
Using jointly seismic data from temporary experiments together with gravimetric 
data, the authors have built a detailed 3D tomographic model of the Vrancea 
lithosphere until 230km depth. Their inversion was based on the Sequential 
Integrated Inversion method (Tondi et al., 2000) that follows a maximum 
likelihood regularization scheme. Their initial reference model was based on the 
Popa et al. (2001) 1D velocity model of Vrancea1. Their seismic database was 
made of P-S first arrivals from 156 local events records collected at 26 short 
period stations during the CALIXTO99 experiment as well as from the seismic 
records from the refraction experiments VRANCEA99 (12 record sections) and 
VRANCEA 2001 (11 record sections). Their gravity database, instead, was based 
on local Bouguer anomalies data from the Institute of Geodynamics of the 
Romanian Academy.  
                                                
1 Details about the 1D reference model can be found in Figure 67 in Appendix B. 
Author's personal copy
Seghedi et al. (2011) to steepening of the slab and opening of a
slab window. If the break-off had occurred progressively,
however, we should see the signature of a remnant slab in
the upper mantle north of the Vrancea zone, where break-off
would have occurred most recently. While our P-wave velocity
models show clearly the fast anomaly beneath and extending to
the SW of the Vrancea zone, there is no evidence for a remnant
subducted slab beneath the adjacent Eastern Carpathians at any
depth above the transition zone. In fact the inner-Carpathian
region, north of Vrancea, is dominated by slow anomalies (see
cross-sections 1–3 of Vp models in Fig. 7). Our resolution tests
using a slab-like structure along the inner Eastern Carpathian
arc show that the region is well resolved in our tomographic
models (Fig. 9).
An alternative explanation of the Vrancea tectonic activity
suggests that the mantle lithosphere is in the process of delami-
nation (Gıˆrbacea and Frisch, 1998; Gvirtzman, 2002; Knapp et al.,
2005; Fillerup et al., 2010). Under continental collision conditions,
delamination could be initiated by an anomalously dense and
over-thickened lithospheric mantle (Houseman and Molnar,
1997; Schott and Schmeling, 1998; Morency and Doin, 2004;
Go¨gˇu¨s- and Pysklywec, 2008). An alternative trigger for delamina-
tion can arise from metamorphic transformation of mafic lower
crust into eclogite (Rudnick and Fountain, 1995) at depths of
around 40–50 km. An eclogitic lower crustal root is gravitation-
ally unstable and can drive downward flow which removes the
mantle lithosphere (Elkins-Tanton, 2007; Fillerup et al., 2010).
Our NW-SE ection across t e Vrancea zone (Fig. 10) shows
clearly the P-wave fast anomaly, which is nearly vertical from
80 km to 400 km. Wortel and Spakman (2000) showed a similar
image of this Vrancea fast anomaly apparently connected to high
wave speed lithosphere to the SE which encouraged the inter-
pretation of a subducting or delaminat g lithospheric slab.
However, such a connection is not evident in our model; instead
this fast anomaly is bounded by two slow regions dipping to the
NW and SE (Figs. 8 and 10). While the observed slow anomaly on
the NW side could be associated with hot asthenosphere that has
flowed upward to fill he gap induced by the delaminated litho-
sphere, the slow anomaly on the SE side is difficult to explain
using the delamination model. The slow anomalies, however, are
more easily explained with the mechanism proposed by Lorinczi
and Houseman (2009). In that model the fast anomaly
corresponds to a mass of continental mantle lithosphere which
has formed in a drip-like gravitational instability, with slow
anomalies on the NW and SE sides caused by adjacent astheno-
spheric upwellings. This drip model has the advantage that it
provides a quantitative explanation of the distribution of seismic
moment release rate in the deep seismic zone (Lorinczi and
Houseman, 2009). Our images show that the seismicity at depths
of around 60–180 km occurs at the NE end of a high velocity
region which extends at shallow depths to the southwest (see
Fig. 8); below about 250 km the high velocity material lies almost
directly beneath the seismogenic zone. This dense material
presumably provides the driving force for the high rates of
seismic moment release. Our images show no connection
between the Vrancea anomaly and the high velocity material in
the mantle transition zone (Fig. 10). To our mind, this implies that
the Vrancea structure is a recent feature and post-dates the
events that produced the fast-anomaly in the mantle transition
zone and the extension of the Pannonian Basin.
6. Conclusions
Our high-resolution P-wave velocity model of the upper
mantle beneath the Carpathian-Pannonian region, obtained using
finite-frequency tomography of teleseismic P relative arrival time
residuals results from an unusually large, dense, broadband array:
54 stations deployed in the South Carpathian Project (SCP, 2009–
2011), 56 st tions deployed in the Carpathian Basins Project (CBP,
2005–2007) and 131 national network stations. Our tomographic
images therefore are better resolved than previous studies in the
eastern Pannonian and Transylvanian regions. Images from our P-
wave model show that fast material beneath the eastern Alps,
extends down into the transition zone and eastward across the
Pannonian Basin below 300 km depth. This fast material extends
downward into the mantle transition zone (MTZ) and appears to
spread outward beneath the entire Pannonian basin. The fast
region in the MTZ is clearly bounded by slower material beneath
the Western Carpathians and the Moesian platform. Above
! 300 km, the upper mantle below the Pannonian basin is
dominated by relatively slow velocities, the largest of which
extends down to nearly 200 km and underlies the 47 km thick
sediments of the Mako´–Be´ke´s rift basins. The Alpine anomaly
supports a model of mantle downwelling initiated by continental
collision but probably driven by gravitational instability beneath
the present-day eastern Alps. We interpret that similar down-
welling occurred beneath the Pannonian Basin, before slab
detachment triggered the lithospheric extension process that
produced the Pannonian Basin. In the Vrancea region, the seismi-
city occurs at the NE end of a high velocity structure that extends
SW in the upper 200 km, oblique to the southern edge of the
South Carpathians; this structure dips to the NE and becomes
more axi-symmetric to depths of ! 400 km. The Vrancea struc-
ture is broadly consistent with models based on either delamina-
tion of mantle lithosphere or lithospheric gravitational instability
occurring beneath the SE corner of the Carpathians. We find no
clear evidence of residual slabs beneath the Eastern Carpathians
in the upper 400 km, contrary to models for the evolution of the
Pannonian Basin that depend on the idea of slab roll-back and
progressive slab detachment beneath the Eastern Carpathians.
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This joint inversion gave an interesting snapshot of the main crustal and upper 
mantle features of the Vrancea lithosphere (Figure 9). At crustal level, until 35km 
depth, the study has evidenced a low velocity/density SE-NW arc shaped 
anomaly. In the upper mantle, above 45km depth, they observed a sign change of 
these anomalies and an increase of the Moho depth towards SE. In particular, 
they identified a high Vp/Vs ratio of the area between 40 and 80km depth, 
collocated with the Vrancea seismic gap and associated it with a delamination 
process. Finally, as in several other studies, their model is characterised by a low 
Vp/Vs anomaly oriented N-S in the upper part (from 45 to 70km) and NW-SE in 
the deeper part, from 70 to 180km. They found also a coupling between the 
subducted slab and the unsubducted Moesian lithosphere limited to the SW part 
of the model. 
 
 
 
Figure 9 - NW-SE Vp/Vs ratio model cross section along VRANCEA2001 profil (from Tondi et al., 
2009). The low Vp/Vs anomalies between 45 amd 180km is interpreted as a downgoing slab. Instead, 
the high anomaly between 40 and 70km is interpreted as partial melting of the lithosphere due to a 
delamination process.  
 
 
depth, we do not have sufficient resolution to image the
supposed change in orientation of the slab, from SW
dipping to W–NW dipping, as proposed by Martin et al.
[2006]. Therefore, it is not possible, due to the limitations of
our local data set, to distinguish between the model of
Sperner et al. [2004] and the model of Martin et al. [2006].
The major points of our analysis are summarized in a 3-D
visualization of the Vp/Vs model (Figure 15).
4. Conclusions
[28] We are able to provide consistent 3-D velocity and
density models beneath the southeastern Carpathians down
to a depth of 200 km, through simultaneous inversion of
seismic and gravity data, using the inversion scheme of SII
[Tondi and de Franco, 2006]. The final Vp, Vs, and density
models minimize equally well P and S wave residuals times
from local earthquakes recorded between May and November
1999, P and S wave first arrivals identified on the record
sections of two refraction experiments, and Bouguer anoma-
lies computed from a collection of local measurements. The
reconstruction tests indicate a satisfactory recovery of
heterogeneities, with misfits not exceeding 2–3% in the
region between 26! and 27! longitude and 45! and 46!
latitude, where the seismicity is concentrated.
[29] The analysis of our 3-D Vp, Vs and density anoma-
lies, combined with the examination of the 3-D Vp/Vs
structure and the distribution of the shear modulus m,
suggest evidence for the former boundary between the
Moesian/East European crust, and the Transylvanian crust
and hence may justify the consumption of an ocean-floored
basin during the formation of the Eastern Carpathians.
[30] The 3-D Vp/Vs structure, reveals that the depth to
the Moho increases southeastward and reaches its maximum
beneath the Trans-Getica Fault (TGF). Here, high Vp/Vs
values, which prevail within the seismic gap, change into
low Vp/Vs anomalies. These findings validate the hypothesis
that the aseismic zone corresponds with a zone of
delamination where deep and hot asthenospheric material
intruded into the volume previously occupied by the
European lithospheric mantle material. Results indicate that
the present coupling between the subducted mantle litho-
sphere and the unsubducted Moesian lithosphere is limited
to the SW part of the model.
[31] The rising of the asthenospheric material is also
supported by the concentration of localized and historical
seismicity along the northwestern part of the imaged slab
(a low Vp/Vs anomaly, oriented SE–NW clearly visible
from 45 to 180 km depth); the asthenospheric upwelling
may allow the accumulation of shear stresses necessary for
the generation of earthquakes. The oceanic nature of the
subduction is highlighted by a steplike discontinuity of
the elastic parameters. However, due to our local data set
the transition from continental to oceanic lithosphere is not
clearly observable.
Figure 14. Vertical slice through the 3-D Vp/Vs model
along VRANCEA2001 refraction profile (Figure 2). We
interpret the low Vp/Vs values, visible between 45 and
180 km depth as the downgoing slab, where the possible
transition from continental to oceanic is evidenced by
values <1.65. We read the high Vp/Vs values, which prevail
within the seismic gap (40–80 km depth) as a zone of
partial melting which may result from delamination of the
European mantle lithosphere and the upwelling of hot
asthenospheric material. The existing coupling along this
line is indicated by the black dashed lines.
Figure 15. A 3-D visualization of theW–E vertical section
in the resulting 3-D Vp/Vs model of the southeastern
Carpathians. The isosurface of Vp/Vs = 1.71 is drawn in
ruby red and it is superimposed on the section. Both catalog
(red squares) and analyzed (black filled circles) earthquakes
are plotted. The summarizing explanations of the anomalies
follow comments in Figure 14.
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II.I. ABOUT SEISMIC TOMOGRAPHY 
 
Seismic tomography is a non-linear inverse problem based on the equation of 
waves motion. Its goal is to retrieve non-measurable physical Earth’s properties, 
as seismic waves velocities, from seismograms recorded at seismic station on the 
surface. 
II.I.1. FROM RAY BASED APPROACH TO 3D   
TOMOGRAPHY 
 
 
Detailed overviews of the state of the art in seismic tomography can be found on 
the publications of these different authors: Rawlinson et al. (2003, 2010), Tian et 
al. (2007), Trampert et al. (2005) and Liu and Gu (2012), who trace its evolution 
from its origins in 1970 to the recent trends developed in the last decade thanks 
to an increasing computing power. 
 
The seismic tomography method comes from medical imaging that uses x-rays to 
map internal density distribution of the human body in terms of slice pictures 
(the word tomography means “slice picture” in the etymologic Greek). Seismic 
tomography thus intends to use the seismic waves generated from earthquakes 
or shots in the deep Earth and recorded at seismic stations to map the Earth 
structure. 
 
The origin of seismic tomography is usually traced back to the late 70’s, when Aki 
proposed the first 3D velocity model of the crust beneath California using ray-
based tomography. Ten years later, Dziewonski opened the door to global 
tomography with the publication of the first global 3D model of the Earth’s 
mantle (Dziewonski, 1984). 
Following these pioneering efforts, a world of new applications and developments 
grew up together with the availability of new resources, from seismic network to 
data exchange facilities and computational resources. This evolution’s thread is 
characterised by the constant desire to extract as much information as possible 
from as many data as possible through modelling and equation solvers that 
accurately depict Earth’s properties, passing from 1D to 3D reference model in 
complex media and from first arrival seismic tomography to full waveform 
inversion. 
 
Due to its simplicity, ray based tomography has been the most popular technique 
to carry out tomographic studies. It is based on the information given in the 
source-receiver travel times of seismic waves to find velocity perturbations. 
Travel-time of a ray in a continuous velocity medium v(x) along the ray path L 
can be defined with the following non linear equation: 
 
 ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!! !", where dl is a small segment of the ray path 
 
( 1 ) 
In an isotropic elastic medium the propagation of seismic waves is governed by 
the Eikonal equation: 
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 !!! ! !!!!!!!! 
 
( 2 ) 
This description relies on the high frequency assumption, considering weak and 
large-scale lateral heterogeneities: its validity applies when rays cross velocity 
variations of size larger than the wavelength. In this high frequency 
approximation, the seismic waves arrival times depend only upon the wave speed 
along the geometrical ray path between source and receiver and correspond to 
the highest frequency observable wave. 
Limitations of the ray-based theory started to pop up with the notion of 
sensitivity kernel. Taking example on optical rays properties, it has been shown 
that seismic rays have Fresnel zones, defined as banana-like areas in which 
seismic rays can be influenced by a perturbation of the model. This introduced 
the concept of seismic signals sensitivity to perturbation off the classical ray-path 
(wave scattering) and their frequency dependence property.  
In a wish to circumvent these limitations, finite-frequency theory started to be 
developed and implemented, using the ray theory in conjunction with the Born 
approximation.2  
In the 2000’, the studies of Marquering (1999) and Dahlen (2000), demonstrating 
the travel-time and amplitude frequency-dependent sensitivity, advocated the 
abandonment of the classical ray tomography in favour of the new-born banana-
doughnut theory. This name comes from the particularity that for direct arrivals 
in global Earth model the sensitivity kernels looks like a banana in the vertical 
source receiver plane, and like a doughnut in the cross section perpendicular to 
this plane. These new results and conclusions have been first welcomed with 
skepticism by the scientific community. They indeed brought a paradox with the 
ray theory. Indeed, whereas in the ray theory the geometric ray path is taken as 
the only region where the travel-time is sensitive to Earth's structure, the results 
of Marquering showed the contrary. That is body wave travel-time are sensitive 
to heterogeneity anywhere else than along the ray path. However, this paradox – 
or misunderstanding- was only due to the deficiency of the ray theory to 
recognize the frequency dependence of the seismic waves: the sensitivity kernel 
of very high frequency waves is a very slender hollow, on the other hand low 
frequency waves are sensitive to wave speed heterogeneity farther off the ray, 
giving birth to their banana-doughnuts shape. 
 
The last decade has thus been marked by the development of finite frequency 
techniques in 3D models and 3D sensitivity kernels computation at global and 
regional scale using even more realistic Earth models thanks to the growth of 
                                                
2 In Shearer (2005): “For sufficiently weak velocity and density perturbations, the single scattering 
Born approximation assumes that primary waves are unchanged by their passage through the 
scattering region. The total energy in the seismic wave-field therefore increases by the amount 
contained in the scattered waves and energy conservation is not obeyed. Thus this approximation is 
only valid when the scattered waves are much weaker than the primary waves, which is the case in 
the Earth when the velocity and density perturbations are relatively small (quantifying exactly 
how small depends upon the frequency of the waves and the source-to-receiver distance). “ 
In linearized inversion methods, the Born approximation is used to establish a linear relation 
between model perturbation and data residuals, defining the observed seismic signals as a 
perturbed synthetic signal. 
In non linear methods, this approximation is used in the computation of the Fréchet derivatives by 
making the link between gradient and model perturbations, under the condition to have a starting 
model close enough to the true model.  
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powerful numerical techniques, such as the spectral element method (Komatitsch 
et al., 1999, 2002a,b). The finite-difference scheme, based on numerical solutions 
of the wave equation, including all types of waves in the synthetic seismograms, 
has opened the door to full waveform inversion. The latter, initiated in the early 
1980’s (Bamberger et al., 1982; Tarantola, 1984a,b) in seismic exploration allows 
to use portions or entire seismograms instead of single picks measurements to 
measure the misfit and minimise the objective function. Together with this new 
theory, several methods to deal with the inversion procedure have been 
developed, with the aim to adapt the tomographic schema to the data involved in 
the study. This has consisted in the definition of new misfit criteria to evaluate 
the reference model with the real data, from cross-correlation travel-time to 
amplitude misfit (Tromp et al., 2005) and recently, phase and envelope misfit 
(Ficthner et al., 2008). Owing to the high computational costs involved in the 
numerical solution of the wave equation, the minimization problem has to be 
solved iteratively through optimization algorithms, with local linear 
approximations. Most common algorithms include the steepest descent and the 
conjugate gradient algorithm (Tape et al., 2007), which both use the value of the 
gradient of the misfit to update the model.  
Recently, the adjoint method has been used in tomographic inversion in the 
context of finite frequency theory, to compute efficiently the gradient of the 
misfit. Liu and Tromp (2006) demonstrated that the adjoint method encompasses 
finite frequency tomography and time reversal imaging by drawing a connection 
between seismic tomography, adjoint method, time reversal mirror and finite 
frequency banana-doughnut kernels. Using this method, the Fréchet derivatives 
of travel-time or amplitude misfit functions needed to build the gradient of the 
misfit, consist of a weighted sums of 3D banana-doughnut kernels. The adjoint 
method has then been expanded to other misfit criteria such as amplitude or 
envelope and phase misfit in several studies published in the last years (Fichtner 
et al., 2006a,b, 2009, 2011; Liu et al., 2006, 2008; Siemenski et al., 2007a,b; Tape 
et al., 2009, 2010; Tromp et al., 2008). 
 
II.I.2. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
 
 
When the physics of a system is known, we can use mathematics to solve the 
relevant equations and compute observables of the system. This is called a 
Forward problem. For instance, using elasticity and gravitation theory and 
knowing the distribution of mass and elastic parameters in the Earth, we can 
compute its moment of inertia, frequency of free oscillations etc. 
Solving an Inverse problem is thinking the opposite way: we use a set of 
measurable data to retrieve the system parameters.  
 
In geophysics, it is common to deal with a lack of information about parameters 
characterizing a system, as they are not directly measurable. These non-
observable parameters constitute the model. Instead, information from 
instrumental observations refers to the data.  It is thus quite common to deal 
with inverse problem in this field. One of the first inverse problems been posed in 
geophysics was on the way to determine the location and origin time of 
earthquakes from arrival times of seismic waves recorded by seismographs at the 
surface. 
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Solving a forward problem means predicting the observable parameters ! that 
correspond to a given model ! using the theoretical relation that describes the 
system. This theoretical prediction can be written as:  
 
 ! ! !!!! 
 
( 3 ) 
Where the operator ! expresses a mathematical relation of the physical system 
between the vector of data ! and the vector of model parameters !. 
 
In the following we look at the simple case of a linear inversion problem to 
introduce successively the non-linear one.  
In the particular case of a linear relation, where ! can be separated to represent 
a linear mapping of the model parameter into the data, this prediction can be 
written in the matrix form: 
 ! ! !" 
 
( 4 ) 
The inverse problem consists of finding the model parameterization !  that 
characterized the real state of the investigated problem from a set of observed 
data !. In the best linear case, one would write it as: 
 
 ! ! !!!!! 
 
( 5 ) 
However, most of the time ! is not invertible. Indeed, most inversion problems 
are ill-posed: either underdetermined (the number of parameters is larger than 
that of equations) or overdetermined (the number of equations is larger than that 
of parameters), leading to a non invertible matrix system.  
In such cases, the most general linear mapping from data to estimated model is 
then written in terms of the generalized inverse !!: 
 
 ! ! !!! 
 
( 6 ) 
A common way to estimate a model is to look at the difference between the model 
and the data, measured with a given norm, and to minimize it. This cost function 
can be written as: 
 ! ! ! ! !" !!!  
where !!! !!! stands for a given norm. 
 
( 7 ) 
Taking for example, the least squares difference, based upon the L2 norm, the 
generalized inverse !! is given by !! ! !!! !!!! and the cost function is finally 
minimized by the following model estimate: 
 
 ! ! !!! !!!!! 
 
( 8 ) 
In non-linear inverse problems, the operator ! cannot be separated to establish a 
mapping from the model parameters into the data. The point is that we cannot 
find explicitly the relation making the link from the data to the parameters of the 
model.  
Thus grid-search methods or optimization methods are used to solve the non-
linear inverse problem. These methods aims at minimizing a misfit function that 
describes how close the predicted data from a trial model fit the real data (similar 
to the definition of the linear case cost function). Whereas the grid search method 
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consists in looking over all the possible model parameterizations to identify the 
minimum misfit, optimization algorithms consist in starting from an initial 
model -sufficiently close to the real state of the system to ensure convergence- 
and correct it iteratively from misfit measurements until finding the best 
possible misfit. This minimization passes through the computation of the 
gradient of the misfit at each step of the model updating. 
The solution of the inverse problem is thus very similar to the linear case 
minimization of a cost function, but this time the aim is to minimize iteratively 
the following function: 
 ! ! ! ! !!!!  
 
 
In seismic tomography, the forward problem is the solution of the seismic wave 
equation, the relation predicting the observable data from the model. Its 
inversion problem is based on finding the best model parameterization that 
minimizes a quantified difference between the observed seismic data and 
synthetic data computed solving the forward problem within trial models. The 
tomographic inversion is an ill-posed problem with some parts of the Earth’s 
interior over-determined and other under-determined. Indeed it is characterised 
by an uneven distribution of source and receivers resulting in an uneven 
sampling of the medium by elastic waves (Trampert, 1998). 
As this problem is ill-conditioned (small errors in the data causes large variations 
in the model) a regularization of the model is needed to avoid convergence 
problems (Kissling et al, 2001). 
 
II.I.3. SOLVING THE FORWARD PROBLEM 
 
 
The inverse problem describing seismic tomography relies on the update of a 
physical Earth model through the minimization of a given misfit describing the 
differences between observed seismic data and corresponding synthetics 
waveforms. These later are obtained by solving the equation of motion relating 
the displacement field to external forces and to physical Earth properties such as 
the density and the elastic parameters. 
 
II.I.3.1. The elastic wave equation 
 
The elastic wave equation in a continuous medium can be written as a function of 
the displacement vector u, the Cauchy strain tensor ! and a seismic source 
excitation vector f. 
 
 !! ! !!! ! !, where ! is the density distribution 
 
( 9 ) 
Using the Hook’s law and the definition of the strain tensor !, 
 
      Hook’s law: !!" ! !!"#$!!", where c is the stiffness tensor 
 
( 10 ) 
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!!" ! !! !!!!!! ! !!!!!!   strain tensor 
 
 this equation can be rewritten only in terms of displacement u. On a single 
component this gives: 
 
 ! !!!!!!! ! !!!! !!"#$ !!!!!! ! !! 
 
( 11 ) 
 
In 1D Earth models, one can use semi-analytical techniques to calculate the wave 
field generated by a point source. Instead, the 3D elastic wave equation cannot be 
solved in this way in realistic Earth’s models and one has to rely on numerical 
solutions based on an approximate solution of the equation.  
 
 
II.I.3.2.The spectral element method 
 
In the last three decades, together with the computational power growth, several 
numerical methods have been developed for the solution of the 3D elastic wave 
equation in complex geological models. These include finite-difference schemes 
(Igel et al., 2002), pseudo spectral (Fornberg et al., 1987; Carcione, 1990), finite 
elements (Lysmer et al., 1972) or discontinuous Galerkin methods (Dumbser et 
al., 2006). For seismic wave propagation on continental and global scales, the 
spectral element method has proven to be a good compromise between accuracy 
and computational costs (Komatitsch and Tromp, 2002a,b; Quin et al., 2009). 
Developed in computational dynamics by Patera in 1984, it has been introduced 
later to 3D elastodynamics (Seriani, 1998; Komatitsch et al. 1999, 2002a,b and 
Chaljub et al., 2000). 
 
The Spectral Element Method is based upon the weak formulation of the wave 
equation and its solution through spatial discretization and a Gauss Lobatto 
Legendre integration quadrature scheme. The entire procedure can be divided in 
four main computational steps whose equations are detailed in Figure 10. 
 
1) The weak formulation of the equation of motion is obtained by taking the 
dot product of the wave equation with a test vector, integrating it by parts 
and finally imposing boundary conditions. This formulation, used also in 
finite element and Discontinuous Galerkin methods, benefits from the 
advantage that free surface boundary conditions are automatically 
satisfied in comparison with finite difference method. 
 
2) To solve this new equation a discretization of the domain is needed: 
integrals are subdivided in terms of smaller integrals over the volume and 
surface element. This consists in the decomposition of the computational 
domain G into ne non-overlapping elements Ge, which are mapped to a 
reference cube ! ! !!! ! ! via an invertible transformation:  
 !! ! !!! ! ! ! !! !!!!!!!!!!!! ! !! ! !!!!!!!!!! ! ! !!!! !  
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3) The displacement field is represented onto a grid point in each reference 
element through an interpolation scheme using a polynomial 
approximation in terms of Lagrange polynomials of degree 4 to 10. Each 
integral of the weak equation of motion is interpolated in terms of triple 
product of Lagrange polynomials. 
 
4) Finally a Gauss Lobatto Legendre quadrature is undertaken to evaluate 
these integrals at elemental level. 
 
The equation can finally be written in terms of a mass matrix, a stiffness 
matrix and a source term and surface matrix. The diagonality of the mass 
matrix allows solving easily the system. 
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Figure 10 - Sum up of the spectral element method. 
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II.I.4. MISFIT CRITERIA 
 
 
The choice of the misfit is related to the type of seismic tomography applied. This 
choice is also closely linked to the type of data exploitable for the inversion and 
their quality. 
 
Common misfit functions are based on cross-correlation travel-time 
measurements, amplitude variations (Tromp et al., 2005; Tape et al., 2007; Tian 
et al., 2007; Fichtner et al., 2008) or waveform differences (Tromp et al., 2008).  
Their mathematical definitions can be found in Figure 11.  
Cross-correlation travel-time and amplitude measurements provide robust 
estimates of time and amplitude differences in selected seismic phases of 
seismogram. If made at different frequency ranges, they can characterise all 
information contained in the seismic signal. Nevertheless, their applicability is 
limited to scenarios where seismic waveforms have similar shape and single 
phases are clearly separable. As they depend on event magnitude it may be also 
necessary to account for source time function in the computation of these misfits.  
 
The waveform difference misfit, defined by differences between observed and 
synthetic seismograms and applicable to the whole seismogram, is often used 
when the quality of the data does not allow isolating particular phases. 
Mixing phase and amplitude information into a single observable, the waveform 
misfit carries out the non-linearity of the seismic waves amplitude to Earth's 
structure in the vicinity of the sources and receivers. Being quite a sensitive 
method as its value is mostly influenced by large amplitude waveforms, allowing 
outliers to become predominant, attention has to be paid during its 
implementation. This misfit is not well indicated in the frame of gradient-based 
minimisation algorithm as it presents multiple local minima (see III.VI, Variable 
Projection Method, for some illustrations). 
 
Recently a new kind of misfit functions has been used in tomographic inversion, 
which separates data in terms of phase and amplitude (envelope) information 
(Fichtner et al., 2009; Bozdag et al., 2011). Whereas amplitude is affected by 
several factors like source properties and local structure at source and receiver, 
the phase is directly related to seismic wave velocity and thus it seems better to 
look at these parameters separately. Its application is however reduced to high 
quality data as the sensitivity to noise is high and to similar waveforms to avoid 
discontinuity of the phase. 
 
The choice of the misfit function is highly dependent on the data quality and 
frequency ranges of investigation for the tomographic inversion. Besides in the 
frame of full waveform tomography using the adjoint method, it affects the 
construction of the sensitivity kernel and adjoint sources, as for each kind of 
misfit function one has to define a given adjoint problem. Examples of adjoint 
sensitivity kernels based on cross-correlation travel-time measurements, 
amplitude and waveform misfit can be found in Liu and Tromp (2006, 2008). 
Details for kernel computation based on phase and envelope misfit can be found 
in Fichtner et al. (2009). 
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Figure 11 - Common misfit functions used for seismic tomography full waveform inversion. 
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II.II. THE ADJOINT METHOD 
 
II.II.1. SOLVING MINIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 
 
II.II.1.1 Introduction 
 
Two main categories of optimization algorithms are used to solve minimization 
problems. The distinction is based on the use of the gradient of the objective 
function. 
In non-gradient based methods, such as grid search method, only objective 
function evaluations are used to find the optimum point. If such method may 
allow finding the global minimum, they require a large number of computations 
as they intend to test as many solutions as possible.  
Instead, gradient based approaches involve the computation of continuous first 
derivatives of the objective function and possibly higher derivatives. Compared 
with non-gradient based method they generally require less computation to 
converge to an optimum point, even if in this case the convergence to the global 
minimum is not guaranteed, but can go instead to a local one. 
The simplest gradient-based methods are based solely on the first derivatives of 
the objective function (the gradient) and usually require more iterations than 
methods based on also second order derivatives (Hessian). 
 
In case of large-scale inversion problem such as tomographic inversion, involving 
numerous model parameters variables, non-gradient based methods are not 
efficient and Gradient based algorithms are used instead to find a minimum of 
the misfit. In such a case, the search starts from a given starting point (initial 
model) and use the misfit and its derivatives values at this point into test a 
following point (model update) that gives a lower misfit value. A stopping 
criterion is then fixed into close the search when the misfit value is close enough 
to zero.  
These optimization algorithms involve the computation of the gradient of the 
misfit, that is the perturbation of the misfit function due to a perturbation of the 
models parameters, and sometimes, higher order derivatives depending on the 
method used. Computing the partial derivatives of the misfit regarding each 
model parameters can become a tedious task. To deal with it, an alternative 
method has been developed that allows getting access to the gradient of the 
misfit function without computing each derivative, it is the adjoint method. 
 
II.II.1.2. Gradient based minimization algorithms 
A seismic tomographic inversion problem is based on the minimization of a 
physically meaningful quantified difference between observed and synthetic 
waveforms computed for a given Earth model. This difference is expressed in 
terms of a misfit function that depends non-linearly on the model parameters.  
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The goal of the inversion procedure is to find iteratively the best model 
parameter values that lead to a minimum of the misfit function. That is, we start 
from a given reference model and we successively compute model updates that 
converge to a minimum of the misfit function.  
Different optimization algorithms can be used to solve the inverse problem 
iteratively. Their efficiency and usability depend on the functions involved in the 
optimization scheme that is the order of the derivatives used.  Algorithms, such 
as Newton’s one, involving the Hessian matrix of second order derivatives, if 
faster than an only gradient based one, such as the conjugate gradient method, 
require more computations and can be hardly implemented. In the following, I 
will focus on two methods involving only the computation of the gradient of the 
misfit function: the steepest descent and the conjugate gradient algorithm. 
 
 
II.II.1.2.1. Linear search method: steepest descent 
 
The main principle of a linear search method is based on choosing a direction 
from the current state of the objective function along which to search for the next 
iteration, regarding a given step length to advance the optimization.  
 
Given a misfit function !  for a model m of n parameters, the optimization 
problem can be written as :  
 !"#!!! !  
 
( 12 ) 
The misfit function can be written in terms of Taylor expansion using a search 
direction !  and a step length !  into make appearing the first and second 
derivatives functions. 
First order partial derivatives are defined in the gradient vector! ! !! !!!!!!!! !!!!!  of the misfit function ! where i points to a given model parameter to 
invert. 
 !! ! !"!!! ( 13 ) 
 
Second order partial derivatives are defined in the nxn Hessian matrix: 
 
 ! ! !!! ! !!!!!!!!! !!! !!!!!! !!! !!"!!! !!" !!!  
 
( 14 ) 
!!" ! !!!!!!!!! 
 
The Taylor expansion of the misfit function ( 15 ) is then written in terms of the 
gradient and the Hessian matrix. 
 
 ! ! ! !! ! !! ! ! !!!!!! ! !! !!!!!!!! !! 
 
( 15 ) 
Where the maximum descent is found at  
 ! ! ! !!!!  
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Thus, the steepest descent optimization algorithm, defined by Cauchy in 1847, is 
characterised by setting the search direction ! to the negative of the gradient 
direction of the misfit function, at every iteration.  The model update can be 
written as:  
 
 !!!! ! !! ! !!, where !! ! !" ! !!! 
 
( 16 ) 
The optimal step length ! for each iteration is so that  
 
 ! ! ! !"#!!!! ! ! !!  
 
( 17 ) 
It is usually found by line search other a small number of trial step length ltest 
starting for example from 
 !!!"#! ! !!! !!!!  
 
( 18 ) 
Then, by computing the test model !!!"#! ! !!! ! !!!"#!!!  and calculating the 
corresponding misfit and gradient measurements ! !!!"#!  and !!!"#! . After 
interpolating !! !! ! !!! !by quadratic or cubic polynomial, one can find the 
analytical minimum of this polynomial and take it as an approximation of the 
optimal step length l (Tape et al., 2007). 
The choice of the trial step length is done most efficiently with the help of 
intuition with the scope to get physically plausible models. 
 
 
II.II.1.2.2. The conjugate gradient method 
 
The first nonlinear conjugate gradient method was proposed by Fletcher and 
Reeves in 1964. It is built within an iterative descent scheme, identical to the 
steepest descent with some modifications. The conjugate gradient method uses 
the recurrence relation: 
 !!!! ! !! ! !!!! 
 
( 19 ) 
Where the positive step length ln is found by line search, and the search 
directions pn are generated from the rule  !! ! !!!!!! ! !!!!!, with !! ! !!!! as 
defined in the steepest descent method. If !!!! ! !!, where ! is a suitably small 
number, then !!!!  is the best model, otherwise the iteration cycle has to 
continue. 
 
The  !!  term is a conjugate gradient update parameter, whose formulation 
changes according to the method employed. For example, Fletcher and Reeves 
propose this kind of formulation: 
 
 !!!! ! !! !!!! !!! !!!!!! !! !!! !!  
 
( 20 ) 
As seen in this part, the main step in these optimization algorithms is the 
computation of the gradient of the misfit function, defined as the vector of first 
order derivatives of the misfit function, also named Fréchet derivatives. This 
computation becomes a heavy task for a complex problem involving a lot of 
variables. Fortunately, we can use substitutive methods that allow dealing with 
such computation such as the adjoint method. 
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II.II.2. COMPUTING THE GRADIENT WITH THE 
ADJOINT METHOD 
 
 
Adjoint state methods have been first introduced in inverse problem theory in the 
early 1970’s by Chavent to compute the gradient of a functional depending on 
state variables that were solutions of a forward equation.  
In seismic tomography, the computation of the gradient of the misfit that 
quantifies the discrepancies between observed seismic waveforms and waveforms 
computed from a given physical Earth model, requires the computation of the 
derivatives of the wave field with respect to model parameters. Dealing with 
computationally expensive solution of the seismic wave equation and several 
unknown model parameters, this can become a laborious task. This is where the 
adjoint method comes into play, enabling an efficient computation of the gradient 
of the misfit. 
 
Adjoint method is built on the properties given by the adjoint operator of a given 
operator representative of a relation between different variables. 
In the mathematical words used by Tarantola in 1984 to introduce this notion, 
we can write the following state: let!  and ! be two Hilbert spaces with scalar 
products !!  and let ! be an operator from ! into !. The adjoint of !, denoted !!, 
is the operator from ! into ! defined by: 
 
 !"!! ! !!!!!   for all m and d in the Hilbert spaces!  and ! 
 
( 21 ) 
Let now take a physical observable u, that depends on the Earth parameters, the 
space and the time. It is linked to external sources and model parameters by the 
wave equation through the operator L so that: 
 
 ! !!! ! ! 
 
( 22 ) 
We are looking for the gradient of the misfit function !!!! with respect to model 
parameters !!!"#. Computing this gradient directly – for example by finite 
difference- would involve as many explicit computations of the misfit function as 
they are parameters m, which can become practically impossible.  
From the chain rule, the search for !!!"# can be expressed as: 
 
 !!!"# ! !!!"# 
 
( 23 ) 
Here, the computation of the derivatives of the wave field !" with respect to the 
model parameters is an hard task. However, this is the point where the adjoint 
method comes to play its role. 
 
To introduce the principle of the adjoint method, we use the augmented 
functional method (Plessix, 2006), also called associated Lagrangian (Tromp et 
al., 2005; Liu and Tromp, 2006). We define a function A that is the sum of the 
wave equation and  the misfit equation, and look at its derivative using ( 23 ). 
 
 ! ! ! !!! ! !!!! 
 
( 24 ) 
 !! ! !! !!! ! !!!"# 
 
( 25 ) 
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The derivative of the wave equation !! !!!  is developped and written in terms 
of a scalar product, introducing a test function !. 
  !! !!! ! !!! !!! !" ! !!! !!! !" ! ! 
 
( 26 ) 
 !!! !!! !"!! ! !!! !!! !"!! ! ! 
 
( 27 ) 
At this point, the property of the adjoint operator is used to isolate !" from the 
rest of the variables: 
  !!! !!! !"!! ! !"!!!!! !!! !  
 
( 28 ) 
 !!! !!! !"!! ! !"!!!!! !!! !  
 
( 29 ) 
A new derivative of the wave equation ( 26 ) is obtained: 
 
 !! !!! ! !"!!!!! !!! ! ! !"!!!!! !!! ! ! ! ( 30 ) 
Going back to the derivatives of the augmented functional !!, we now have: 
 
 !! ! !! !!! ! !!!"# ! !!!"# 
 
( 31 ) 
 !!!"# ! !"!!!!! !!! ! ! !"!!!!! !!! ! ! !"!!!!  
 
( 32 ) 
 !!!"# ! !"!!!!! !!! ! ! !!! ! !"!!!!! !!! !  
 
( 33 ) 
To avoid the computation of !", we finally have to set: 
 
 !!!! !!! ! ! !!! ! ! 
 
( 34 ) 
This is the adjoint equation, whose solution is the adjoint wave field !. The whole 
adjoint problem is formed by subsidiary conditions, required for the existence of 
the adjoint operator ,and this system of equations: 
 
 !!!! !!! ! ! !!! ! ! 
 
( 35 ) !!!"# ! !"!!!!! !!! !  
 
Thus, the computation of the gradient comes from the solution of the adjoint 
problem, and can be done for any !" without the explicit knowledge of !".  
 
The adjoint problem can be solved for all types of linear wave equation operator 
L. The least squares objective function is one of them, and is widely used in 
geophysical application allowing to implement the adjoint method in seismic 
tomography problems.  
Solving the adjoint problem for the seismic wave equation using a least squares 
misfit is equivalent to the solution of the seismic wave equation under a 
particular set of boundary and temporal conditions. The point is that, in the 
adjoint problem, the temporal conditions are at the terminal state whereas they 
are at the initial one in the direct problem. Besides, the source term of the 
adjoint equation is defined by the negative of the residual. The whole adjoint 
problem solution can be thus interpreted as the propagation of the residual 
backward in time:  we define a new system of equations where the source terms 
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are changed into residuals between synthetic and data and the wave equation is 
solved in reverse time. 
The adjoint method starts being quite used in tomographic studies. Several 
detailed descriptions and applications can be found in the works of Plessix 
(2006), Fichtner et al. (2009, 2011), Tape et al. (2007, 2009, 2010) and Tromp et 
al. (2008, 2010). 
 
II.II.3. APPLICATION TO STRUCTURE INVERSION 
 
 
Structure inversion aims to compute Earth’s seismic velocity and densities using 
information contained in seismic records. 
Taking a travel time misfit function in a frame of a full waveform inversion, I 
will show in this part how the adjoint method comes into play in the computation 
of the gradient of the misfit, and its link with the sensitivity kernels at the base 
of the finite-frequency theory.  
 
The travel-time misfit and its variations are expressed as ( 36 ) and ( 37 ), with 
the sign convention such that a negative travel-time indicates a delay in the 
synthetic arrivals !!!!relative to the observed arrivals !!!"#. 
 
 ! ! ! !! !!!"# ! !!! !!!!!  
 
( 36 ) 
 !" ! ! ! !!!"# ! !!! !!! !!!!!  
 
where n is the number of stations 
 
 
( 37 ) 
Under the finite frequency assumption, the travel-time anomaly !!!  can be 
expressed in terms of a wave speed perturbation !"#$ and a finite frequency 
sensitivity kernel !!, also called banana-doughnut kernel: 
 
 !!! ! !! !!"#$!!!!!!  
 
( 38 ) 
The variations of the misfit can thus be written in terms of a sum of banana-
doughnuts kernels (or misfit kernel !) and the speed perturbation: 
 
 !" ! ! ! !!!"# ! !!! !!!!! !! !!"#$!!!!!!  ( 39 ) !" ! ! !!!"#$!!!!!!!!!!!! "#!!!!!!!!! ! ! !!!"# ! !!! !!!!! !! !!!!!!  !!the misfit kernel is defined as a weighted sum of banana-doughnut kernel !!, 
where the weights are the travel-time residuals. 
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The model is discretized and expanded in basis functions !! !to solve the inverse 
problem ( 40 ). In spectral element method, the basis functions are Lagrange 
polynomials. 
 !"#$ ! !!!!! ! !!"#$#! !!"!!"#!!"#$%&!!"! "#$%!!"#"$%&%#'!!!!!  
 
( 40 ) 
The variations of the misfit can be thus written in terms of model perturbations: 
 !" ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
 
( 41 ) 
The gradient of the misfit ! ! !"!" can thus be expressed in terms of misfit kernel: 
 
 ! ! !!!!!!            !! ! !"!!! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!  
 
( 42 ) 
Following this scheme, we see that the gradient of the misfit can be obtained 
from the computation of the misfit kernel ( 42 ).  
 
At this step, the adjoint method allows finding an analytical expression of the 
misfit kernel in terms of traveltime adjoint field. One is exempt to compute the 
misfit kernel from the weighted sum of individual banana–doughnut kernels for 
each source–station pair. Instead, the misfit kernel is constructed from the 
interaction between a forward and an adjoint wave field, which simultaneously 
propagate backward seismic waves from adjoint sources containing the residual 
measurements (Figure 12). By this way, building the misfit kernel requires only two 
simulations per earthquake (Tromp et al., 2005):  
 
1) a forward simulation which solves the equation of motion for each 
source-station pairs in the model 
 
2) an adjoint simulation, which solves simultaneously the equation of 
motion for each source-adjoint source pairs in the model and computes 
the interaction field between forward and adjoint wave fields. Adjoint 
sources are constructed by time reversing the synthetic velocity 
recorded at the station and multiplying by residual. Examples of 
adjoint source construction for different misfit function are indicated 
in the articles of Tromp et al. (2005) or Fichtner et al. (2009). 
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Figure 12 - Construction of a cross-correlation travel-time sensitivity kernel from Tape et al. (2007).  
Sources and receivers are represented by stars and triangles respectively. Each row represents a 
different time step. The kernel is constructed via the interaction between the forward wave-field 
(first column) and the adjoint one (second column). The interaction field (third column) is the 
instantaneous product of these two wave-fields, which is integrated to form the sensitivity kernel 
(fourth column). 
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Figure 5: Sequence of interactions between the regular and adjoint wavefields during the con-
struction of a traveltime cross-correlation event kernel K(x). The ! symbol denotes the source,
and the ! symbol denotes the receiver. Each row represents the time-step indicated on the
left. In this case, with only a single receiver and a uniform model perturbation, the event kernel
resembles a banana-doughnut kernel Ki(x). The event kernel is constructed via the interaction
between the forward wavefield (first column) and the adjoint wavefield (second column). The
interaction field (third column) is the instantaneous product of the two wavefields, which is inte-
grated to form the event kernel (fourth column). The event kernel shows the region of the current
model that gives rise to the discrepancy between the data and the synthetics. The regular source
function and adjoint source function are shown in Figure 6.
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II.III. SOURCE INVERSION: A KEY POINT FOR 
TOMOGRAPHIC STUDIES 
 
 
The source of an earthquake can be fully defined by the location of its 
hypocentre, its source time function and its fault plane solution -or moment 
tensor- that describes the physical process in play. Seismograms, containing 
information about the source and seismic waves path, are used to estimate these 
parameters. A source inversion would consist in solving two inversion problems: 
a non-linear problem to find the location of an earthquake, and a linear one to 
estimate its physical mechanism. 
 
II.III.1. SOURCE LOCATION 
 
 
Source location is a key point in seismology and has become even more important 
with the growth of Earthquake Early Warning Systems that require quick and 
reliable earthquake location. Such requirements now are possible with the 
growth of computational power and the development of new methods. 
Before wide computer availability, earthquake location was done manually using 
the “circle and chord method” or the Wadati diagram. Now, the estimate of 
hypocentre location and origin time can be divided in two main groups: grid 
search methods and iterative methods. In grid search method (Lomax, 2000) one 
seeks to minimize the least square of the travel-time residuals between observed 
arrival times and synthetic arrival times computed in a given Earth model over 
all possible location and origin time. Instead, iterative methods are based on 
linearizing the inversion problem starting from an initial solution for the 
unknown parameters.  
 
II.III.2. SOURCE MECHANISM 
 
 
The description of the physics of seismic sources is a major research interest in 
seismology.  Earthquakes mechanisms are described by their focal mechanisms -
or fault plane solutions- under the assumption that the rupture occurs along a 
planar fault surface. The focal mechanism is defined by three angles describing 
the fault orientation (Figure 13). The strike ! (0° to 360° clockwise from north) is 
the angle of the fault with respect to North, the dip " (0° to 90° against the 
horizontal) is the pending angle of the fault plane and the rake # (- 180° to + 180° 
against the horizontal) is the direction of slip on the fault. The fault plane 
solution, together with the information about the static seismic moment M0, can 
be represented by the seismic moment tensor Mij. The latter describes the stress 
glut due to the dislocation taking place on the fault. Thus, methods for the 
estimate of the physics of seismic source differ between fault plane solution 
search and moment tensor estimation. 
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Figure 13 - Parameters describing the source mechanism: strike, dip and rake angles defined on the 
hanging wall of the two moving blocks. Example of a normal fault characterized by a positive rake 
defined as the angle from the strike direction to the slip direction. 
 
A usual way to deal with the fault plane solution consists in using the polarity of 
the first seismic arrivals and projects them on the focal sphere (FPFIT, 
Reasenberg and Oppenheimer, 1985). In modern seismology the fault plane 
solution is also found using grid search algorithms over the three angles, by 
minimizing the misfit between observed waveforms and synthetic seismograms 
computed with a source model defined by a given combination of (strike, dip, 
rake) angles (Grid3D, Liu 2004). 
From the fault plane solution, one can define the moment tensor solution using 
the relation between the moment tensor components and the three focal 
mechanism angles. 
 
A common approach for moment tensor inversion is the approximation of seismic 
sources by an equivalent forces model that corresponds to the linear wave 
equation neglecting non-linear effects in the near source region (Aki and 
Richards, 1980). These equivalent forces are defined as producing displacements 
at the Earth's surface that are identical to those from the actual forces in play.   
 
Starting from the representation theorem for seismic sources from Aki Richards 
(1980), the displacement generated by a point source and recorded at stations on 
surface can be expressed in terms of a linear combination of time dependent 
moment tensor convolved with the derivative of the Green function with respect 
to spatial coordinates. The representation theorem for seismic sources relates the 
displacement !! due to a distribution of equivalent body force densities !! with 
the components !!" of its Green function. 
 
 !! !! ! ! !!"!!! !! !! !!!!!!! !!!"!!!!!!!!!!  ( 43 ) 
where V is the source volume 
 
Expanding the Green’s function into a Taylor series around the centroid ! ! !, 
and introducing the time dependent force moment tensor, ( 43 ) can be rewritten 
in terms of a convolution: 
 
 !! !! ! ! !!!!!!! !!"!!!!! !! !! !! ! !!!!!!! !!! !! 
 
( 44 ) 
Assuming that all components of the time dependent seismic moment tensor 
have the same time dependence !!!!, this can be simplified in: 
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 !! !! ! ! !!" !!"!! ! ! ! ! !"#$#! !" !!"#!!"#!!"#$"%&%'!!"!!"#!!"#!$#%! "!#$%!!"#$%&! 
 
( 45 ) 
It results that the displacement is a linear function of the moment tensor 
elements and the terms in brackets. 
 
The moment tensor !!" !can be decomposed into six elementary moment tensor !!  (Kikushi and Kanamori, 1991). These elementary tensors consist of five 
double couple sources and an explosive source.  
 
 !!" ! !!!!!!!!  
 
( 46 ) 
The best estimation for the coefficients !! can be obtained by minimizing the 
misfit between observed seismic waveforms and synthetic signals computed in a 
given Earth model and written as a linear combination of elementary tensors. 
 
 ! ! !! ! ! !!!!"!!!!! !! !! !!!!!!
!!
!!! !" 
 
( 47 ) 
 
In the last years, several methods for source inversion have been developed 
taking advantage of growing computer resources enabling the computation of 
synthetic seismograms in even more realistic Earth models.  
Given that the centroid of the stress gives a better position for the equivalent 
point source than the hypocentre, which describes only the rupture initialisation, 
it has become used to describe seismic sources parameters at this point. The 
CMT algorithm developed by Dziewonski (1983) form the basis of numerous 
catalogues (CMT global project, Ekstrom et al., 2012). Recently a CMT full 
waveform inversion (Liu, 2004, Kim et al., 2011) poses and solves the source 
inversion problem as a unique problem, solving for location and physical 
parameter in a single full waveform inversion frame.  
 
The source location procedure is influenced by the velocity model assumption 
used to compute travel-times. The accuracy of the model used impacts on the 
estimate of the source mechanics and further in the tomographic inversion. It is 
thus usual to do a source inversion inside the proper reference model and data 
coverage before starting the structure inversion or at least correct them at a 
given update of the velocity model. Valentine and Woodhouse (2010) suggested a 
unified approach to source and structure inversion to ensure self-consistency 
during the tomographic inversion. This is a notion I have approached in the 
following partIV through the Variable Projection Method (Golub and Pereyra, 
1973) and its possible application to seismic tomography. Although this solution 
has not been implemented in my full-waveform inversion of the Vrancea region, 
this part has nonetheless a strong pedagogical value. Indeed, it gives a detailed 
introduction to the Variable Projection Method with its application in a 
simplified environment and illustrates clearly some key notions raised in this 
part. 
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III.I. INTRODUCTION 
 
III.I.1. MOTIVATIONS 
 
Seismic tomography inversion, aimed at finding Earth’s seismic velocity 
distributions, strongly depends on source parameters. Indeed, this method based 
on waveforms contents carries out in the inversion problem the sensitivity of 
seismic waveforms to both structure and source patterns. Consequently, accurate 
determinations of event locations and focal mechanisms are required for any 
tomographic inversion. 
Source parameters are usually obtained prior to the tomographic inversion, from 
a simplified/global Earth model, such as the solution distributed by the global 
CMT (formerly Harvard) project. However, the inaccuracy of the tomographic 
model used for source parameterization can come out in tomographic inversion 
results. It is thus on common use to treat the source parameterization alongside 
with the velocity inversion to insure consistency of the tomographic study.   
 
Sequential source and structure inversion consisting of a step-by-step update of 
the source and structure parameter, each time fixing one of the two is commonly 
used (Hara 2000).  However, this type of inversion leads to a slow rate of 
convergence and can retain bias from the initial model (Valentine and 
Woodhouse, 2010). Combining source and structure inversion into a single 
inverse problem seems to be a better approach. This has previously been 
investigated by several authors in related problems for structure and 
earthquakes location simultaneous inversions (Spencer 1980, Harvey 1998, Tape 
2007, Morelli and Dziewonski 1991). Recently, an implementation based on 
inverse problem linearization and regularization has been proposed by Valentine 
and Woodhouse (2010) to retrieve complete source parameters (Moment tensor 
and location) together with velocity structure. 
 
The separation of variables approach, also known as the variable projection 
method (VPM), suggested by Golub and Pereyra (1973) can be another 
alternative strategy. This method is used in non linear least-squares problems, 
when it is possible to identify a subset of parameters from which the dependence 
is linear (Golub and Pereyra 2003, Van Leewen 2009). The idea is to define the 
linear parameters as a function of the non-linear one, so that the inversion 
problem becomes unique involving only the resolution of the non-linear 
parameters.  Applied to a tomographic inversion, one could think about inverting 
for both source parameters and velocity structure, defining the moment tensor 
parameters (linear problem) as functions of the Earth parameters and source 
location (non linear problem).  
 
In this part, I present the work I have done during my three months internship 
at Schlumberger Cambridge in England on the variable projection method. This 
is an introduction to the method with its application to a 1D acoustic case for the 
particular simplified problem of finding both seismic source signal and source 
location. All this study has been carried out with MATLAB coding and synthetic 
examples. The different steps of the work are detailed, from the computation of 
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synthetic waveforms to the implementation of the VPM, showing how both 
inversion problems are solved individually and then together.  
III.I.2. THEORY 
 
The principle of an inversion method lies on the quest of the best model 
parameterization that characterized as close as possible the real state of the 
investigated problem. In other words, the inversion process is based on the 
minimization of a quantified difference or misfit between real data and synthetic 
data computed with a guessed model describing the problem. 
 
Least squares misfit has many applications in signal modeling and parameter 
estimation problems. Whereas efficient methods have been developed for linear 
problem resolution, methods for non-linear problem are generally more binding. 
Existing approaches mainly fall in two main categories: minimization techniques 
and linearization techniques such as Gauss-Newton methods. 
Otherwise, in some cases the least squares misfit presents both linear and non 
linear components. In 1973, Golub and Pereyra have defined the new class of 
separable nonleast square problem together with the method to solve it, called 
the variable projection method. 
In this type of problem, linear and non-linear components are solved “separately” 
by introducing the solution of the linear problem inside the non linear problem, 
reducing the complexity of the problem. 
 
Given a set of observations di,i=1..m, a separable non linear least squares problem 
can be defined as : 
 ! !!! ! !! ! !!!!!! !!!!! !!!
!!
!!!  
 
( 48 ) 
where r is the least square function to minimize, aj,j=1…n  is the linear parameter 
to be determined together with the k dimentional vector of non linear parameters !  defined by the non linear function !!  and ti are independent variables 
associated with observation di. 
 
Written with matrix notation, this leads to : 
 
 ! !!! ! ! ! !!!!! ! 
 
( 49 ) 
Where the columns of  !!!! are the non linear function !! evaluated at all ti 
values. 
If I knew the non linear parameter, then the linear parameter a would be  easily 
recoverable solving the linear least squares problem: 
 
 ! ! ! ! !! 
 
( 50 ) 
where ! ! !is the Moore-Penrose generalised inverse of !!!!. 
 
The goal of the VPM is thus to transform the misfit functional in a modified 
functional depending only on the non linear parameters together with an 
inherent subsidiary solution for the linear parameters, defined as a function of 
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the non linear parameter. One can consider the following variable projection 
functional: 
 
 !! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!! ! 
 
( 51 ) 
Once a minimum ! is found for !!, then a is found through ( 50 ). 
 
III.I.3. SOLVING A JOINT SOURCE SIGNAL AND 
LOCATION INVERSION PROBLEM WITH THE VPM 
 
 
The context is placed in the case where I am looking for an estimation of the 
seismic source signal and its location using a least squares misfit. Whereas the 
first problem is linear, the second one is non linear. I seek to minimize the 
difference between the observed data d and synthetic data s defined as: 
 
 ! ! ! ! ! !  
 
( 52 ) 
That is s is the convolution product between a wavelet signal and the Green’s 
function, depending on the  model parameters. In our case, the Green function 
contains information about the source location. The misfit is written in its 
simpliest form as: 
 !!!!!! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
 
( 53 ) 
or in matrix notation:        !!!!!! ! !! !" ! ! !  
 
Where G is the operator convolution with the Green’s function ! ! . Its 
dependency to model parameter m is hidden for a better reading. 
One can note that I am using a waveform misfit here. Indeed, only this kind of 
misfit allows implementing easily the VPM. This misfit allows defining the linear 
problem with respect to the source signal inversion problem. Other misfits based 
on secondary observable such as travel-time misfit do not allow this linearity and 
thus cannot be used for the VPM. 
The VPM involved minimizing 
 
 !!!! ! !! !!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ! 
 
( 54 ) 
with respect to the non linear parameter m, subject to the constraint that y 
minimizes 
 ! ! !!!!!!!!!! ( 55 ) 
 
This non-linear inversion problem, involving only one parameter estimation, can 
then be solved with traditional method, for any choice of m. 
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III.II. COMPUTE SYNTHETIC WAVEFORMS IN 
AN HOMOGENEOUS ISTOTROPIC ACCOUSTIC 
MEDIUM 
 
 
I use the following Fourier convention: 
 !! ! ! !!!!! !!!!"#!"! ! ! !!! !!!!! !!!!!"#!"      with ! the angular frequency ! ! !!" 
 
 
The compressional wave velocity c is fixed at 7km/s. 
 
A seismic signal can be interpreted as an initial wavelet signal representing the 
seismic source convolved with its response to the Earth’s medium defined as the 
Green’s function. !! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!! 
III.II.1. GREEN’S FUNCTION 
 
 
The Green’s function is the response of the Earth’s medium to a unit impulsive 
force in space and time. In the time domain, the 2D Green’s function !!! in a 
homogeneous acoustic medium satisfies the following system: 
 
 !! ! !!! !!!! !!! !! !! !!! !! ! !!!! ! !!!!!! ! !!!!!! !! !! !!! !! ! !!!"!!! ! !!  
 
( 56 ) 
With analytical solution:  !!! !! !! !!! !! ! !!! !!! ! !!!!!! ! !! !! 
 
Where: 
 ! ! ! ! !! ! !! ! !!!! ! !! ! !!!! 
 
 
 
and H is the Heaviside function  
 ! ! ! !!!"!!! ! !! ! ! !!!"#!! ! ! 
These results can be transposed to the frequency domain by Fourier transform, 
where the Greens’ function is denoted by a capital letter: 
 
 !!! !!!! !! ! !!!!!! !!! !! !!! !!!!!"#!" ( 57 ) 
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 !!! !!!! !! ! !!! !!! ! !!!!!! ! !! !! !!"#!"
!
!!  
 
The Heaviside function is related to the Hankel function through the following 
equation (Chapman 2004): 
 
 !!! !!!!!!"!!!!!"!"!!! ! !!!! ! !!! !! ! !! 
 
( 58 ) 
!!!!is the Hankel function of the first kind of order 0 :   ! !! ! ! !!" !!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Introducing the function h(t) and its Fourier transform !!!!, ( 58 ) can be 
rewritten as: 
 !!! !!!!! !!!!!"#!" ! ! ! ! !!!! ! !!! !! ! !! 
 
( 59 ) 
! ! ! !!!! !" ! !!!! ! !!! !! ! !!!!! !!"#!" 
 
By analogy with ( 58 ) we finally find a simple formulation of the 2D Green’s 
function in a homogeneous acoustic medium in terms of the Hankel function: 
 
 !!! !!! ! !!!!!! ! !! !! !!"#!"
!
!! ! !!!!! !! !  
 
( 60 ) 
 !!! !!!! !! ! !!!!! !! !  
 
( 61 ) 
To avoid the high discrepancy values introduced by the Green’s function, I use a 
smoothing operator in form of a boxcar function convolved with the Green’s 
function. The boxcar function is defined in the time domain as:  
 
 !"#!!! ! !!!!!!!!!!! ! !! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#!$!!"! !
 
( 62 ) 
In the frequency domain the Fourier transform of the boxcar is a function 
cardinal sine: 
 !"# ! ! !"#$%!! !!! 
 
( 63 ) 
Having set the mathematical description of the Green’s function, I have now to 
define the seismic source signal that is described by a wavelet signal. 
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III.II.2.  WAVELET SIGNAL  
 
 
The seismic source signal can be either described by a Ricker wavelet commonly 
used in seismic prospection 
  
 ! ! ! !! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
( 64 a ) 
or a Morlet wavelet m(t) (Figure 14). 
 
 ! ! ! !! !!!!!!!!! 
 
( 65 b) 
The displacement seismic signal is finally the convolution of the smoothed Green 
function with the wavelet signal (Figure 14 and Figure 15).   
 
 
Figure 14 - Morlet and Ricker wavelet for peak frequency F0 =0,5Hz. 
 
 
Figure 15 - Source-receiver configuration, smoothed Green function, Morlet and Ricker seismic 
signals for peak frequency F0 =0,5Hz. 
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III.III. THE SOURCE SIGNAL PROBLEM 
 
 
The seismic source signal inversion is a linear problem, whose solution can be 
written in terms of the pseudo inverse of the convolution operator with the Green 
function !: 
 ! ! !!!!!!!!!! 
 
( 66 ) 
The source signal y is thus found from the autocorrelation matrix of the Green’s 
function !!! and the correlation matrix of the Green’s function with observed 
data !!!, as the transpose of the convolution operator is the correlation. This 
operation is equivalent to Wiener filtering method, which consists in finding a 
filter that transforms an input wavelet in the desired output shape in a least-
square sense. 
 
In our implementation I use a priori information about the source signal: I 
already have an idea of its shape. I assume that it is a Ricker wavelet. However, I 
do not have information on the dominant frequency of this signal. The Wiener 
filter operation consists in finding the deconvolution filter that minimizes the 
misfit between an a priori input signal and the data. Depending on the dominant 
frequency of the input wavelet the Wiener filter gives different results (Figure 16).  
The best result on the waveform misfit is obtained when overestimating the 
dominant frequency of the wavelet signal.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 16 - Output from Wiener filtering for a three stations line geometry. The Wiener filter has 
been computed for all the stations to recover the source signal. The color legend is relative to the 
accuracy of the output wiener signal, the warmer is the color the closer is the signal to real data. 
The left figure shows the variation of the misfit with respect to the predominant frequency used. 
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III.IV. THE SOURCE LOCATION PROBLEM 
 
 
In simple non-linear inverse problems, the best model parameterization can be 
found with a grid search over all the possible sets of parameters. The 
combination giving the minimum of the misfit forms the best model estimate.   
 
I illustrate this concept with two different misfits: the travel time and the 
waveform misfit function. Even if the travel-time misfit cannot be used in the 
frame of the VPM, it is interesting to see these functions shapes to illustrate the 
notions of local and global minima and the difference between the two misfits. 
III.IV.1. MISFITS EXAMPLES 
III.IV.1.1. Travel-time misfit  
 
The travel-time misfit function is defined as the least-square difference over the 
station-source pair of the cross-correlation time delay between the data and the 
synthetics computed within a given model m: 
 
 !!! ! !! !!!"# ! !!! !!!!!  
 
( 67 ) 
where ! stands for the number of receivers and !!!"# ! !!!  is the time delay of 
maximum cross-correlation between the real and synthetic seismograms. 
 
A source is located at the point (x,z) (250km,250km) of the grid. As this inversion 
involves only two parameters, the best location estimate within a grid search 
over all (x,z) is feasible.  This gives Figure 17 using a 3 stations line array spaced by 
250km (that is: x = 0 250 500km) and a 25km spaced grid involving 110 
computations. The minimum of the misfit function gives the (x,z) combination 
that best fits the real source location. 
 
 
Figure 17 - Travel-time misfit function distribution from a grid search on all points of the 25km 
spaced grid model for a source located at (250,250) and 3 stations located at x(0 250 500). The 
minimum of the misfit gives the best model parameterization. 
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III.IV.1.2 Waveform misfit 
 
The waveform misfit function is defined as the weighted least-square difference 
between the synthetic and real seismograms waveforms: 
 
 !!" ! !! !! ! !! ! !!! ! !!!! ! !! !!"!!!!!!  
 
( 68 ) 
where ! stands for the number of receivers.  
The weight !! is defined as the inverse of squared data registered at a given 
receiver i. 
 
Taking the same example as in the previous section, a grid search over all the 
possible model parameterizations give the waveform misfit distribution of Figure 
18. 
 
Figure 18 - Waveform misfit function distribution from a grid search on all points of the 25km 
spaced grid model for a source located at (250,250) and 3 stations located at x(0 250 500). The 
minimum of the misfit gives the best model parameterization. 
 
The global minimum of the misfit function is clearly seen, but I note also the 
presence of several local minima (in comparison with the travel-time misfit 
function that has only a global minimum), which in case of optimization 
algorithms search could lead to a wrong estimation of the best model 
parametrization. 
 
III.IV.2. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 
 
 
In case of heavy inversion problems, where the model parameters to find are 
numerous involving a lot of computations, the grid search algorithm is not 
efficient anymore and optimization algorithms are used to find the minimum of 
the misfit. In such case, instead of computing the misfit for all points of the grid 
search and look at the minimum, the search starts from a given starting point 
(initial model) of the grid and uses the misfit and gradient misfit values at this 
point to find a following point of the grid (model update). A stopping criterion is 
subsequently fixed to close the search when the misfit is close enough to zero.  
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These optimization algorithms involve the computation of the gradient of the 
misfit, that is the perturbation of the misfit function due to a perturbation of the 
models parameters. This involves computing the partial derivatives of the misfit 
regarding each model parameters, which in some case can become a heavy task. 
To deal with it, an alternative method has been developed, that allows getting 
access to the gradient of the misfit function without computing each derivative, it 
is the adjoint method we have detailed in a preceding part of the thesis. 
In the following, I will present the way an inversion is done with a gradient-
based optimization algorithm avoiding the computation of the misfit at all points 
of the grid search. 
 
III.IV.2.1. Gradient computation 
 
A first step in the gradient based optimization algorithm is the computation of 
the gradient of the misfit function., which indicates the direction of the model 
update. For a model m(m1, .., mi, .., mn) of n parameters mi,  the gradient g of the 
misfit function ! is defined as the vector ! ! !!!!!!! !!!!! , where i points to a given 
model parameter to invert: 
 !! ! !"!!! 
 
( 69 ) 
In case of my 2D example, I seek to find the two parameters (x,z) of the model m 
that gives the best source location. The gradient can be written as: 
 
 ! ! !!"!" ! !!!!! 
 
( 70 ) 
From ( 68 ), the variation of the waveform misfit function !!!" !in the time 
domain is given by: 
 !!!" ! ! !! ! !! ! !!! ! ! !! ! ! !"!!! ! !!!!!"!!!!!!  
 
( 71 ) 
where !"!!! ! !!!! is the perturbation in the displacement field due to a model 
perturbation !!. 
 
I need to find the variations of the misfit function due to a particular model 
parameter that are its partial derivatives !"!!! . This implies to find the partial 
derivatives of ! !! ! !!! . 
 
 !"!"!!! ! ! !! ! !! ! !!! ! ! !! ! ! !!!!! ! !!!!!!! !"!!!!!!  
 
( 72 ) 
In our case, the synthetic displacement fied ! !! ! !!! ! ! !! ! !! !!! !!  is defined 
from the convolution of the Green’s function with the wavelet signal. As the 
wavelet signal is independent of the model parameters (x,z),  the derivatives of s 
reduce to the derivatives of the Green’s function convolved with the wavelet 
signal. In the frequency domain, this becomes the product of the derivatives of 
the Hankel function with the wavelet signal: 
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 !!! !!!! !! ! !!!!! !! !  
 
( 73 ) 
!"!"! ! !"!" ! !"!"! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !"!"! ! !"!" ! !"!"! 
 
A useful property of the derivative of the Hankel function of the first kind of 
order zero is that it is proportional to the Hankel function of the first kind of first 
order: 
 !!!! !! !!" ! !!! !!! !! !  
 
( 74 ) 
Using  !"!"! ! ! !! ! !!!! ! !!!!  and equivalent for the parameter z, I obtain the 
partial derivatives of the displacement field with respect to the location 
parameters and finally the partial derivatives of the misfit of the gradient. 
 
The gradient gives the direction to go for a better model parametrization. Where 
the misfit value is high over a region, the gradient indicates to look outside and 
presents some ‘divergence’ pattern. On the contrary, when in a minimum misfit 
area, the gradient indicates to pursue the search inside the area with a kind of 
‘convergent’ behaviour (Figure 19 and Figure 20). 
 
 
Figure 19 - 2D representation of the waveform misfit distribution with the gradient direction given 
at all points of the grid. 
 
Figure 20 - 3D representation of the waveform misfit distribution with the gradient direction given 
for the area around the global minimum. 
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III.IV.2.2. Iteration 
 
The optimization algorithm implemented in MATLAB uses the Trust-Region-
Reflective(TRR) scheme3. For the minimization of a given function f(x), f is 
approximated  by its quadratic Taylor expansion !! in the neighborhood N of the 
current point xi to find the following iteration point giving a smaller value of  f. N 
is the trust region containing the point  xi+1 . The step stpi between two iteration 
points is approximately found by solving: 
 
 !! !"# ! !!!"# ! !! !"#!!"#$ 
 
( 75 ) 
Where g and H are the gradient and Hessian of f(xi) respectively. When the 
variation of f(x) comes below a chosen tolerance, the algorithm ends. 
The method of least-squares fitting with TRR is implemented by a library 
function in MATLAB (lsqnonlin). This function is such that it finds the 
coefficients x that solve: 
 
 !"# !!!!!!!  where f is the vector !!! !!! ! ! ! !! . 
 
( 76 ) 
For our particular purpose of  waveform misfit least-squares minimization, I seek 
to minimize 
 !!" ! !! !! ! !! ! !!! ! !!!! ! !! !!"!!!!!!  
 
( 77 ) 
Thus f in ( 76 ) can be written as a matrix F such as: 
 
 ! ! !! !! ! !! 
 
( 78 ) 
Where S, D, W represent the synthetic and data vectors and the weight matrix, 
in particular: 
 
  
 
( 79 ) 
! !
!!!!!!!!!!
     where !! ! !!!!!!!!!!  is the synthetic signal of ! time steps at station i 
 
! !
!!!!!!!!!!
     where !! ! !!!!!!!!!!  is the observed signal of ! time steps at station i 
 
                                                
3 http://www.mathworks.it/it/help/optim/ug/least-squares-model-fitting-algorithms.html#broz0i4  
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! ! !!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!
!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!
!!!
 
 
where !! ! !! ! !! ! !! ! !!
!
 is the weight matrix for station i 
 
 
Besides, the Jacobian matrix can be given as an input in the function (otherwise 
the function computes it by finite differences). In this case the partial derivatives 
of the misfit function componing the Jacobian matrix are set as: 
 
 !"!!! ! !! !"!!!  
 
( 80 ) 
Depending on the location of the starting point, the optimization algorithm 
allows to find the global minimum but can also be trapped in local minima giving 
a wrong final result (Figure 21 to Figure 24). The choice of the initial model is thus of 
prime importance in inversion problems based on optimization algorithm. The 
closer is the initial model to the global minimum, the more accurate will be the 
final result of the inversion. 
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Figure 21 - Location iteration through the TRR algorithm. Iterations (filled circles) start from cold 
color at point (250, 150)km to hot color . In this case the global minimum in (250,250)km is found 
after 33 iterations. 
 
 
 
Figure 22 - Seismic signals differences evolution from first iteration at point (250,150)km to last one 
at a particular receiver. The real source location is indicated by a red cross. 
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Figure 23 - Location iteration through the TRR algorithm. Iterations (filled circles) start from cold 
color at point (400, 150) to hot color. In this case the search is trapped in a local minimum and the 
search ends after 55 iterations. 
 
 
 
Figure 24 - Seismic signals differences evolution from first iteration at point (400,150)km to last one 
at a particular receiver. 
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III.V. APPLICATION OF THE VARIABLE 
PROJECTION METHOD 
 
Applying the Variable Projection Method, the waveform misfit shape comes out 
quite different from the previous case with a known source signal. In this case, I 
obtain a less focused misfit minimum over the location parameters (Figure 25). 
 
Figure 25 - Waveform misfit distribution with two unknowns: the source signal and its position. 
Looking at the optimization part, as before the success of the optimization 
algorithm to find the global minimum is strongly dependent on the starting 
point, or starting model (Figure 26 to Figure 29). 
 
The Variable Projection Method appears to be an efficient tool to solve least 
squares minimization problems involving linear and non linear parameters. In 
case of a seismic tomography inversion, one is interested in solving for the 
geophysical parameters of the Earth structure a well as the source parameters, 
to carry out the inversion in a more accurate frame and obtain consistent models. 
Solving for the source parameters would involve the source location as well as 
the moment tensor estimation. A problem, which is alone a combination of linear 
and non linear problem and is commonly solved through different schemes. 
Recently, methods for solving for the whole source parameters have been 
developed, but still distinctly to the geophysical model inversion, following a 
sequential update of both models (source model vs velocity model) (Liu et al.  
2006).  
Valentine and Woodhouse (2010) have opened the door to joint inversion of both 
source and geophysical model through linearization solver. In their study, they 
solve for a least squares minimization of the waveform misfit, treating each 
seismograms as depending linearly on both Earth model and source vector. The 
VPM, absent in the tomographic field, does not imply any linearization 
approximation and thus should be seen as an interesting alternative to carry out 
this type of inversion. In its simplest implementation it implies to use the 
waveform misfit and thus might not be applicable for some studies where this 
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misfit is not usable due, for example, to noisy waveforms. Still, it can have a huge 
range of applications and could be developed for the use of other misfit functions. 
 
In the frame of my full waveform inversion for the Vrancea region, the VPM 
could have been used to invert for source and velocity model. However, its 
aplication in such a frame, implying a more complicate solution, required a lot of 
work and I did not implement it here. Nevertheless, the example shown here has 
a strong pedagogical value and provides useful insights in the method as well as 
in iterative optimization techniques.  
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Figure 26 - Optimization algorithm using the variable projection method at test point 1. 
 
 
 
Figure 27 - Seismograms evolution through the VPM optimization algorithm. 
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Figure 28 - Optimization algorithm using the variable projection method at test point 2. 
 
 
 
Figure 29 - Source signal evolution through the variable projection method algorithm.
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IV.I. SETTING UP THE VRANCEA DATASET 
IV.I.1. DATA FROM THE 1999 CALIXTO EXPERIMENT 
IV.I.1.1. The CALIXTO 1999 experiment 
 
The six months international tomography experiment CALIXTO (Carpathian Arc 
Lithosphere X-Tomography) conducted in South-Eastern Romania between May 
and November 1999, involved 120 seismic stations, from which ninety short 
period and thirty broadband stations, and the registration of 173 local events 
(Figure 30). 
 
 
Figure 30 - Distribution of the CALIXTO99 broadband seismic stations together with the recorded 
local events. 
Our database is built on the registrations of 27 three-components broadband 
seismic stations with diverse instrumentation configurations from which Guralp, 
Streickensen and Lennartz sensors (Table 1 in Annexes). 
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IV.I.1.2. Input database study 
 
The database contains 173 local events with magnitude Mw from 1.8 to 4.8, and a 
depth distribution from ‘0’ km to 157km.  
The primary earthquake information details, which are hypocentre location and 
magnitude, were taken from the CALIXTO99 archive documentation. 
This database is a good representation of the regional seismicity, with small 
earthquakes at shallow depth from 0 to 60km and bigger events at intermediate 
depth from 80 to 160km, concentrated in the Vrancea zone (Figure 31). It even gives 
a snapshot of the seismic gap present in the depths around 70km (Raykova et al., 
2006). 
 
 
 
Figure 31 - Distribution magnitude-depth for the CALIXTO99 input database. Most earthquakes are 
in the magnitude range of 2<Mw<3.5 and two main hypocentre depths are underlined: from 0 to 20 
km and from 100 to 150 km. The first group might be biased by the fact that many event are 
presented with a 0 km depth. 
 
IV.I.1.3. Data banking and delivery 
 
There are different ways of archiving seismic data. The international standard 
format for the exchange of digital seismological data is the SEED (“Standard for 
the Exchange of Earthquake Data”) format. SEED files contain digital time 
series data and metadata information such as station and channel identifier, 
sample rate and instrument response4. The miniseed-dataless format consists in 
putting the waveforms data on a “miniseed” file, separately from the metadata 
“dataless” file. While SEED is a complex standard with a large set of data 
packets, called Blockette, miniSEED requires a limited amount of storage and 
                                                
4 The signal recorded at seismic stations is a convolution of the seismic source, the Earth’s 
structure and the recording system. The latter is characterised by its instrumental response that 
acts as a filter over the seismic signal in a given frequency range. To get a meaningful ground 
motion signal, one has thus to deconvolve the signal from the instrument response. 
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thus appears more convenient. Nevertheless, using miniseed-dataless data adds 
major difficulties in post-processing of temporary experiment records, especially 
when dataless files are physically separated from the miniseed files, lost or 
unavailable. 
 
The CALIXTO99 records had not been processed and archived on any seismic 
portal at the beginning of the study. I got them at the Institut de Physique du 
Globe of Strasbourg where a copy of the database is conserved in form of compact 
disks in miniseed format without any dataless volume. These ones were obtained 
on request at the GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) Potsdam that was just starting 
the archiving of the database. 
The first processing step has consisted in retrieving SAC traces from the 
miniseed format using convertor codes (as mseed2sac or the rdseed routine) that 
allow rebuilding the complete seismograms with stations information as well as 
the instrumental response files of the stations from the respective dataless files. 
 
IV.I.2. VRANCEA 3D REFERENCE TOMOGRAPHIC 
MODEL 
IV.I.2.1. Input model 
 
My reference tomographic model is taken from the Tondi et al. (2009) 
tomographic study. 
Using jointly seismic data from temporary experiments together with gravimetric 
data, the authors have built a detailed 3D Vp, Vs and density tomographic model 
of the Vrancea area from 25-28 latitude degrees to 44,36-46,43 longitude degrees 
for a 230km depth.  
This model gives an interesting snapshot of the main crustal and upper mantle 
features of the Vrancea lithosphere and is a good start for my tomographic 
inversion. 
 
IV.I.2.2 Corrections on the model 
 
One of the weaknesses of a joint inversion is the possible introduction of some 
inaccuracy in the model. In the case of the Tondi et al. (2009) study, where 
seismic rays do not constrain a region of the model, the gravimetric data tend to 
fill this lack with all remaining residuals, leading to unexpected velocity values 
(Figure 33). 
 
Consequently, to become suitable for our tomographic scope, this model required 
some corrections. In a first time, the 3D model has thus been smoothed and 
corrected such that the velocity from a 1D reference model 5  has been 
automatically assigned to the nodes non-resolved by the seismicity. In a second 
step, a manual correction was necessary to better identify the remaining nodes to 
correct. The correction was done on any slices depth of the initial 3D model, such 
                                                
5 Details about the 1D reference model can be found in Figure 67 in Appendix B 
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that a maximum threshold velocity value has been assigned to the unwanted 
nodes. In this way, I removed the high velocity spots from the model (Figure 32 and 
Figure 34). 
 
 
 
Figure 32 - 3D view of the corrected initial tomographic model used for the inversion. Velocities are 
given in m/s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 33 - Slices view at different depths of the initial tomographic model from Tondi et al. (2009). 
Velocities are given in m/s. Some artefacts are found at shallow depth as well as unexpectable 
velocity values between 40 and 80km depth with a P velocity reaching 10, nearly 11km/s. 
Figure 34 - Slices views at different depths of the corrected initial tomographic model used for 
inversion. Velocities are given in m/s. Artefacts at shallow depths have ben removed and a 
maximum velocity threshold has been imposed for the whole model (9km/s for Vp and 5,3Km/s for 
Vs).   
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IV.I.3. SOURCE LOCATION AND MOMENT TENSOR IN 
THE 3D MODEL 
 
 
In their study, Tondi et al. (2009) have relocated the source of 61 events and 
computed their moment tensor parameters (strike, dip and rake) using the 
NLLOC6 and FPFIT7 algorithms respectively. As a preliminary source reference 
parameterization for the tomographic inversion, I sought to work with seismic 
sources parameters computed in my reference 3D model. This 61 events database 
has thus been used as a reference for our starting event database. This reduced 
by more than a half the number of events that could be “directly” investigable. 
Distribution of this event database in terms of magnitude and depth became a 
little bit less representative of the regional seismicity (Figure 35). In term of 
magnitude, I have lost the Gaussian-like shape of the event repartition (light 
violet in the figure), with a Gaussian centred on Mw=2,5 and obtain a quite 
uniform distribution of events (dark violet in the figure). In terms of depth, I 
have lost a huge part of the 0-20km depth events, whereas the 80-160km depth 
events have been reduced by a half. However, the two main depth groups of 
events have been conserved.  If I have lost the representation of the regional 
seismicity in terms of magnitude distribution, there is still a good representation 
of these in terms of depth. 
 
 
Figure 35 - Distribution magnitude-depth for the CALIXTO99 moment tensor informed input 
database (black dots and dark violet bars) in comparison with the initial database (grey dots and 
light violet bars) 
                                                
6 The Non Linear LOCation earthquake location algorithm (Lomax, 2000) uses synthetic pick 
arrival times of seismic waves to estimate the reference time and hypocentral coordinates of an 
event. It is a grid-search algorithm based on the probabilistic formulation presented by Tarantola 
(1987) for inverse problems. It relies on the definition of probability density function to get 
information about the source parameters. 
7 The Fault Plane FIT code (Reasenberg and Oppenheimer, 1985) is based on first motion 
polarities to find the double couple fault plane solution of an event. For each double-couple source 
model obtained, FPFIT formally estimates the uncertainty in the model parameters (strike, dip, 
rake) and calculates a uniformly distributed set of solutions within the range of estimated 
uncertainty. 
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For consistency, the source parameterization should be updated for each model 
modification or update. In my case, this has been done in my corrected 3D 
reference model and after some corrections of the dataset before starting the 
inversion. I have used the same protocol as Tondi et al. (2009): firstly by 
relocating the events in my 3D reference model from corrected picking times8 
with NLLOC, secondly by looking for the fault plane parameters using the FPFIT 
algorithm together with the new event locations obtained.  
 
As a result, it is important to note that the stations coverage and the deep 
location of the CALIXTO99 events has led to a large uncertainty over the fault 
plane parameters, with an ample panel of possible solutions (Figure 36). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36 - Sample of the FPFIT fault plane solutions for the five first events of the database (see 
Table 5 in Annexes A).  On the focal spheres are represented all the possible principle axis of the 
fault plane solutions (P and T points). The diversity in the solutions denotes an important 
uncertainty about the fault plane geometry. 
 
 
The moment tensor parameterization obtained with the new source location has 
given nearly the same fault plane characteristics for the main part of the events 
(Figure 37). Moreover, regarding the uncertainty among the fault plane definition, 
it is not surprising to deal with different solutions, even with great differences. I 
noted as an example, that for some events, highlighted with grey boxes in the 
figure, there were two possible fault plane solutions, with sometimes very 
distinct geometries (see event 8 and 10 in Figure 37). Aware of the difficulty to 
define well-constrained focal mechanisms from the data, I did not give a strong 
faith to the solutions obtained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 37 - Fault plane mechanism solutions. Comparison between old and new FPFIT solutions. In 
each column are given: on the left side the old FPFIT beach balls, and on the right side the new 
ones. Details for each fault plane mechanism is given in the summary table on left side. Grey boxes 
stand for multiples solutions for a same event (event 6,8,10,16 and 17). 
                                                
8 Details about the picking time correction is given in Appendix C. 
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IV.I.4. PROCESSING THE DATABASE 
IV.I.4.1. Noise processing 
 
The broadband input database consists of 10.063 records. As some traces were 
erroneous or damaged with blockette reading problems, I had to use some the 
procedure to correct the miniseed volume and keep only non-erroneous files9. 
This resulted in about 30% of loss of the broadband records that includes the loss 
of entire stations records, where all data for a given station are unreadable. This 
is the case for eight broadband stations of the network that all have a Guralp-
3ESP configuration. 
 
This readable database contains 7.315 broadband traces. A noise selection 
criterion is done by manual check of the whole remaining database. This step is 
the costliest one in term of data loss. At the end of the selection only 16% of the 
initial SAC database remain. Considering only the 61 events, which have a 
moment tensor parameterization available, this leads to a number of 903 
readable seismic traces (Figure 38). 
 
 
 
Figure 38 - Amount of remaining traces after the noise filtering among the moment tensor 
(MT) informed broadband database. The moment tensor informed events represent 40% 
of the input readable database. At the end of the noise selection, 9% of these events are 
conserved. 
 
 
IV.I.4.2. Instrumental responses 
 
The final data pre-processing step is the instrumental correction procedure by 
deconvolution of the signal with the instrumental response. For this, dataless 
files of the miniseed data have to be available into create the response file used 
to do such a correction. Due to the lack of available dataless volumes, I have been 
able to handle this processing only for nineteen broadband stations, represented 
in the following Figure 39 and detailed in Table 5 in Appendix A. 
 
                                                
9 In my case, I have used the msfix tool. 
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Figure 39 - Directly usable database - distribution of the moment tensor informed earthquakes and 
instrumental response dotted stations. Stations with a response file are presented in orchid colour, 
for case of unreadable registrations for a whole station the triangle is darkened. Grey stations are 
stations without an available response file. The 61 moment tensor informed events are presented 
with the same legend as in Figure 30: circles stand for shallow depths, diamonds for intermediate 
depths; blue colour for M<3, green for 3<M<4 and yellow for 4<M<5. 
 
IV.I.4.3.  Frequency content 
 
The tomographic inversion implementation depends on the frequency range to 
investigate. This one governs the scale of the velocity anomalies illuminated by 
the sensitivity kernels10. Working at a low frequency range, one is able to 
individuate large scale heterogeneities but will remain blind of small ones that 
can be seen only at smaller frequency. This frequency range depends on one hand 
on the data quality and noise level of the seismic traces, on the other hand, on 
the solver capacity to compute accurately high frequency synthetic waveforms. 
Indeed, high frequency computations are limited by computational resources and 
power as, such simulations require ever smaller spectral elements and thus a 
large amount of computations. 
 
                                                
10 Sensitivity kernels have been defined previously in II.I.2 pp. 22. They can be seen as fat seismic 
rays illuminating the path from seismic source to receiver. 
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Spectrograms of the seismic records, showing the frequency distribution along 
time, give crucial information on the data frequency content (Figure 40 and Figure 
41). The frequency content of my event database is divided in a low frequency 
band around 0.2Hz and a high frequency band above 1Hz. Looking at the 
waveforms, I could note that the traces are disturbed by a five seconds period 
noise (blue sinusoid on Figure 40). This noise range corresponds to the low 
frequency content visible in the spectrograms (0,2Hz band) and can be removed 
applying a high-pass filter on the seismic record (Figure 41). It results that the 
main frequency content of the signal stays between 0,4 and 2Hz. 
Up to now, computational resources allow reaching synthetic seismograms 
simulations until 1Hz accuracy. Thus, the final frequency range I could retrieve 
from the records stays between 0,4 and 0,8 Hz, which corresponds to periods from 
1,25 to 2,5seconds. This range of frequency is considered as high frequency for 
full waveform inversion and brings heavier computations than a usual lower 
frequency full waveform inversion. 
 
 
 
Figure 40 - The spectrograms are a representation of the frequency distribution (y axe) along the 
time (x axe). Sample from the 990807 event at station A12, after deconvolution in a frequency band 
between 0,1 and 10 Hz. The signal stays in a frequency band between 0.2 and nearly 3Hz. 
 
Figure 41 - Sample from the 990807 event at station A12, after deconvolution and high pass filtering 
at 0,4 Hz. The right side yellow box is a zoom of the left side box between0 and 3Hz. The main part 
of the seismic signal stays between 0,4 and 2Hz. 
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IV.I.4.4. Final database for inversion 
 
To implement a full waveform inversion of the Vrancea region, I built a concise 
database taking heed of the quality of the seismic records and their stations 
coverage.   
Owing to the particular seismicity of the Vrancea region, the largest events are 
all concentrated in the same area at deep depth (Figure 42). Strongest events 
benefit from cleaner signals, as the seismic energy is able to surround the micro-
seismic noise. At shallower depth, events are sparser and of minor magnitude 
(below Mw 3) with a poor quality signal.   
The final database is made of the strongest deep local events recorded during the 
CALIXTO99 experiment by at least 3 seismic stations, with a magnitude range 
from 3,4 to 4,5 (see orange lines in Table 4 in Appendix A). 
This is a quite reduced amount of seismic events for a local tomographic 
inversion that do not give a large lateral coverage of the Vrancea lithosphere. 
Nevertheless this comes together with the particularity of the Vrancea nest and 
the CALIXTO99 station’s network. This tomographic study aims to show in 
which extent the finite-frequency theory and the full waveform approach allow 
retrieving interesting information from the Vrancea seismogenic volume.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 42 - Final event database distribution used for the full waveform inversion of the Vrancea 
region. The topography is reduced by a factor of 0.01. 19 events registered by at least 3 stations with 
a magnitude Mw between 3,4 and 4,5 have been selected. 
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IV.II. SEISMIC WAVEFORM MODELING 
 
Most of the time, seismic tomographic studies require an important amount of 
computation that an individual computer is not able to sustain. High 
Performance Computing (HPC) facilities, based on parallel computing, thus aim 
to host such kind of large scale computations. During these three years, I have 
used the facilities of the CINECA HPC centre in Bologna, Italy. 
IV.II.1. WAVEFORM MODELING WITH SPECFEM 
IV.II.1.1 Introduction  
 
SPECFEM tools gather a set of open-source parallel software packages freely 
available via the Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (CIG). The 
software simulates seismic wave propagation using the Spectral Element 
Method, which is being actively researched, extended and applied in the 
geophysical context (Komatitsch et al. 1999, 2002a,b, 2004, 2005, 2010; Luo et al. 
2009; Peter et al. 2011; Tromp et al. 2008; Fichtner et al. 2009). The several 
variants of SPECFEM cover the range from 1D implementation to 2D and 3D 
simulations for global or regional scale tomographic inversion. 
In particular, the SPECFEM3D package simulates forward and adjoint seismic 
wave propagation at local or regional scale on arbitrary unstructured hexahedral 
meshes.  
 
A SPECFEM simulation consists in (Figure 43): 
 
1) Mesher/Partitioner: defining the mesh and computational geometry 11 
Meshing consists in designing an equivalent Earth’s model geometry in which to 
compute the seismic wave equation.  
The partitioner allows dividing this skeleton between computational resources. 
 
2) Databases: building the computational mesh  
When the mesh geometry is defined, the computational grid can be built up. P-S 
velocity and density values are assigned at each point of the geometrical mesh so 
that it becomes a computational environment where to solve the equation of 
motion. 
 
3) Solver: Solving the seismic wave equation  
Solving the equation of motion, we finally produce the synthetic seismograms 
related to a given source-stations and velocity model set-up. 
 
                                                
11 Meshing can be accomplished by using an external mesher like CUBIT or by using the 
SPECFEM3D’s own internal mesher. 
The workflow is different when using internal or external mesher: the external mesher 
benefits from 3D mesh partitioning through the routine SCOTCH whereas the internal 
does not. The internal mesher partitions the mesh into slices that correspond to vertical 
portions of the mesh. 
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To build up my geometrical mesh, I have used the internal mesher and will 
explain in the following part the strategy employed. 
 
 
Figure 43 - SPECFEM3D workflow to compute synthetic seismograms in a 3D Earth model. 
 
IV.II.1.2. Build the computational mesh with the 
internal mesher 
 
The internal mesher xmeshfem3D defines the geometry of the mesh to build. 
Principal information about the mesh include: 
 
1) the geographical coordinates of the block and its depth 
 
2) the regularity of the mesh 
The size of the spectral elements has to reflect the wave speed 
distribution throughout the model.  Using a tomographic model with 
velocity increasing with depth implies that elements have to become 
larger in depth to define a homogeneous number of grid points per 
wavelength in the block. For this scope, it is possible to place doubling 
layers in the mesh that define interfaces from where the spectral elements 
become twice larger (see Figure 44). 
 
3) the physical properties of the block in terms of density, seismic 
velocities and anisotropy and if these properties are applied on the entire 
block or on given portions. 
 
4) the number of spectral elements in the mesh along the horizontal and 
vertical components 
This number is linked to the resolution of the mesh one wants to achieve. 
Indeed, the accuracy of the simulations is determined by the number of 
grid points per shortest wavelength that has to be homogeneous 
throughout the model: the smaller the spectral elements, the shorter 
periods (or high frequencies) can be simulated. 
When set these numbers together with the size of the spectral element in 
the surface, one has to set the number of spectral elements in the vertical 
direction. This has to be done regarding the presence of eventual doubling 
layers so that to obtain squared elements. 
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5) the number of MPI processors along each horizontal direction12  
If the mesh is not regular and contains mesh doublings this number is set 
so that one MPI processor manages the computation over a multiple of 
eight spectral elements (Figure 44). 
 
 
Figure 44 - Example of an irregular mesh consisting in 16 spectral elements (orange box) along the 
horizontal directions XI and ETA and a doubling layer.  The number of MPI processors along XI 
and ETA is 2 (16 = 8*2), represented by the red box. The doubling layer makes elements twice bigger 
in horizontal direction and the number of elements in Z direction as to take it into account to have 
squared element. Thus there are 4 elements in the first interface and 5 in the second one. 
 
IV.II.2. FORWARD MODELING ON CINECA BLUE 
GENE/Q 
IV.II.2.1. The Vrancea CALIXTO set up 
 
IV.II.2.1.1. Input files  
 
I have used the 19 local events selected from the CALIXTO99 database detailed 
in Table 4 in Appendix A. The distribution of this dataset is given in Figure 45, with 
the main part of events presenting depths between 140km and 160km and a 
magnitude going from Mw 3,4 to 4,5. 
From fault plane parameters, I have written the moment tensor source files 
needed in SPECFEM3D.  
 
The reference tomographic model has been taken from the Tondi et al. (2009) 
study after some corrections explained previously. It is a 230*230*230km P-S 
velocity-density grid points covering the geographical area from latitude 25 to 28 
and longitude 44,36 to 46,43. More details about the implementation of this 
model in SPECFEM3D can be found in Appendix D. 
 
The topography has been drawn from the ETOPO topographic/bathymetric 
dataset. 
                                                
12 An MPI (Message Passing interface) system provides communication functionality between a set 
of processes that have been mapped to nodes/servers/computer facilities. 
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Figure 45 - Magnitude/Depth distribution of the 19 events dataset. Nearly all the selected events 
stay in the depth range from 100 to 180km. 
 
IV.II.2.1.2. Computational mesh 
 
The geometrical mesh has been built bigger than the reference tomographic 
model to avoid eventual boundary effects. It is thus a 500*500*500km grid -
centred on the tomographic model- made of 14Millions spectral elements and two 
doubling layers at 40km and 80km13. On the surface, the number of spectral 
elements in each direction is of 512 for an element size of less than 1*1*1km. At 
the bottom of the mesh, the element size reaches 4*4*4km. This set-up requires a 
number of MPI tasks of 4096. The computational configuration I built involves 
4096 computational cores (CPU, Central Processor Unit). An in-depth description 
about the computational mesh configuration, with an emphasis on the 
implementation of SPECFEM3D on the resources of the supercomputer centre 
CINECA, is given in Appendix D. 
This mesh allows computing seismic waveforms in the frequency range imposed 
by the dataset that is from 1,25 to 2,5seconds, and might be accurate around 1sec 
period and less (Figure 46).  
 
 
 
Figure 46 - Distribution of the minimum period resolution through the mesh. The resolution 
depends on the velocity values as well as the spectral element size for a given region. 
 
IV.II.2.4 Computational costs 
 
The mean elapsed time to run a forward simulation is about 3h40, leading to a 
computational cost of about 15.000 CPU hours (a CPU hour is defined as the 
                                                
13 See Figure 68 in Appendix B for a justification of the doubling layer depths. 
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product of the number of computational core used for the simulation with the 
elapsed time: 4.096*3h40). 
 
 
IV.II.2.2. First waveforms comparisons 
 
Before being compared, data and synthetic waveforms have to be processed. This 
consists of sampling signals at the same rate, correcting data from the 
instrument response, and filtering both signals in the same frequency range, 
which has been chosen to be [0,4 - 0,8]Hz. The waveforms have been then 
compared using the Seismic Analysis Code tool SAC (Figure 47). 
 
Picking P and S arrivals, I observed a recurrent time shift of the synthetic body 
waves seismic arrivals. The mean P shift is of about 1,5second and the S shift is 
of about 4seconds (Figure 48).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 47 - Sample of forward simulations (blue signal) for the 990622 event and comparison with 
real data (black for rough signal and red for processed one). 
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Figure 48 - Time shift normal distribution for all events of the dataset for Pwaves (left) and S waves 
(right). Each coloured curve represents an event distribution. The P waves time shift is around 1,5 
second whereas the S waves time shift is around 4 seconds. 
 
To help the misfit convergence I needed to start the inversion with a satisfying 
reference model giving good misfit results.  
To reduce the time shift difference between the P and S waves arrivals in the 
reference tomographic model, I applied a depth correction. For each event, this 
correction is estimated using the mean P and S shifts measurements and the 
maximum velocity values in the model: 
 
 
 !"#$!!"##$!%&"' ! !!!"#$!!! !!!"#$!!!"#!! !!"#$!!!"#!!! 
 
( 81 ) 
!"#$!!"# ! !"#$! ! !"#$!!"##$!%&"' 
 
 
A second adjustment, consisting in having a mean shift around 0 is achieved by 
correcting the reference time for each event based on the respective P shift (Figure 
49). As a result, I obtained an initial dataset where pick arrival time shift normal 
distribution for P and S waves are centred on zero with a standard deviation of 
about 1 and 2 seconds respectively (Figure 50). 
 
Looking at the depth distribution with respect to the CALIXTO99 archive values, 
I note an improvement in the consistency between the different localizations 
(Figure 51). First of all, the CALIXTO99 archive depth values (grey line) are very 
consistent with the ROMPLUS catalogue (black crosses), which can be an 
indication of the accuracy of the given values. Looking at the NLLOC initial 
localization results (blue triangles), I noted a loss of this consistency with a main 
part of the depths between the +/-25km difference with respect to CALIXTO99. 
With the NLLOC re-localization (green triangles) this consistency between 
catalogues comes back and is relatively strong.  Finally, the empirical depth 
correction applied to the 19 events selected for the tomographic inversion, 
introduces a +25km mean depth difference with respect to the archive values 
(orange circles and light orange line for the 25km depth difference). 
 
In terms of reference time estimation, the empirical manual corrections led to a 
better consistency with the CALIXTO99 archive values for almost all the 19 
selected events, with only 5 events with an increased difference going up from 2 
to 3 seconds (Figure 52). 
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Figure 49 - Example of the adjustments done for depth and reference time on the 990622 event. The 
dashed lines stand for P time shift distribution whereas the plain lines stand for S measurements. 
Starting from an initial set up with a nearly 2 seconds shift between P and S distributions (blue 
curves), the depth correction (green curves) allows to zero this shift. In a second step, the reference 
time correction (red curves) allows to zero-centered the distributions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 50 - Time shift normal distribution for all events of the dataset for Pwaves (left) and S waves 
(right) after adjustment of depths and reference times. 
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Figure 51 - Depth comparison with respect to the CALIXTO99 archive values. Blue triangles are for 
the initial depth values from Tondi et al. (2009), green triangles are for the depth values after the 
new NLLOC localization, orange circles are the 19 events of the selected dataset from which depth 
has been empirically corrected regarding the pick time shift observed between synthetic and real 
waveforms. Finally black crosses indicate the ROMPLUS catalogue values. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 52 - Reference time comparison with respect to the CALIXTO99 archive values for the 19 
selected events. Green bars refer to the NLLOC reference time before the correction and orange 
ones, after the correction. All events become more consistent with the CALIXTO99 archive and only 
5 events come out with farer values.
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IV.III. STRUCTURE INVERSION 
 
IV.III.1. FROM MISFIT TO ADJOINT SOURCE 
IV.III.1.1. Selecting the windows 
 
The misfit measurement is made in the portions of the seismograms that give 
best correlations between real data and synthetic signals. This can be done 
automatically using the FLEXWIN software (Maggi et al. 2009) that selects 
misfit windows with respect to a set of parameters. Working with relatively low 
quality data and at high frequency I preferred doing this selection manually, 
selecting simple window boxes for P and S arrivals (Figure 53). When possible, I 
applied the same window selection for all three components of a given seismic 
records.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 53 - Selection windows example with the event 991012_234833 at station A12 for a cross 
correlation travel-time misfit. The seismograms have been scaled for a better reading. The 
frequency range stays between [0,4 – 0,8] Hz. In this case, I have selected a P and S window for all 
three components. 
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IV.III.1.2. Compute the misfit and adjoint sources 
 
I have worked with the cross-correlation travel-time misfit measurement. It is 
defined as the least-square difference over the station-source pair of the cross-
correlation time delay between observed data and synthetic waveforms computed 
within a given model m: 
 
 ! ! ! !! !!!!" ! !!! !!!!!  
 
( 82 ) 
Where n is the number of seismic stations and !!!"# ! !!!  is the time delay of 
maximum cross-correlation between the real and synthetic seismograms for the 
station-source pair i. 
 
In practice, the misfit is computed individually in the selected windows of each 
seismic record for the windows that present a minimum cross-correlation 
coefficient of about 70%. Results from the cross-correlation computation in the 
selected windows (Figure 55) are quite similar to the preliminary study I have done 
by picking first body waves arrivals. These measurements present time shifts for 
P and S waves centred on 0 with a standard deviation until 4 seconds in some 
cases. 
 
From misfit measurements, I have built the adjoint sources of each event to 
compute successively the misfit kernel. Adjoint sources are the velocity 
waveforms at each station weighted by the misfit measurements in reverse time.  
 
To compute the misfit value regarding to a particular model, I have defined two 
other misfit values:  the misfit for a particular component (R, T, Z) and the misfit 
regarding a given event. 
The “component-misfit” value is taken as the sum of all “window-misfit” 
measurements, weighted by the number of windows. Consecutively, the “event-
misfit” is taken as the sum of all “component-misfit” measurements, weighted by 
the number of components. Finally the “model-misfit” is the sum of all “event-
misfit” values, weighted by the number of events (Figure 54). 
For simplicity, I did not introduce any kind of extra weighting function in the 
misfit computation. 
 
 
 
Figure 54 - Misfit values computation. From window-misfit to model-misfit. 
!"#$%&'(")*"+, , ,,!! ! !! !!!"# ! !!! !,,-%(.%#/#+'(")*"+, , ,!! ! !!! !!!!! ,,01/#+'(")*"+, , , ,!! ! !!! !!!!! ,,2%$/3'(")*"+, , , ,!!!! ! !!! !!!!! ,,,
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Figure 55 - Cross-correlation travel-time misfit distribution for the P and S windows. 
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IV.III.2. FROM EVENT KERNELS TO FIRST UPDATE 
 
 
Owing to computational difficulties, I am able to present here first results of the 
tomographic inversion only for a representative sample of the dataset. It consists 
of five events (990620, 990622, 990713, 990807 and 990914) that have been 
selected regarding their signal quality and station coverage. 
 
 
IV.III.2.1. Misfit kernels 
 
The misfit kernel is a representation of the gradient of the misfit function for a 
given model used for solving the minimization problem. 
In SPECFEM3D, the computation of the misfit kernel is based on executing the 
following steps for each event: 
 
1) a forward simulation in which all time step of the wave field path is 
saved 
2) an adjoint simulation where the interaction between the previous 
forward and a reversed time simulation is computed for each source-station 
pairs. At this step, the source is replaced by the adjoint sources built with the 
misfit measurements and placed at stations positions. For each source-station 
pairs, a volume sensitivity kernel is thus computed. 
 
The sum of all these volume sensitivity kernels related to a given event is called 
an event-kernel, which is the output of the SPECFEM3D simulation. Finally, the 
sum of all these events-kernel for a given model is the misfit kernel, representing 
the gradient of the misfit function for a given model. This sum is computed 
successively in parallel. 
 
A first positive observation done from my study is that even if working at high 
frequencies I was still able to design fat sensitivity kernels (Figure 57) and thus 
there was still an advantage to work on these data using the finite frequency 
theory rather than the ray-based one.  
 
A second observation dealt with the presence of some high amplitude kernels 
singularities near source and receivers locations (Figure 57) that make the volume 
kernel non-homogeneous along its length. These high amplitude values can 
compromise the model updating efficiency leading to incorrect model corrections. 
To eliminate these spurious amplitudes in the neighbourhood of the source and 
receivers a well as artificial effects due to unresolved features in the model a 
smoothing of the misfit kernel has been performed. In our case, the smoothing 
operation consisted in the convolution of 3D Gaussian function with the misfit 
kernel upon all spectral elements of the mesh. 
 
 ! !! !! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!
!!!!!! !!!!!! !!!!!  
 
( 83 ) 
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 !"#$"!!"##$!!" !! !! ! ! !"#$"% !! !! ! ! !!!! !! !! 
 
( 84 ) 
The parameter ! defines the standard deviation of the Gaussian function for each 
direction x, y and z. It can be chosen with respect to the shortest wavelength 
resolved in the simulation by taking into account the size of the spectral 
elements. 
 
The larger is the Gaussian (for larger scale smoothing), the more spectral 
elements are taken into account in the processing and the heavier is the 
computational cost of the smoothing (Figure 56). For me, a favourite choice would 
have been a 4-5km scale smoothing that is a little bit larger than our bottom 
mesh spectral element size (4km). However, such a smoothing scale length is not 
implementable due to the high computational cost involved (more than 80.000 
CPU: more than 20 hours computational time * 4096 processors). Instead, I could 
afford to implement a 2km smoothing involving around 50.000 CPU (12 hours 
computational time * 4.096 processors).  
Applying this smoothing I obtained quite satisfying results with the main part of 
the singularities removed (Figure 57). Nevertheless this smoothing is not large 
enough to remove all of them and to better homogenize the whole volume kernel 
rendering a pre-smoothing operation necessary (Figure 57 and Figure 58). 
 
I created a mask operator consisting in a threshold function that intends to 
remove the sources/receivers misfit kernel singular values by imposing a 
maximum value. The mask has been implemented in parallel and work at slice 
level for the entire mesh. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 56 - Computational costs involved by the smoothing operation on misfit kernels for a 1km, 
2km and 5km standard deviation. 
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Figure 57 - Smoothing effect on a 5events misfit kernel in 3D. The 2km Gaussian smoothing has 
removed main part of the amplitudes singularities. 
 
 
Figure 58 - Details of smoothing effect on a 5events misfit kernels on2D planes. High amplitudes 
still exist in the vicinity of source and receivers at lower scale. 
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IV.III.2.2. Update 
 
The aim of the tomographic inversion is the minimization of a given misfit 
function ! (in this study the cross-correlation travel-time misfit) for a model m of 
p parameters:  
 !"#!!! !  
 
( 85 ) 
As minimization method, I have used the steepest descent algorithm that 
iteratively minimizes the misfit function through model updates using its 
gradient !! and a step length parameter !!!"#!. As explained previously, I have 
computed the gradient under the form of misfit kernel using the adjoint method. 
 
 !!!"#! ! !!! ! !!!"#!!! 
 
( 86 ) 
For each model update, the step length parameter that defines the extent of 
model variations is found empirically above a set of trial values. The value giving 
the best misfit is taken as the best step length for the model update. To save 
computational time, one could work with a representative sample of the dataset 
to define this parameter and instead of repeating it for each model update, 
change it only after a given number of iterations.  
 
 
IV.III.3. FROM INITIAL MODEL TO 3rd UPDATE 
IV.III.3.1. Results 
 
IV.III.3.1.1.  Misfit  
 
The cross-correlation measurements have been done in selected windows of the 
seismograms that passed several criteria, such as at least a 70% correlation 
value. Consequently, not the same windows are always taken into account in the 
overall comparison between synthetic from a given model update and real data. 
This is a good way to see how model updating enable to take into account even 
more windows measurements in the misfit calculation, indicating an increasing 
fit between the synthetics and the data. However, this makes hard any 
comparison between one update and another. To be able to compare the updates 
rigorously with respect to the initial model and with respect with each other, I 
looked also at a second interpretation of the measurements, imposing strictly the 
same measurement windows for each model. These two measurement types are 
defined in the following figures as “all windows” measurements and “same 
windows” measurements. 
 
For the first model update, I have tried a set of step length values with the aim to 
find the one giving the best misfit reduction. This trial set consisted of a 2%, 5% 
and 10% variation allowed with respect to the initial tomographic model M0. I 
have then looked at the travel time cross-correlation and misfit measurements 
for these updates (Figure 59). 
I observed that the misfit (diamonds) reaches a minimum for the 2% step length 
model update. This can be seen either for the “all windows” misfit measurement 
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(grey symbols) either for the “same windows” one (coloured symbols). Separating 
the measures done in P-windows and S windows (green circles and triangles 
respectively), I noted in a second time, that the P and S misfits have different 
behaviours. 
 
 
 
Figure 59 - Travel-time cross-correlation misfit measurements at first update for 3 different steps 
length  (for the 5 events tomographic inversion). Coloured symbols define misfit measurement in 
identical windows for all models, instead grey symbols stand for measurements in all respective 
windows of each model. The minimum misfit value (diamonds) is found for the 2% step length. 
 
Looking at the travel-time cross-correlation measurements in identical windows 
for each model updates with respect to the initial model (Figure 60), I have had the 
confirmation that the 2% step length updates is the best choice for the first model 
update M1, as it makes the Gaussian-like measurements distribution shaper. 
 
 
 
Figure 60 - Travel-time cross-correlation distribution at first update for 3 different steps length (for 
the 5 events tomographic inversion) in the same identical windows. 
 
 
I repeated these measurements for the successive updates until the third one. 
Figure 61 shows in details the misfit measurements variations among the step 
length choices. For each model iteration trial with a given step length, the misfit 
value is represented with the colour assigned to the model. For example, the first 
model update is represented with red symbols and each misfit values obtained 
with the 2% 5% and 10% step length are thus given in red symbols. The best 
model update is finally indicated with its name (m1 for the first model update). 
As before, I indicate in the figure the values for an “all windows” (grey symbols) 
and “same windows” (coloured symbols) measurement. 
For the second update, the best step length seems to be for a 1% variation, as the 
2% one makes the misfit increase. For the third update, I tried a 1% step length 
but it seems it does not improve the misfit measurement, which remains nearly 
constant between M2 and M3. At this point, decreasing again the step length 
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would not be efficient anymore for the whole iteration process. One solution to 
help the misfit convergence may be to add some events to the dataset. Indeed it is 
to remind that I am presenting here a reduced tomographic set of 5 events, 
among the 19 selected for the inversion. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 61 - Travel-time cross-correlation misfit measurements at first three iterations. Coloured 
symbol define misfit measurements in identical windows for all models, instead grey symbols stand 
for measurements in all respective windows of each model: black for M0, red for M1 and orange for 
M2. Results are relative to PS windows measurements. The measurements obtained at each trial 
steps length is also indicated with the colour relative to the model. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 62 -Misfit measurements among model updates. 
 
 
The misfit decrease is very slow (Figure 62), announcing the need for several more 
iterations to obtain a satisfying threshold.  
 
For the following discussion, I look more in details in the first two updates, as the 
third one need more improvements.  
The cross-correlation measurements present a very light improvement from M0 
to M2, either in an “all windows” case measurement, either in a “same windows” 
case (respectively left and right columns in Figure 63). However, one can note that 
considering measures in the “all windows” case, the number of selected windows 
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to compute the cross-correlation values decreases. This might indicate a worse fit 
over all the real and synthetic signals.  
 
At such frequency, here between 0,4 and 0,8Hz, some instability behaviour can 
happen. This can be seen on cross-correlated seismograms. In Figure 64, I show the 
comparison between the data and synthetic cross-correlated seismograms at 
three stations for three models: the reference one and the first two updates. 
Inversion instability can be suspected for the A10T and E17R signals, where the 
maximum cross-correlation measurement passes from the positive side to the 
negative one between different models. Such an instable behaviour would lead to 
the incapacity of the algorithm to approach efficiently a minimum misfit. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 63 - Cross-correlation measurements from M0 to M2. Two measurement cases are compared, 
as explained in the text: one considering all the selected measurement windows for each model 
(left), the other considering exactly the same windows for each model (right). A small improvement 
of the Gaussian shape can be seen in both cases. However, in the first case, a decrease of the 
measurable windows has to be noted. 
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Figure 64 - Cross-correlation examples for first two model updates at three stations. The maximum 
cross-correlation pic indicates the travel-time cross-correlation measurement between real and 
synthetic signals with respect to the zero. Placed at zero, this would indicate a perfect fit. 
Instability can be suspected for A10T and E17R records, as the measure passes from on side to 
another with respect to zero (changes in the variations sign). 
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IV.III.3.1.1.  Models 
 
Our tomographic inversion starts from an initial reference model based on the 3D 
Vp, Vs and density model of Tondi et al. (2009). This model, defined in a 25-28 
latitude degrees and 44,36-46,43 longitude degrees area for a 230km depth, 
contained details features of the Vrancea lithosphere structure.  
 
The model variations from the reference model to the second update are discreet. 
Detailed slice views of the Vp and Vs model updates can be found in Figure 69 in 
Appendix B. 
Figure 65 (for Vp) and Figure 66 (for Vs) show the relative velocity variations with 
respect to the mean velocity at different depths (20, 40, 80 and 120km), for the 
reference model and the second model update. The velocities corrections from 
reference model to second model update do not benefit from a large homogeneous 
extension but instead follow the kernel fringes as a consequence of the high-
frequency range inversion. More iterations might be necessary to achieve bigger 
variations that lead to an appreciable decrease of the misfit measurements. 
Another consequence of this high-frequency inversion stays in the fact that most 
of the variations focus in the station neighbours, as no efficient smoothing was 
implementable at such computational costs. 
 
These preliminary inversion results show two main geophysical distributions. 
First, a low velocity anomaly in the upper part of the model, at shallow depth 
until 35km, that presents an arc shape. This is visible in the detailed slices depth 
of the model in Appendix B as well as in Figure 65 and Figure 66 at the 20km depth 
slice. The low anomaly is the red ring-like feature at the center of the model. The 
second geophysical distribution is a well-defined downgoing slab shape high 
velocity anomaly, composed of a N-S horizontal anomaly in the depths between 
40 and 70km, linked to a nearly vertical NE-SW anomaly from 70 to 180km (see 
the blue anomaly in these depths and in the 3D representation of the model in 
Figure 65 and Figure 66, as well as in Appendix B for more details). The sign’s change 
from the low velocity anomaly in the shallower depths to the high velocity 
anomaly stays around 40km depth (Figure 65, Figure 66 and Appendix B). Moreover, 
in the depths range characteristic of the Vrancea seismic gap, between 40 and 
70km, a low velocity anomaly lies beside the high anomaly. Tondi et al. (2009) 
have interpreted his particular feature as partial melting of the upper mantle 
due to a delamination process. 
The features observed in these first updated models, remain consistent with the 
initial model used for the inversion, as well as with the results obtained from 
other tomographic studies (Martin et al., 2006; Koulakov et al., 2010; Ren et al., 
2012). 
 
The potential of the full waveform inversion and finite frequency method is not 
yet perceptible at this stage of the inversion with a reduced amount of seismic 
paths. However this inversion framework is not ended. Pursuing the iterations 
and adding later more events to the inversion will help to understand whether 
such a high frequency range inversion is stable and furnishes reliable and 
valuable outcomes. 
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Figure 65 - Vp model relative variations at different depths for reference model (left side) and 
second model update (right side). 2D velocity maps represent the relative Vp variations with 
respect to the mean Vp reference velocity in each slice at depth 20,40,80 and 120km. The 3D 
representation gives the Vp 20% relative variations with respect to the mean reference velocity in 
all the model, together with the 80km slice.Scales are given in percent. 
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Figure 66 - Vs model relative variations at different depths for reference model (left side) and 
second model update (right side). 2D velocity maps represent the relative Vs variations with 
respect to the mean Vs reference velocity in each slice at depth 20,40,80 and 120km. The 3D 
representation gives the Vs 20% relative variations with respect to the mean reference velocity in 
all the model, together with the 80km slice. Scales are given in percent. 
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III.3.2. Discussion 
 
 
The recipe for an efficient tomographic inversion is made of several ingredients: a 
good quality data, a good spatial coverage of the area, robust tools and method to 
solve for the seismic waves equation and compute synthetic seismograms as well 
as to compute the misfit and its gradient and finally computational resources 
able to sustain the whole minimization process. 
 
If nowadays it is easier to deal with powerful methods that support the 
computational part of a tomographic inversion, the latters cannot fill the lack of 
the primary and essential material needed for such a study: the data. 
The data, in terms of spatial coverage, number and quality of observed 
seismograms, spread its own qualities or defaults among the whole inversion 
process and influence its efficiency. 
 
It has been illustrated with these first results of full waveform tomographic 
inversion for the Vrancea region using the CALIXTO99 temporary experiment 
dataset. The results show the complexities in implementing such a full waveform 
inversion at a high frequency range, in a configuration where the amount of data 
is limited. These difficulties are characterised by 1) a modest spatial coverage of 
the Vrancea region, related to the limited amount of eligible data for inversion 
and the proper characteristic of the region seismicity with events clustered in a 
small depth volume; 2) a high and short frequency range in which to carry out 
the inversion that is another consequence of the local seismicity and the data 
quality; 3) a high computational cost that depends directly from the previous 
statement and does not allow to fasten the inversion; 4) a slow misfit 
convergence.  
 
The slowness of the convergence has to be seen as the final consequence of the 
enumerated points.  
Tomographic inversion is based on minimization algorithms, which one key of 
success remains in the capacity to find the right gradient direction that points to 
a minimum. In my case the gradient is built from full waveform seismic 
seismograms in a high frequency range (0,4-0,8Hz) imposed by the quality of the 
observable data. At such frequency, confronting synthetic and real signals 
becomes a hard task and thus the gradient computation can be unstable, slowing 
the minimization process. 
Another point that could influence the efficiency of the minimization is the 
smoothing procedure. Indeed, as underlined previously, due to too high 
computational costs, I have not been able to implement a smoothing operation 
larger than 2km. Thus, high sensitivity kernel values might remain in the model 
and this has a strong influence in model updating, as the model correction is 
based on the maximum sensitivity kernel values found in the model. 
 
Even if these results of full waveform inversion are quite modest in this 
particular context, they also show the great power of such an inversion method 
as, as we have seen, even though working at high frequency it is still possible to 
retrieve information from the seismic signal.  
To carry out such kind of inversion, it is of importance to start with a relatively 
well-defined tomographic model that solves the large-scale heterogeneities and to 
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work with a satisfying amount of data that allow a good spatial coverage of the 
area. Finally the computational resource is of primary importance for such an 
inversion. With the fast improvements in this field, it might be less hard to carry 
out this kind of study in the near future. 
 
 
Conclusions 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
This study was aimed to evaluate the application of a full waveform inversion 
(FWI) tomography at regional scale for the Vrancea area in Romania using data 
from the 1999 six months temporary local network CALIXTO99. Starting from a 
detailed 3D Vp, Vs and density model, built on classical travel-time tomography 
together with gravity data, my goal was to evaluate the improvements that could 
derive from using such a full waveform approach in the frame of an optimization 
algorithm.  
Full waveform inversion implies working with full numerical solution of the wave 
equation and the finite-frequency theory that takes into account the frequency 
dependency of the travel-time and amplitude of seismic waves. In principle, this 
allows the use of more information from seismic waveform and the better 
illumination of the seismic path, leading to more detailed seismic tomographic 
Earth’s models. However these advantages come at the cost of very large 
computations, necessary for example for the computation of synthetic seismic 
waves or for the gradient of the misfit through the adjoint method. I have applied 
the method using the SPECFEM3D software that supports the computation of 
synthetic waveforms as well as sensitivity kernels for model updating.  
Computations have been done on a Blue Gene Q (BG/Q) architecture at the 
CINECA supercomputing centre in Bologna, Italy, for a total computational cost 
of about 5Millions CPU hours. This represents a high computational cost. The 
computational facilities used for this study have been reached on the basis of 
national calls for proposal. 
 
Several complexities came out from this study. Main part takes roots from the 
data.  
The particularity of the Vrancea seismic properties, with intermediate 
magnitude events concentrated in a nearly vertical volume, makes any regional 
tomography study using local data constrained by the receivers’ coverage. A 
dense broad network of receivers is thus of primary importance to unveil the 
lithospheric structure of Vrancea.  
In my case, the CALIXTO99 Broad-Band data, whose stations gathered in a 
small area above the seismic nest, present a sporadic coverage that could be 
otherwise compensated by the region enlightening offered by the finite frequency 
theory with respect to classical ray tomography. 
The low quality of the data, in terms of archiving and noise level, is to 
underline as it has reduced a lot the whole invertible tomographic dataset.  
Working with relatively old data (1999) from a temporary experiment made it 
difficult to collect the entire original dataset consisting in seismic waveforms, 
instrumental responses and experiment archives. As a consequence, several 
seismic records have been thrown out as unreadable or excluded from the dataset 
for a lack of available instrumental responses. This appears as a relevant 
drawback of temporary experiments, which database tend to be sparse or lost 
with time passing, when they are not entrusted rapidly to public seismological 
data archive. 
The usable database has been screened to select only the seismic signal 
with best signal-to-noise ratio. This cut a lot the number of seismic waveforms as 
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main part of the local events recorded belongs to small magnitudes range at 
intermediate depth and are hidden by noise level. 
As a consequence of the noise level and the distribution of the Vrancea 
seismic sources, the selected waveforms were finally studiable only in a high and 
narrow frequency range between 0,4 and 0,8Hz. These are high values for full 
waveform inversion application and introduced several computational challenges.  
Any tomographic inversion presents a strong dependency on seismic 
sources physics in terms of locations and fault plane mechanism (moment 
tensor). It is thus better to start the inversion with a dataset of seismic source 
defined with respect to the reference tomographic model, and to consider a re-
evaluation of the seismic sources during the inversion at some stage of/or 
parallely to model updating. For the data of Vrancea, I benefited from several 
information given by the CALIXTO99 archive as well as from the previous study 
of Tondi et al. (2009) that presents a joint ray-based tomographic/gravimetric 
inversion for Vrancea using the CALIXTO99 short-period data together with 
gravity measurements. To remain coherent with my inversion process, I decided 
to correct and invert again for the seismic sources using the same protocol as in 
the Tondi et al. (2009) study: first by doing a relocation of the events with 
NLLOC and in a second time by computing the fault plane mechanisms with 
FPFIT. The uncertainty above these estimations, from event depths to fault 
plane mechanisms, is to point out and is due to the low azimuthal coverage 
offered by the cone-like event-stations geometry. Proceeding with the study of the 
overall cross-correlation travel time measurements between synthetic waveforms 
and real data, it appeared necessary to adjust the depth and reference time of the 
events to start the inversion with zero-centred Gaussian like measurements 
distribution. The latter is required to start the non-linear inversion algorithm in 
the vicinity of a minimum and to facilitate its convergence. 
 
Implementing a full waveform inversion in a high frequency range might be a 
problem to recover a comprehensive model updating, as the low frequency 
discontinuities - that correspond to large-scale heterogeneities - might not been 
well solved. It can be though in such cases to solve first for the large-scale 
heterogeneities by incrementing the dataset with low-frequency waveforms. For 
example in my case, it could have been done with some recent data from the 
permanent Romanian network. However, as I am using a 3D reference 
tomographic model -from Tondi et al. (2009)- that already solved for the low 
frequency discontinuities this limitation might not come out. Instead, the goal 
was to add some details to the model in terms of small-scale heterogeneities. 
 
The synthetic waveform computation has been done with SPECFEM3D in 
parallel through a computational grid of spectral elements reflecting the 
geophysical properties of the Earth as well as the frequency content to be 
reached. This grid consists in hexahedral elements of Gauss-Lobatto Legendre 
points, whose size increases with depth to keep the number of point per 
wavelength stable14. 
To reach the high frequency range of [0,4 – 0,8]Hz, a grid of small spectral 
elements has to be built implying heavy computational costs in terms of effective 
computational time and number of processors used to manage the computation 
(4096 processors). The 14 millions spectral elements grid built for Vrancea on a 
                                                
14 There is a general increase of PREM seismic velocities with depth. The size increase is done in 
SPECFEM3D by defining doubling layers at given depths of seismic velocity discontinuity. 
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BG/Q architecture required around 15.000 CPU hours (3h effective time * 4096 
processors) to solve the seismic waves equation for each seismic source, and more 
than the double for an event-kernel computation using the adjoint method. The 
heaviest operation implemented in this inversion appeared to be the 3D 
Gaussian smoothing of the misfit kernel that required nearly 50.000 CPU hours 
(12h effective time * 4096 processors) for a 2km smoothing. 
Working on a supercomputing centre, these computations are not 
managed instantaneously as on a dedicated computer. Instead, queue rules are 
applied to deal with all the users jobs management, implying latency time, 
between job submission and its effective run, to be added to the effective 
computational time.  
This heavy computational mesh introduced in consequence heavy outputs 
in terms of storage capacity. Thus a particular care had to be taken to manage 
the amount of outputs from all the simulations. My study implied nearly 30TB of 
file storage for the inversion presented. This weight also complicates the 
visualization step, as common visualization softwares (e.g. Paraview) struggle to 
manage such heavy files (4Gb). 
 
Difficulties in managing the computations schedule time together with the 
deadline of the thesis, imposed me to reduce the size of the inversion, for the time 
being, considering 5 events above the 19 intended. The complete inversion with 
the 19 events is in process and will be completed in the future. Using a 
representative sample of the whole dataset can be used at some stage of the 
inversion, for example when looking for the best step length for model update. 
Applied for the whole inversion process this could be reductive and deprive of 
crucial information about the velocity model. I can however believe that, working 
with very similar events concentrated in the same small area and producing 
similar seismic ray paths, the reduction of seismic sources number involved in 
the inversion may not mean a reduction of the information retrieved. This is a 
guess that can be checked later, confronting the results of this study with the 19 
events inversion. 
 
I have presented here the first three updates of the Vrancea full-waveform 
tomographic inversion. The latter is based on travel-time cross-correlation misfit 
measurements. Although the frequency range for the inversion is quite high and 
narrow, the resulting misfit kernel- representing the area of the model to be 
corrected- is appreciable, considering the particular geometry of the station-event 
ray coverage. The amount of variation is however conditioned by the smoothing 
parameterization. In my case, the computational impossibility to carry out large 
smoothing leads to very small variations in delimited areas that follow mainly 
the kernel fringes.  The misfit decrease is thus slow and much more iterations 
might be necessary to obtain a satisfying change. This decrease might be also 
slowed down by possible inversion instabilities coming from the difficulty to 
measure the goodness of fit of the synthetic and real data signals. The addition of 
other events seismic records in the inversion frame may bring other valuable 
information and help to stabilize the inversion process, favouring the misfit 
convergence. 
At this stage of the iteration, my tomographic model presents several recognized 
features. The nearly vertical NE-SW high velocity anomaly, defined in several 
other studies, is clearly visible in the depth range from 70 to 180km. This 
anomaly is linked to a N-S horizontal high velocity anomaly in the shallower 
depths between 40 and 70km, forming a downgoing slab shape. The upper part of 
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the model instead is characterised by a low velocity anomaly until 40km depth. 
The inversion of the anomaly, passing from low to high velocity values, occurs in 
the depths around 40km. Between 40 and 70km, in the depth interval 
characteristic of the Vrancea seismic gap, the model presents a low velocity 
anomaly western of the high anomaly. This feature has been interpreted in the 
study of Tondi et al. (2009) as a zone of partial melting of the upper mantle. 
The features observed in these first updated models, remain consistent with the 
initial model used for the inversion, as well as with the results obtained from 
other tomographic studies (Martin et al., 2006; Koulakov et al., 2010; Ren et al., 
2012). 
 
The preliminary results of the full waveform inversion of the Vrancea region 
have a relatively limited extent and show the limits of application of such a 
highly detailed inversion method. Today, even with one of the best available 
computational infrastructure FERMI15, this type of inversion method cannot be 
applied efficiently to studies involving a high frequency range resolution. This 
would imply a higher computational power and capacity storage. 
 
Although they can in principle use more information contained in seismic 
waveforms, more elaborate computational approaches, such as the full waveform 
inversion, cannot make up for limitations in the number of seismograms or their 
quality. These kinds of approach are actually more demanding on data quality. 
Citing Fichtner (2011) from his book about full waveform modelling and 
inversion: “While FWI is still a comparatively young method, there is already an 
important conclusion to be drawn: its application is highly problem dependent”.  
In a nutshell, the key of success for such an inversion remains in the data: the 
data availability, distribution and quality. 
 
As evocated previously, a seismic tomography inversion is more consistent if one 
solve both for the Earth structure and the seismic source parameters. As this 
joint inversion involves linear and non-linear parameters, it is common to treat 
each inverse problem sequentially. The Variable Projection Method I have tested 
in a simple application appears to be an efficient tool to solve least squares 
minimization problems involving linear and non-linear parameters. Absent in 
the tomographic field, it could be seen as an alternative to carry out such joint 
inversion. In its simplest form it implies to use the waveform misfit and thus 
might not be applicable for some case of noisy seismic signals. Nevertheless, it 
can have a huge range of applications and could be further developed to 
implement other misfit functions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
15 The Fermi system at CINECA has been ranked as the 15th most powerful system worldwide on 
the 42st TOP500 list released in November 2013. (http://www.top500.org/list/2013/11/) 
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Table 1 - Instrumental characteristics of the CALIXTO Broadband seismic stations. 
        Sensor       Data logger 
STA lat  lon 
high 
(m) manufacturer model 
natural 
period 
(s) 
sensitivity 
(V/m/s) model 
A02 47,01 27,43 414 Guralp G-3T 120 1500 RT130 
A05 46,49 27,00 187 Guralp 3ESP 30 2000   
A10 45,76 26,27 1026 Guralp G-3T 120 1500 RT130 
A12 45,19 25,89 446,66 Streickensen STS2 120 1500 RT130 
B04B 45,69 26,08 675,5 Streickensen STS2 120 1500 6NT 
C03 46,67 25,55 716,83 Guralp G-3T 120 1500 RT130 
C08A 45,69 24,79 687,33 Guralp G-3T 120 1500 RT130 
D04 44,86 24,39 399,66 Guralp G-3T 120 1500 RT130 
D06 44,64 24,76 208,5 Guralp G-40T 30 800 RT130 
D15 44,20 25,50 122,5 Streickensen STS2 120 1500 RT130 
D15A 44,20 25,50 122,5 Guralp 3ESP 30 2000   
E03 46,10 26,83 370,33 Guralp G-40T 30 800 RT130 
E08 45,87 26,73 408 Guralp 3ESP 30 2000   
E09 45,78 26,72 419,11 Streickensen STS2 120 1500 6NT 
E17 45,51 25,51 1036,3 Guralp G-3T 120 1500 RT130 
E21 45,49 25,95 1361 Guralp 3ESP 30 2000   
E25 45,33 26,74 303,2 Guralp G-3T 120 1500 RT130 
F01 46,77 26,39 242 Guralp 3ESP 30 2000   
F02 46,51 26,65 88 Guralp 3ESP 30 2000   
F09 45,88 27,86 222,16 Streickensen STS2 120 1500 RT130 
F11 45,31 27,83 60 Guralp G-40T 30 800 RT130 
L01 45,82 26,38 1759 Lennartz L3D/20 20 1000 3XT 
L02 45,77 26,51 1103,2 Lennartz L3D/20 20 1000 3XT 
L03 45,66 26,58 369 Lennartz L3D/20 20 1000 3XT 
S07 46,09 25,69 553 Guralp G-3T 120 1500 RT130 
Z05 44,68 26,25 166 Guralp 3ESP 30 2000   
Z08 44,74 27,29 66 Guralp 3ESP 30 2000   
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Table 2 - Source parameters from the CALIXTO99 archive for the 61 events,whose moment tensor 
have been computed in the Tondi et al. (2009) study 
date  time lat lon depth(km) Mw 
990520 19:55:33.00 45,450 26,260 128 3,6 
990525 09:35:53.00 45,550 26,540 129 4,5 
990606 12:01:31.00 45,560 26,350 139 3,7 
990611 08:20:04.00 45,743 26,667 107 3,8 
990612 07:08:12.00 45,740 26,760 100 3,1 
990620 00:09:07.00 45,540 26,600 129 4,3 
990622 08:02:06.00 45,650 26,520 157 4,4 
990622 20:10:42.00 45,640 26,590 141 3,4 
990626 17:26:25.00 44,650 26,030 17 2,2 
990629 20:04:07.00 45,550 26,630 126 4,3 
990712 23:47:52.00 45,780 26,780 75 3,2 
990713 10:09:25.00 45,660 26,810 125 3,2 
990715 02:52:03.00 45,790 26,870 110 3,4 
990715 07:36:23.00 45,580 26,460 137 3,8 
990722 10:07:50.00 45,440 26,300 133 3,8 
990731 23:42:31.00 45,630 26,670 40 2,2 
990801 03:53:51.00 45,740 26,560 141 3 
990801 05:56:50.00 45,530 26,600 124 3,6 
990802 15:16:22.00 45,300 25,400 0 2,2 
990803 07:18:39.00 45,460 26,160 33 2,3 
990803 08:07:05.00 45,650 26,490 148 3,4 
990806 11:00:04.00 45,770 26,850 103 2,8 
990806 11:55:14.00 45,750 26,710 104 3,5 
990807 02:25:49.00 45,610 26,490 128 4,1 
990809 07:16:16.00 45,730 26,700 133 3,9 
990809 23:24:30.00 44,950 27,060 15 3,3 
990810 06:32:14.00 45,690 26,790 107 2,7 
990810 06:35:06.00 45,690 26,780 93 2,6 
990810 06:36:55.00 45,710 26,820 102 2,4 
990813 05:21:13.00 45,790 26,760 85 2,5 
990823 20:57:40.00 45,570 27,180 15 2,6 
990824 16:20:07.00 45,780 26,860 118 2,9 
990826 03:47:16.00 45,790 26,840 129 3,4 
990826 13:06:51.00 44,890 27,140 13 2,8 
990827 21:53:19.00 45,660 26,530 150 3,5 
990828 05:32:28.00 45,700 26,630 142 3,6 
990828 09:42:59.00 45,470 26,880 0 2 
990830 00:52:06.00 46,000 27,200 35 2,8 
990830 13:53:38.00 45,540 26,590 119 3,1 
990831 02:11:12.00 45,570 26,510 133 3,6 
990901 23:30:28.00 45,770 26,840 126 3 
990910 03:12:30.00 45,750 26,590 116 2,7 
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990910 14:24:08.00 45,480 26,450 102 2,6 
990914 02:59:09.00 45,790 26,910 91 2,3 
990914 14:12:54.00 45,730 26,660 74 2,4 
990914 23:48:10.00 45,530 26,580 119 4 
990915 06:01:09.00 45,750 26,800 108 2,4 
990916 19:00:19.00 45,820 26,820 85 2,9 
990919 21:32:46.00 45,400 26,410 107 2,7 
990921 11:29:55.00 45,300 25,340 0 2,7 
990922 05:13:00.00 45,700 26,710 83 2,4 
990927 19:16:51.00 45,500 25,890 5 1,9 
990930 00:55:57.00 44,880 25,740 10 2,6 
991003 00:25:05.00 45,780 26,800 136 3,1 
991011 03:16:02.00 45,620 26,630 79 2,3 
991012 19:23:39.00 45,700 26,610 83 3,4 
991012 23:48:33.00 45,650 26,430 154 4,3 
991016 09:33:18.00 45,520 26,450 131 3,5 
991017 12:12:47.00 45,480 26,880 0 2 
991018 09:33:30.00 45,300 25,400 0 2,6 
991028 11:01:59.00 45,360 25,370 0 2,9 
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Table 3 - Source parameters from NLLOC for the 61 events from which Moment Tensor have been 
computed in the Tondi et al. 2009 study. 
date time lat lon depth (km) 
990520 19:54:48.79 45,462 26,262 221,63 
990525 09:34:57.59 45,548 26,501 148,5 
990606 12:00:57.44 45,583 26,282 157,15 
990611 08:19:53.78 45,747 26,570 162,96 
990612 07:07:58.78 45,796 26,586 96,41 
990620 00:09:00.15 45,571 26,517 124,27 
990622 08:01:59.97 45,667 26,448 154,22 
990622 20:09:57.69 45,689 26,487 163,27 
990626 17:25:57.29 44,589 26,061 3,61 
990629 20:04:00.25 45,603 26,484 129,47 
990712 23:46:59.16 45,814 26,765 74,85 
990713 13:10:00.14 45,669 26,427 135,92 
990715 02:51:58.59 45,795 26,857 122,33 
990715 07:35:59.19 45,574 26,379 140,81 
990722 10:06:59.26 45,495 26,244 142 
990731 23:41:59.18 45,612 26,639 44,76 
990801 03:53:05.73 45,737 26,512 110,93 
990801 05:56:00.6 45,585 26,506 111,59 
990802 15:15:58.71 45,291 25,380 2,52 
990803 07:17:57.37 45,381 26,147 51,7 
990803 08:06:58.57 45,697 26,414 148,94 
990806 10:59:58.00 45,777 26,779 108,74 
990806 11:55:01.74 45,774 26,496 78,58 
990807 02:25:00.63 45,610 26,411 122,45 
990809 07:15:59.32 45,722 26,632 132,45 
990809 23:24:00.23 44,930 27,021 18,11 
990810 06:31:46.15 46,000 27,414 224,28 
990810 06:34:58.22 45,668 26,669 102,67 
990810 06:35:57.05 45,705 26,757 128,75 
990813 05:21:03.60 45,782 26,725 59,07 
990823 20.57:00.55 45,579 27,145 13,79 
990824 16:19:58.32 45,793 26,804 136,51 
990826 03:47:02.21 45,744 26,656 110,69 
990826 13:05:59.63 44,853 27,123 5,36 
990827 21:53:03.98 45,700 26,427 114,54 
990828 05:32:03.07 45,739 26,547 114,77 
990828 09:41:59.71 45,456 26,890 4,93 
990830 00:52:00.34 45,987 27,171 34,46 
990830 13:52:59.76 45,511 26,577 122,66 
990831 02:11:01.72 45,630 26,383 124,94 
990901 23:29:54.42 45,820 26,785 184,82 
990910 03:11:57.49 45,808 26,561 129,14 
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990910 14:23:58.42 45,483 26,419 111,41 
990914 02:58:54.34 45,868 26,929 139,01 
990914 14:11:58.66 45,716 26,640 82,68 
990914 23:47:58.94 45,542 26,538 126,49 
990915 06:00:56.32 45,762 26,743 143,68 
990916 18:59:58.38 45,866 26,795 97,16 
990919 21:31:55.55 45,425 26,252 146,96 
990921 11:29:00.42 45,309 25,430 3,78 
990922 05:12:57.50 45,697 26,665 99,29 
990927 19:15:59.14 45,476 25,891 7,01 
990930 00:54:58.80 44,814 25,666 15,09 
991003 00:24:58.39 45,833 26,638 145,88 
991011 03:15:55.94 45,636 26,615 105,04 
991012 19:22:55.31 45,851 26,563 115,26 
991012 23:47:58.01 45,653 26,418 162,81 
991016 09:32:58.11 45,565 26,383 146,77 
991017 12:11:58.97 45,466 26,876 16,41 
991018 09:32:58.00 45,277 25,380 10,79 
991028 11:01:00.10 45,476 25,584 114,4 
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Table 4 - Source parameters from NLLOC for the 61 events from which Moment Tensor have been 
computed in the Tondi et al. 2009 study after the corrections (velocity model and reference time). 
The fill lines represent the events that we will finally use for the inversion. 
date time lat lon depth (km) 
990520 19:55:34.14 45,285 26,277 123,77 
990525 09:35:54.91 45,441 26,552 123,2 
990606 12:01:32.26 45,490 26,210 137,86 
990611 08:20:05.10 45,658 26,633 109,28 
990612 07:08:13.11 45,768 26,566 86,48 
990620 00:09:08.72 45,532 26,704 122,87 
990622 08:02:07.59 45,641 26,475 157,49 
990622 20:10:43.31 45,662 26,535 147,71 
990626 17:26:23.18 44,621 26,093 18,41 
990629 20:04:08.57 45,564 26,575 133,49 
990712 23:47:53.63 45,757 26,787 56,96 
990713 13:10:59.05 45,664 26,467 135,7 
990715 02:52:04.29 45,746 26,946 107,29 
990715 07:36:24.14 45,522 26,367 139,46 
990722 10:07:51.71 45,447 26,144 131,4 
990731 23:42:31.14 45,581 26,627 32,25 
990801 03:53:53.42 45,876 26,544 158,55 
990801 05:56:51.90 45,561 26,509 115,09 
990802 15:16:20.84 45,299 25,402 3,77 
990803 07:18:37.86 45,411 26,167 31,76 
990803 08:07:06.23 45,705 26,335 139,18 
990806 11:00:05.26 45,668 26,829 89,18 
990806 11:55:15.28 45,759 26,591 95,4 
990807 02:25:50.53 45,589 26,450 130,81 
990809 07:16:17.86 45,677 26,744 124,1 
990809 23:24:30.18 44,933 26,997 15,07 
990810 06:32:15.38 45,658 27,098 106,95 
990810 06:35:07.60 45,607 26,778 79,83 
990810 06:36:55.81 45,627 26,849 102,22 
990813 05:21:16.80 45,845 26,836 75,83 
990823 20:57:41.70 45,452 27,155 42,22 
990824 16:20:08.74 45,742 26,954 113,08 
990826 03:47:17.58 45,731 26,855 129,22 
990826 13:06:51.54 44,887 27,019 6,76 
990827 21:53:20.63 45,634 26,460 155,53 
990828 05:32:30.63 45,715 26,561 138,01 
990828 09:42:58.26 45,443 26,868 8,23 
990830 00:52:07.59 45,997 27,158 29,48 
990830 13:53:39.55 45,418 26,748 118,4 
990831 02:11:13.95 45,566 26,438 138,83 
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990901 23:30:29.32 45,688 27,034 130,97 
990910 03:12:30.84 45,725 26,671 111,2 
990910 14:24:08.90 45,449 26,468 99,51 
990914 02:59:10.46 45,617 26,920 84,85 
990914 14:12:55.29 45,673 26,650 64,72 
990914 23:48:11.42 45,491 26,573 117,91 
990915 06:01:10.29 45,666 26,883 106,81 
990916 19:00:20.24 45,820 26,836 78,56 
990919 21:32:47.04 45,344 26,380 109,55 
990921 11:29:55.10 45,303 25,477 1,19 
990922 05:13:00.97 45,619 26,689 72,75 
990927 19:16:48.60 45,498 25,737 47,88 
990930 00:55:55.49 44,807 25,707 16,01 
991003 00:25:07.09 45,767 26,837 126,46 
991011 03:16:02.70 45,523 26,696 65,91 
991012 19:23:39.81 45,703 26,572 75,94 
991012 23:48:34.62 45,582 26,408 148,99 
991016 09:33:19.95 45,475 26,449 128,33 
991017 12:12:45.46 45,442 26,814 18,42 
991018 09:33:27.99 45,277 25,397 17,48 
991028 11:02:00.96 45,436 25,562 4,72 
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Table 5 - Availability of the dataless-files from Potsdam  and erroneous station records ignored by 
msfix correction procedure (grey). 
        sensor     
Potsdam 
Resp 
STA lat  lon elevation(m) manufacturer model model available 
A02 47,01 27,43 414,00 Guralp G-3T RT130 yes 
A05 46,49 27,00 187,00 Guralp 3ESP CD24 yes 
A10 45,76 26,27 1026,00 Guralp G-3T RT130 yes 
A12 45,19 25,89 446,66 Streickensen STS2 RT130 yes 
B04B 45,69 26,08 675,50 Streickensen STS2 6NT   
C03 46,67 25,55 716,83 Guralp G-3T RT130 yes 
C08A 45,69 24,79 687,33 Guralp G-3T RT130 yes 
D04 44,86 24,39 399,66 Guralp G-3T RT130 yes 
D06 44,64 24,76 208,50 Guralp G-40T RT130 yes 
D15A 44,20 25,50 122,50 Guralp 3ESP CD24 yes 
D15 44,20 25,50 122,50 Streickensen STS2 RT130 yes 
E03 46,10 26,83 370,33 Guralp G-40T RT130 yes 
E08 45,87 26,73 408,00 Guralp 3ESP CD24 yes 
E09 45,78 26,72 419,11 Streickensen STS2 6NT   
E17 45,51 25,51 1036,30 Guralp G-3T RT130 yes 
E21 45,49 25,95 1361,00 Guralp 3ESP CD24 yes 
E25 45,33 26,74 303,20 Guralp G-3T RT130 yes 
F01 46,77 26,39 242,00 Guralp 3ESP CD24 yes 
F02 46,51 26,65 88,00 Guralp 3ESP CD24 yes 
F09 45,88 27,86 222,16 Streickensen STS2 RT130 yes 
F11 45,31 27,83 60,00 Guralp G-40T RT130 yes 
L01 45,82 26,38 1759,00 Lennartz L3D/20 3XT   
L02 45,77 26,51 1103,20 Lennartz L3D/20 3XT   
L03 45,66 26,58 369,00 Lennartz L3D/20 3XT   
S07 46,09 25,69 553,00 Guralp G-3T RT130 yes 
Z05 44,68 26,25 166,00 Guralp 3ESP CD24 yes 
Z08 44,74 27,29 66,00 Guralp 3ESP CD24 yes 
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The 1D reference velocity model used for model correction and preliminary 
studies comes from the Tondi et al. (2009) tomographic study, where it has been 
used as initial reference model. It was obtained from a ray tracing optimization 
from the 1D model of Popa et al. (2001).  
 
 
 
Figure 67 - Reference 1D velocity model. 
 
From the 3D initial tomographic model I defined the two doubling layers depth 
for the SPECFEM3D mesh that correspond to geophysical discontinuities. In this 
case, these limits are at 40 and 80km depth, as it can be seen on Figure 68. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 68 - Geophysical discontinuities in the reference 3D model. 
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Figure 69 - Vp and Vs first two updates velocity models at slice depths. 
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The study of Tondi et al. (2009), taken as reference for my own study, is based on 
a tomographic inversion of the CALIXTO99 experiment, using local event 
recorded at the short period stations of the temporary network. During the 
experiment, the events source parameters have been estimated in a 1D reference 
model and reported in the archive of the experiment (Table 2 in Annexes). These 
parameters have been then revised in the 3D velocity model obtained from their 
inversion using the NLLOC algorithm (Lomax, 2000). The latter uses synthetic 
pick arrival times of seismic waves to estimate the reference time and location of 
an event. The results presented in Table 4 in Annexes have been then used to get 
the moment tensor parameters of each event using the FPFIT code.  
 
The reference times given by this study are quite different from the times saved 
in the CALIXTO99 archive -built during the experiment with a 1D model-, as 
well as from the times indicated in a recent study of European arrival time 
picking catalogue done by Amaru et al. in 2008 (Table 6 and Figure 70). 
It occurs that the NLLOC input P and S picking file was reporting erroneous 
picking time, giving a time automatically shifted from one minute to few seconds 
from the real picking time. As a consequence, I automatically corrected this error 
adjusting the picking times. With these new values, I computed again the event 
location (Table 4) and the moment tensor of the CALIXTO99 events in my 
reference 3D model. The resulting reference time, in comparison with the 
CALIXTO99 archive one is definitely better (Figure 18). 
 
Table 6 - Sample of the outlined reference time differences between the values given by the Amaru 
et al. (2008) catalogue, the CALIXTO99 experiment and the Tondi et al. (2009) study. 
 
Amaru et al. GJI 
2008 
CALIXTO99 Tondi et al. 
2009 
Event ID Reference time 
991012 23:48:32.88 23:48:33.00 23:47:58.01 
lat 45,65 45,65 45,653 
lon 26,451 26,43 26,418 
depth 
(km) 
149,6 154 162,81 
    991012 19:23:38.72 19:23:39.00 19:22:55.31 
lat 45,715 45,7 45,851 
lon 26,599 26,61 26,563 
depth 
(km) 
82,3 83 115,26 
    990525 09:35:54.37 09:35:53.00 09:34:57.59 
lat 45,526 45,55 45,548 
lon 26,451 26,54 26,501 
depth 
(km) 
123,8 129 148,5 
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Figure 70 - Histograms representing the reference time shift between the NLLOC estimations 
computed with the original picking times from Tondi et al. (2009) and the CALIXTO99 archive 
times. The comparison is done for the computation through a reference 1D model and the Tondi et 
al. (2009) 3D model. Several events present a gap of about one minute from the CALIXTO99 
reference time, which cannot be explained by the model. 
 
Figure 71 - Histograms representing the reference time shift between the NLLOC estimations 
computed with the corrected picking times from Tondi et.al (2009) and the CALIXTO99 archive. The 
comparison is done for the computation through a reference 1D model (red) and the Tondi et al. 
(2009) 3D model in two versions: the original one (blue) and the corrected one (green). 
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AD.I. IMPORT IT’S OWN TOMOGRAPHIC MODEL IN 
SPECFEM3D 
 
AD.I.1.  Modifying the internal mesher code 
 
The option to import its own tomographic model using the internal mesher is not 
given in SPECFEM3D, as this way of constructing the computational mesh has 
been abandoned in favour of external meshers such as CUBIT.  
To be able to build the computational mesh, the executable xgenerate_databases 
need to read in mesher output files “proc***Databases” that contain indications 
related to the mesh geometry and geophysical properties. 
When importing its own model, these files are written by default, and point to 
model properties that do not correspond to its own model characteristics. Thus 
we have modified the mesher code into be able to use our external tomographic 
model. 
The modifications concern the following scripts, written in FORTRAN90, and are 
indicated in the simplified call tree of the code in Figure 74: 
 
1) for the Mesher part: 
read_parameter_file.f90 
read_value_parameters.f90 
meshfem3D.f90 
save_databases.f90 
create_regions_mesh.f90 
 
2) for the Generate_databases part: 
model_tomography.f90 
 
3) for the text parameter  file: 
Mesh_par_file 
 
AB.I.2.  The tomographic model format 
 
The tomographic model is a .xyz file containing P and S velocities as well as 
density values given at each incremental point from a given Cartesian starting 
point. The architecture of the file is shown in Figure 72. 
 
 
Figure 72 - External tomographic model file format for SPECFEM3D. 
ORIG_X ORIG_Y ORIG_Z END_X END_Y END_Z # origin and end points in meters, depth 
in negative direction  
SPACING_X #spacing of given tomographic points in meters  
SPACING_Y  
SPACING_Z 
NX #number of cell increment  
NY  
NZ  
VP_MIN VP_MAX VS_MIN VS_MAX RHO_MIN RHO_MAX #velocities in m/s  
xi, i=0:END_X y0    z0  Vpi,0,0       Vsi,0,0        rhoi,0,0 
xi, i=0:END_X y1    z0  Vpi,1,0       Vsi,1,0        rhoi,1,0 
“  “    “       “            “           “ 
xi, i=0:END_X  yEND_y     z0  Vpi,END_Y,0       Vsi,END_Y,0         rhoi,END_Y,0  
xi, i=0:END_X  y0     z1  Vpi,0,1       Vsi,0,1        rhoi,0,1 
“       “         “        “                “                    “ 
xEND_X         yEND_Y     zEND_Z        VpEND_X,END_Y,END_Z   VsEND_X,END_Y,END_Z rhoEND_X,END_Y,END_Z 
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The initial tomographic model from Tondi et al. (2009) is a .xyz bloc file with 
values for P and S velocities as well as density. The tomographic values are 
regularly 10km spaced on the horizontal components and irregularly spaced on 
the vertical one with values for the depths at: -1 1 5 10 15 20 35 45 70 100 150 
and 230km. The starting point is placed at latitude/longitude/depth 25/44,36/-1 
and the whole model covers the region (25-28) latitude degree - (44,36-46,43) 
longitude degree for a 230km depth. 
As the SPECFEM3D tomographic model file has to be regularly spaced in each 
direction I had to resample the original model in the vertical direction (see Figure 
73). Besides, to work with a finer spaced tomographic model, I interpolated it to 
get a 2km regularly spaced tomographic model as starting reference model. This 
initial model is finally a 116*116*117 .xyz file. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 73 - From an irregular spaced tomographic model .xyz file to a regularly spaced model. 
Velocity values indicated by green points are given for a given regular/non regular spaced grid in a 
230km3 Cartesian volume covering the geographical area from latitude 25 to 28 and longitude 44,36- 
46,43 (blue projection at the bottom).  The left representation choses the initial model format, built 
up on a non-regular spaced grid of points. The spacing chosen for the regular model given on the 
left is about 2km for each direction. 
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Figure 74 - Simplified call trees of the three SPECFEM executables and modified routines (orange). 
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AD.II. IMPLEMENTING SPECFEM ON CINECA HPC 
CLUSTERS 
 
The advantage of using software on clusters is to benefit from a larger amount of 
computational cores than on our personal laptop or local cluster. 
High performance computing (HPC) facilities are reachable on the basis of 
national and European calls for proposals. During these three years, I have used 
the facilities of the CINECA HPC centre, in Bologna, Italy. At the beginning of 
the study the resource available at CINECA on which to run SPECFEM3D was 
the Sp6 machine. It was replaced in summer 2012 by FERMI with a Blue Gene/Q 
architecture, involving setting up again the code implementation and meshing. 
 
AD.II.1. Access to the computational resources 
 
The programs ISCRA (Italian SuperComputing Resources Allocation) and 
PRACE (Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe) manage the access to 
the Tier-0 supercomputer by the way of international peer-review procedures 
ensuring world-class research. Whereas the ISCRA program opens access to the 
CINECA resources, the PRACE one offers access to any European HPC centre.  
The resource allocation is defined in terms of CPU16 (Central Processing Unit) 
hours through different kind of projects, which are on the FERMI BG/Q: 
 
Class B: standard project requiring between 1M and 10Million CPU 
hours. The project has a duration of 12 months and the proposal selection 
comes two times per year. 
 
Class C: small project requiring up to 1Million CPU hours. This class of 
project is made as “Test and Development” project, where the resources 
are used to implement, test, optimize applications in the high 
performance computing environment as well as scale it up to bigger 
platforms. The project has a duration of 9 months through monthly 
selection and one can have only one class C project approved each year. 
 
During this study, I have had access to CINECA computing resources through 
ISCRA projects on the Sp6 and FERMI (substitute of SP6 in summer 2012) 
machine. On Sp6, one C project of 20.000 CPU hours has been used whereas on 
FERMI I have worked with two C projects of 2Millions hours and one B project of 
10Millions CPU hours, from which I have used more than 2Millions CPU hours 
for the presented results. The resources of this B project will be used until 
November 2014 to pursue the inversion. In total, for the presented work, nearly 5 
Millions CPU hours have been involved. 
 
 
 
 
                                                
16 A CPU hour is defined as the product of the number of core used times the elapsed time involved 
for the computation. 
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AD.II.2. Working on the Sp6 system 
 
Sp6 was an IBM P6-575 Infiniband cluster made of 168 compute nodes, 
delivering a total of 5.376 compute cores with a memory of 128 Gbytes per node 
(4Gbytes per core). 
It gave the option to work with the computational cores (ST mode) or with virtual 
CPU (SMT mode), dividing twice the number of cores really used in the run (as 
well as the memory), and so the cost of the simulation. The point is that each 
task is managed by a given core, or by half a core in the case of virtual mode (see 
Figure 75). One has to ask the cluster the number of cores that corresponds to the 
number of tasks to run (MPI tasks=number of CPU). This management changes 
with the BG/Q architecture.  
 
 
 
Figure 75 - Tasks management with core and virtual CPU. 
 
In SPECFEM3D, the MPI tasks number can vary in function of the 
computational geometry built.  It depends on the number of computational slices, 
or MPI processors, on each horizontal components of the mesh. Thus, for a given 
mesh geometry, different computational set up are possible. 
On Sp6, I built a mesh of 500km*500*500km with 995.328 spectral elements and 
a doubling layer. It consisted of: 
-144 spectral elements along the two horizontal components 
-48 spectral elements in depth 
Where 144 can be written as: 144 = 8*18 = 8*9*2 = 8*3*3*2 = 8*3*6. That is four 
possible combinations17 for the computational configurations. Thus, the number 
of MPI processors along the horizontal component can be 18, 9, 6, 3, 2, giving a 
total of MPI tasks of 324, 81, 36, 9 and 4 respectively. 
 
Figure 76 on the left shows the SPECFEM3D behaviour as the number of MPI 
tasks increases. This means that I am comparing the different elapsed times 
needed to run a simulation for a fixed mesh and different computational set up (I 
show the case of 81 and 324 MPI tasks). 
The more the MPI tasks / number of cores increases, the less time is involved in 
the simulation. This happens because each MPI task / core manages less spectral 
elements. This is clearly visible in Figure 76 on the right, where the number of MPI 
tasks / cores is fixed whereas the number of spectral elements in the 
computational mesh is increased. 
                                                
17 As the mesh contains doubling layers, the computational combination has to be written in terms 
of multiples of 8 spectral elements. Each computational core has to manage the computations 
regarding a multiple of 8 spectral elements. 
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Figure 76 - SPECFEM3D efficiency on CINECA Sp6 architecture. 
 
The point is that the finer is the mesh the higher frequencies can be simulated. 
After having studied the CALIXTO99 database, this was a crucial step in the 
inversion. As the data were studiable in a high frequency range, corresponding to 
periods between 1,25 to 2,5 seconds, I had to be able to generate synthetic 
seismograms with SPECFEM3D in the same frequency range. However, 
increasing the mesh resolution means an increase of the number of spectral 
elements and thus also an higher computational cost. 
 
From different mesh geometries, I built a period resolution curve to see how to 
reach nearly 1sec period synthetic waveforms (Figure 77). The minimum period 
resolution of a given mesh is retrieved from the comparison of the Fourier 
transforms of synthetic seismograms computed in the mesh and in a finer one. 
These Fourier transformed signals are identical until a given corner frequency 
where the largest mesh diverged from the finest one. As the finer mesh is 
supposed to reach higher frequencies than the larger one, I took this corner 
frequency as an indication of the maximum frequency accuracy of the largest 
mesh. This has been done for four different mesh resolutions. I present the 
details of the geometry and computational configuration for three of them in 
Figure 77. For the finest mesh, mesh432, I have not been able to check the period 
resolution, as I could not run an even finer mesh due to computational costs. A 
logarithmic equation of the other results led to a 0,71sec period resolution 
estimate for this mesh. 
The important conclusion from these results was that I was able to reach a 1,25 
second period resolution with a mesh (mesh320) that involves 3 millions of 
spectral elements and 400 compute cores on Sp6. 
 
 
        
Figure 77 - Mesh set up for different resolution tests on Sp6. 
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AB.II.3. Working on the FERMI system 
 
In summer 2012, FERMI has replaced the Sp6 system with a new Blue Gene/Q 
architecture. 
FERMI is composed of 10.240 compute nodes, with 16 cores each, totalling 
163.840 compute cores. Each processor comes with 16 Gbytes of RAM (1Gbyte 
per core). BG/Q is different from Sp6 in terms of MPI tasks management and 
cores architecture: 
- the computational set up modulation is expressed in terms of number of 
requested nodes (bg_size) and number of MPI tasks allocated per node 
(rank_per_node). 
- jobs are sent in terms of number of compute nodes, for a multiple of 16 number 
of cores (it was multiple of 2 on Sp6) 
- the minimum number of requested compute nodes for job submission is of 64  
(1.024 cores) 
- the number of MPI tasks do not match the number of compute cores anymore 
- the virtual CPU option for job submission is no more available 
 
I thus had to build up a new mesh, equivalent to the previous one, where the 
number of MPI tasks is equal to the product of the bg_size with the 
rank_per_node. This had to be done under the consideration that the bg_size has 
to be a multiple of 64, which is the minimum set up requested by the system: 
 
 !"#!!"#$# ! !"#!!"!!"#$ ! !"!"#$ ! !"#$!"#!"#$ ! ! ! !" 
 
( 87 ) 
In SPECFEM3D, the number of MPI tasks is linked to the number of spectral 
elements in horizontal directions: 
 
 !"#!!"#$# ! !"#$!!" ! !"#$!!"# 
 
( 88 ) 
where !"!!" ! ! ! ! ! !"#$!!" !!! !"#$!!"#  
 
in our case  !"!!" ! !"!!"#  thus we can write 
 
!"#$!!" ! !"#!!"#$# 
 
( 89 ) 
The number of spectral elements in horizontal directions can be then written as:  
 
 !"!!" ! ! ! ! ! !"#!!"#$# ! ! ! ! ! !"#$!!"#!!"#$ ! ! ! !" 
 
( 90 ) 
From these relations, all the possible combinations set up for the BG/Q 
architecture can be retrieved (see a sample in Table 7). The computations are done 
on node level, involving a multiple of 16 number of cores. For a fixed number of 
MPI tasks, different configurations can be applied. For example, for the mesh 
with NEX_XI=512, involving 4096 MPI tasks (orange highlighted lines in the 
table), one can build the computational environment in these ways: 
 
bg_size=  64     &  rank_per_node=64   involving  64*16=1024 compute cores 
bg_size=128     &  rank_per_node=32     involving 128*16=2048 compute cores 
bg_size=256     &  rank_per_node=16     involving 256*16=4096 compute cores 
bg_size=512     &  rank_per_node= 8      involving 512*16=8192 compute cores 
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The rank_per_node parameter shares out a given number of MPI tasks to a 
single node (between 16 cores).  This setting plays a role on the memory allocated 
to each task. The more filled is a node with MPI tasks, the less memory is 
allocated to each of these tasks. Allocating 16 MPI tasks to a single node means 
sharing out 16 MPI tasks to 16 cores (each of them having a 1GByte memory 
chip) and thus assigning 1GByte of memory space for each single MPI task. 
 
Table 7 - Sample of possible combinations for building a mesh on FERMI-BG/Q. 
 
 
To choose the best setup, I looked at the behaviour of SPECFEM3D for a fixed 
number of MPI tasks and an increasing number of compute cores.  Results, 
presented in Figure 78, are related to the mesh with NEX_XI=512 (orange 
highlighted lines in the table). I tested the four computational configurations 
detailed previously (the points from left to right stand for a bg_size of 64, 128, 
256 and 512). These tests have been done in the base of 10 minutes simulations 
and the estimation time given by SPECFEM3D for a complete simulation. The 
simulations started being stable in terms of running time from the third set up 
(bg_size of 256 for 4096 compute cores). The stability is thus reached when the 
number of MPI tasks corresponds exactly to the number of compute cores 
involved in the simulation. This corresponds to a computational environment 
equivalent to the Sp6 one. With these settings, the memory allocated for each 
single task is of almost 1Gbyte. This appeared to be the best computational sep 
up for my study. 
 
Figure 78 - SPECFEM3D efficiency on CINECA BG/Q architecture. 
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